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1 Introduction  

1.1 Atomic H and defects in hydrogenated amorphous silicon 

Hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) is a promising low cost alternative to single 

crystalline silicon in new generation solar cells and large area displays[1], and thus is of 

extreme importance for the modern human society. a-Si:H is typically deposited by 

decomposition of silane, a gaseous compound composed of Si and H, by means of 

thermal or plasma dissociation. The H rich deposition atmosphere results in significant 

amount of hydrogen in the obtained materials. The H content is closely related to the 

a-Si:H structure. It has been long recognized that a high degree of H2 dilution in the 

silane plasma favors the formation of microcrystalline silicon[2]. Post growth H plasma 

treatment can also induce crystallization of a-Si:H[3]. In addition to the role as an 

important structural component, H atoms are also critical to improve the electronic 

properties of a-Si:H by saturating the unpaired electrons of under-coordinated Si 

atoms (known as dangling bonds) which can serve as the trapping centers for the 

mobile charge carriers[4]. Thus, a profound understanding of the interaction of H and 

the a-Si:H host materials is of critical importance for the development of a-Si:H based 

photovoltaic and electronic devices. More generally, hydrogen extensively exists in 

many solid state materials and strongly influences the structural and electronic 

properties of such host materials[5]. Understanding the interaction of H and the host 

materials is of general interest, which is of critical importance to promote the 

development of electronic and photovoltaic devices, hydrogen storage systems and 

proton exchange membranes for fuel cells[6]. 

Due to the significant impact of H on the structural and electronic properties of a-Si:H, 

many efforts are devoted to elucidate the bonding structure of the H atoms in a-Si:H 

by various diagnostic techniques and theoretical approaches. Solid state 1H nuclear 

magnetic resonance (1H NMR) and Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy are 

useful tools to characterize the H structure because the resonant frequency is 

sensitive to the chemical environment. Although most H atoms are bonded to Si 

atoms, they are not homogeneously distributed in a-Si:H. Solid state 1H NMR study is 

able to recognize two types of H atoms which are currently interpreted as a clustered 

phase composed of 4-7 H atoms and a more dispersed phase of separated Si-H 

bonds[7-8]. Molecular H2 is also detected by 1H NMR[9]. The structure of the clustered 

phase is similar to the {111} oriented H platelets founded in hydrogenated crystalline 

silicon[10-12]. The H clustering is driven by the negative correlation energy[13-14]. FT-IR 
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results suggest that the clustered H phase is enriched in the divacancies or the 

internal surface of voids[15-16]. In addition to the bonded H atoms in Si-H bonds, H 

atoms can also present as an interstitial species in the network[17]. The energetic 

favorable locations are the bond centers (BC) and tetrahedral (Td) interstitials. 

Theoretical study predicts several possible structures for the interstitial H, like the 

diatomic complexes[18-19]. FT-IR study may also provide indirect evidence for the 

interstitial H[20].  

The divergence in H structures naturally leads to a distribution of the H energy levels 

in a-Si:H. For example, the bonded H atoms are more stable than the interstitial H 

atoms and thus should be in a lower energy level. Similar to the energy band of 

electrons, a H band model is proposed to describe the H energy levels in a-Si:H[4, 17, 21-

22]. The reference state is usually chosen as the free H atoms in vacuum. The energy of 

the H atoms is reduced compared to the reference state by their binding energy to 

the silicon network. There is also a transport level through which the H atoms can 

change their configurations. In this picture, the bonded H is therefore approximately 

located at -ESi-H, where ESi-H is the bond energy of a Si-H bond in a-Si:H which depends 

on the local chemical environment and is lower than the Si-H bond energy in gaseous 

SiH4 due to the interaction with the Si matrix. The ESi-H value is higher for Si-H bonds 

and lower for clustered H phase. The interstitial H atoms literally do not form 

chemical bonds with the matrix and thus are in much higher position in the energy 

diagram. In normal conditions, the H atoms occupy the energy levels according to the 

energetically favorable sequence, just like the electrons in an electronic energy band. 

An important parameter in the H band model is the H chemical potential, which 

separates the occupied and unoccupied H levels, similar to the Fermi level in 

electronic energy bands[23]. The H chemical potential should be at the position of 

minimal H density of states under the requirement of energy minimization[21-22]. Van 

de Walle argued that the position of H chemical potential should ensure the zero 

formation energy of dangling bonds[21].  

Experimentally, the energy levels of various H configurations are mainly deduced from 

the H diffusion activation energies of samples with different H structures[24-27]. A 

consistent energy diagram is also obtained by first principle calculations[21-22]. The 

energy of BC or Td H atoms is similar in a-Si:H and c-Si due to the similarity of the local 

environment. H permeation through c-Si at high temperature[28-29] and H diffusion 

experiments in H saturated a-Si:H samples[25] suggests that the interstitial H atoms are 
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0.5 eV below the transport level. The H diffusion activation energy of as-grown and 

H-depleted a-Si:H samples are found to be in the range of 1.2-1.5 eV or larger than 1.9 

eV, corresponding to the energy difference of the clustered H phases (H2*)n and 

separated Si-H bonds with respect to the transport level, respectively[24]. A schematic 

illustration of the H energy diagram is shown in Figure 1-1. 

 

Figure 1-1 A schematic H energy diagram 

1.2 Microscopic processes related to H and defects  

H atoms in a-Si:H are highly mobile in terms of both the spatial locations and the 

position in the H energy diagram of Figure 1-1. Therefore, H atoms can induce many 

structural changes in a-Si:H with the corresponding modification of the electronic 

properties. Mobile H and dangling bonds can be generated by thermal or photo-

induced dissociation of Si-H bonds, which is responsible for the light induced 

performance degradation of a-Si:H based devices (the so-called Staebler-Wronski 

effect)[30-31]. Several important microscopic processes involving H atoms are 

summarized in Figure 1-2. H atoms can insert into strained Si-Si bonds, resulting in 

dangling bonds with adjacent Si-H bonds[32-34]. H atoms can also abstract H atoms 
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from Si-H bonds, forming molecular H2 and leaving behind dangling bonds[34-35]. The 

dangling bonds can be passivated by H atoms by recombination[36]. Etching can be 

regarded as a special case of insertion. When one of the Si atoms in the Si-Si bond is a 

triple hydrogenated, the H insertion will cause formation of gaseous SiH4 molecules[34]. 

Extensive effort has been devoted to model the important H and defect related 

phenomena observed in a-Si:H, such as the SW effect, based on the above 

microscopic processes[32, 34, 37-39].  

 

 

Figure 1-2 Microscopic processes related to H and defects 

H diffusion in a-Si:H is a important process in the H/a-Si:H interaction, which can take 

place notably at moderate temperature (100 C). The diffusion species is generally 

regarded as neutral, atomic H[27], while some models propose more complicated 

diffusion species, such as floating bonds[40]. H diffusion in a-Si:H has extensively been 

studied by various experimental approaches, such as H permeation[28-29], H 

evolution[41-42] and isotope labeling with secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) 

profiling[24, 26]. It is found that H diffusion can be described by classic Fick’s law with a 

diffusion coefficient DH
[26]. The experimental diffusion coefficients span a broad range 

for samples with different properties, depending on many properties such as the H 

content[27], the doping type and the Fermi level[43], even the measurement methods[25] 

and the annealing time[44].    

0 exp D
H H

E
D D

T

 
  

 
       (1-1) 

The complicated H diffusion phenomena arise from multiple H trapping sites in a-Si:H, 

which is in agreement with the H band model. H diffusion is thermally activated with 

activation energy ED and a pre-factor DH0 (Eq.1-1). H diffusion is a result of excitation 
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of H from the H chemical potential level H (the highest occupied level) to the 

transport level ET, i.e. ED=ET -H
[4, 27]. The broad range of ED and DH0 values in literature 

is attributed to dependence of H on temperature and sample properties (such as H 

content)[27]. As discussed in Section 1.1, the diffusion activation energy can be utilized 

to determine the energy levels of various H configurations. The activation energy of 

0.5 eV (in c-Si and H saturated a-Si:H), 1.2-1.5 eV and >1.9 eV are corresponding to 

the energy of H atoms in BC configuration, H platelets and Si-H bonds with respect to 

the transport level, respectively[21-22, 24-26]. The mobile H species is also very important 

in the microscopic modeling for the SW effect[45-47] and H induced crystallization[3, 48].  

 

1.3 In situ studies on the H/a-Si:H interaction  

Studies on the interaction of H and a-Si:H by in situ diagnostic techniques are 

important to gain detailed insights into the H and defect evolution kinetics in a-Si:H, 

particularly to detect the metastable species in the process. Optical methods such as 

attenuated total reflection (ATR) FT-IR and spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) are readily 

applied in situ under plasma treatment conditions due to their non intrusive nature 

and relatively facile configuration. They are useful to study the change of H bonding 

structures and etching processes during plasma treatment. Electron spin resonance 

(ESR) can also be applied in situ, which is advantageous because it directly measures 

the defect density. In our group, evanescent wave cavity ring down spectroscopy (EW-

CRDS) is utilized to measure the sub band gap defect absorption in situ, which enables 

studying the defect evolution kinetics during growth and H dosing processes with high 

sensitivity.  

The H/a-Si:H interaction has been studied by analyzing the in situ FT-IR spectra during 

the exposure of a-Si:H thin film to deuterium (or hydrogen) plasma. It is found that 

the abstraction kinetics of the surface hydrides follows the Eley-Rideal mechanism 

with a nearly zero energy barrier[34-35]. Initial exposure of as-grown a-Si:H thin films to 

the H or D plasma causes increase of absorbance from various silicon hydrides, which 

is attributed to creation of additional silicon hydride groups due to H insertion into 

strained Si-Si bonds[32-33]. The insertion process is not detected by FT-IR at elevated 

plasma treatment temperature, indicating the insertion products are unstable at 

elevated temperature[34].  For H-depleted a-Si:H, initial H treatment is characterized 

by an increase of the lower IR stretching mode absorbance, in agreement with the H 

band model that H atoms preferentially fill the low energy sites (i.e. dangling bonds) if 
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they are available[32]. Cumulative H plasma treatment leads to etching of the film and 

eventually transition from a-Si:H to c-Si:H, as indicated by both FT-IR and SE results[32, 

34, 49]. However, identification of the vibrational modes from different silicon hydride 

groups relies on deconvolution of the broad absorption spectra, which often 

introduces ambiguity in interpreting the FT-IR results. 

ESR can directly measure defect density, which can provide complementary 

information to the diagnostic techniques based on detection of H species[50-51]. In situ 

ESR study suggests that H plasma treatment of a-Si:H thin film rapidly creates defects 

in the films, which can reversibly annihilate after the H plasma is removed. 

Experiments on samples with different thicknesses implies a penetration depth 100 

nm of the H-induced defects decreasing with treatment temperature, which results in 

an extraordinary high H diffusion coefficient 10-10 cm2s-1 at 150 C. However, the 

measurement time resolution is insufficient for full quantitative analysis of the defect 

creation/annihilation kinetics[52-53].  

The defects can also be probed by optical absorption techniques. However, both the 

density (1017 cm-3) and the absorption cross section (10-16 cm2) of defects are very 

low[54]. Highly sensitive diagnostic techniques are thus required to detect the very low 

absorption change. Our group has successfully applied cavity ring down spectroscopy 

(CRDS), a resonator enhanced absorption spectroscopy[55], to measure the defect 

absorption spectrum in a-Si:H thin films[56-57]. Utilizing a monolithic folded resonator, 

the evanescent wave CRDS (EW-CRDS[58-59]) can be adapted for in situ measuring the 

defect density in a-Si:H thin films under growth and plasma treatment conditions[60-62]. 

The EW-CRDS technique can measure the optical loss change down to 0.1 ppm, 

corresponding to 109 cm-2 change in the surface defect density. Moreover, the 

polarization anisotropy inherent to the non-normal angle of incidence optical 

configuration in the EW-CRDS allows depth discriminated probing of the 

absorbants[62]. The EW-CRDS technique has been successfully applied to study the 

surface defect evolution during a-Si:H thin film growth with a high time resolution of 

30 Hz. An absolute dangling bond density of (5±2)1011 cm-2 in the steady state is 

found on the growing surface, which is significantly lower than the required value for 

the dangling bond based growth mechanism[61]. Preliminary study on the defect 

evolution kinetics in a-Si:H thin film during H flux dosing has also been carried out 

using EW-CRDS. A fast equilibrated, complete reversible H-induced defect evolution 

process is observed. In particular, with a quantified H flux, the flux dependence of the 
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H induced defect density and the defect creation/annihilation rate is quantitatively 

studied for the first time[62]. The EW-CRDS is advantageous for its high sensitivity, high 

time resolution, direct defect detection and depth discriminated probing ability, 

which is very promising to provide kinetic data for quantitative modeling the H and 

defect evolution kinetics in a-Si:H. 

 

2 Framework of the research in this thesis 

2.1 Motivation of the project 

The interaction of H and a-Si:H has been extensively studied in the last a few decades 

with many important insights. Nevertheless, detailed understanding of the 

microscopic kinetic processes is still far from complete. In addition, many kinetic 

parameters still have large uncertainty or are unkown. Therefore, both the 

experimental techniques and the modeling procedures have to be improved for a 

more profound understanding of the H/a-Si:H interaction mechanisms.  

The diagnostic techniques should be improved in the sensitivity and time resolution to 

measure the low densities and fast kinetics of the defects and other metastable 

species. It is desirable that the diagnostic technique is able to detect the spatial 

distribution of the species since non uniform distribution of the species is almost 

always encountered in studying the H/a-Si:H interaction. It is well known that long 

time exposure to H plasma leads to significant structural change of the a-Si:H thin 

films, such as etching and amorphous-microcrystalline phase transition. Short plasma 

exposure times are therefore desirable to exclude these side processes, while it 

requires that the diagnostic technique is able to achieve sufficient signal/noise ratio 

within short data collection time.  

The species densities are both temporally and spatially dependent during the H/a-Si:H 

interaction. Comprehensive modeling work including both the temporal and spatial 

variation of the species densities is still not widely available. The non uniform spatial 

distribution is often circumvented by treating only the surface processes or using very 

thin a-Si:H films[32] or it is measured indirectly on samples with different thickness[52-

53]. Current modeling work is mainly performed for the kinetics on a relatively long 

scale[24, 47] or for the equilibrium state of H and defects[52-53]. Moreover, some 

approximations used in the modeling are without serious validation. Therefore, it is 

highly desirable to develop an accurate yet effective procedure to model the 
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experimental data, particularly the transient process captured by new measurement 

techniques.  

The motivation of the project is to provide more detailed insights into the mechanism 

of H/a-Si:H interaction, with both improved experimental measurements and more 

sophisticated modeling. Experimentally, the evolution kinetics of H induced defects is 

systematically studied by in situ EW-CRDS for different H flux, dosing temperature, 

film thickness and film structures with improved sensitivity and time resolution. 

Kinetic modeling is carried out to quantitatively evaluate the kinetic parameters and 

determine the temporal and spatial variation of H and defects based on the 

experimental data. The kinetic model is studied by both analytical approaches and 

numerical simulation with a critical analysis of the obtained kinetic parameters and 

their errors.  

 

2.2 Outline of the thesis 

2.2.1 In situ EW-CRDS measurements 

The H dosing experiments are carried out in a home-made ultrahigh vacuum chamber 

Galapagos[60] designed for in situ multiple optical diagnostics of thin film growth and 

interaction with plasma. The evolution kinetics of the H induced defects during the 

atomic H flux treatment of a-Si:H thin films is monitored in situ by the EW-CRDS 

technique employing an ultrahigh-Q (1010) monolithic folded optical resonator, as 

schematically shown in Figure 1-3. EW-CRDS is a resonator enhanced absorption 

technique which was applied for probing surface adsorbed species in the beginning[58, 

63]. In our group, this technique has been developed and optimized for in situ probing 

the defects in a-Si:H films. Some preliminary results on the defect evolution kinetics 

during the growth and atomic H flux treatment of a-Si:H thin films have been obtained 

by Aarts et al using similar experimental approaches[61-62, 64]. In the work of this thesis, 

the H induced defect evolution kinetics during H dosing of a-Si:H thin films is 

systematically investigated for different values of the H flux, dosing temperature, film 

thickness and film structures. A detailed description of the experimental setup is 

presented in Chapter 2. 
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Figure 1-3 Schematic illustration of the in situ EW-CRDS measurement of the H induced defects in a-

Si:H thin films. The enlarged circle shows the intensity of the s and p polarized electric fields in the 

film. 

The high sensitivity and time resolution extends the study on the H/a-Si:H interaction 

into a new time scale. The representative features of the time dependent defect 

absorption are shown in Figure 1-4, which shows a completely reversible defect 

evolution process: the density of H-induced defects increases rapidly as the H flux is 

turned on, reaches a steady state and reversibly annihilates when the H flux is 

terminated. The s-polarized electric field exhibits stronger absorption feature 

compared to the p polarized counterpart due to the different field intensity of the two 

polarizations in the film. The main kinetic features (the H induced density in the 

steady state and the rates of defect creation and annihilation) are subjected to the H 

flux, dosing temperature and film structures. Chapter 3 gives an overview of the most 

important observations from the in situ EW-CRDS experiments. 
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Figure 1-4 The defect absorption during H dosing of a-Si:H thin films 

2.2.2 Kinetic modeling 

Based on the main experimental observations, a kinetic model is proposed in Chapter 

3 to describe the microscopic mechanisms.  In the kinetic modeling, the H atoms in 

the a-Si:H thin films are assumed to be the interstitial H atoms. The defect creation is 

attributed to the insertion of H atoms into strained Si-Si bonds, forming dangling 

bonds with adjacent Si-H bonds (Si-H ∙∙∙DB) which are designated as defect complexes 

(DCs). The DCs can annihilate through self healing or recombination with other H 

atoms. The spatial profiles of both H and DCs are built up due to H diffusion in the film. 

The microscopic processes involved in the modeling and the corresponding variation 

of the species densities are listed in Table 1-1.  

The differential equations describing the kinetic model are given by Eqs. 1-2 and 1-3. 

The boundary condition assumes the diffusion flux on the surface equals to a fraction 

of the incident H flux (Eq. 1-4). Equations. 1-2 to 1-4 represent the minimal set of 

kinetic equations (MSKE) to explain the measured defect absorption kinetics.  
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Table 1-1 Microscopic processes and variation of the H and DC density 

 Process NH/t NC/t 

Insertion  H+SiSi  Si-H ∙∙∙DB - kinsNSNH + kinsNSNH 

Self healing Si-H ∙∙∙DB  H+SiSi + NC/  - NC/ 

Recombination  H+Si-H∙∙∙DB SiSi+H2 - krecNHNC - krecNHNC 

H Diffusion  +DH
2NH/z2  

NH, NC and NS are densities of H atoms, defect complexes and strained Si-Si bonds, respectively. kins 

and krec are rate constants for the insertion and recombination, respectively.  is the time constant for 

self healing. DH is the H diffusion coefficient in a-Si:H.  

From Chapter 4 to 6, the MSKE is extensively studied by both analytical and numerical 

approaches. In Chapter 4, a hydrogen quasi steady state (QSS) approximation is 

proposed to obtain an approximate solution to the MSKE. The QSS approximation 

assumes that the integrated H density in the film reaches a quasi steady state very 

rapidly after the H flux is turned on and off. It predicts that the initial absorption 

change after the H flux is turned on and off exhibits an exponential decay time 

dependence. The kinetic parameters f, , ins/krec and DH/ins in the MSKE and their 

activation energy values can be quantitatively evaluated based on the QSS 

approximation. The hydrogen QSS is validated by numerical simulation using the 

typical value of kinetic parameters, which suggests that the H QSS is valid when the 

insertion frequency ins is much higher than the time resolution of the measurement 

while fast H diffusion is not a necessary requirement.  

Chapter 5 provides the analytical solution to the MSKE in the steady state, which gives 

the H and DC spatial profiles. The MSKE is simplified into dimension-less set of first 

order differential equations of the spatial variable. The defect absorption in the 

steady state is determined by three parameters: =(DH/(2ins))
1/2, C=ins/krec and 

0=2C/(f), which are the scaling parameters of depth, DC density and flux in 

obtaining the dimension less equation, respectively. The three parameters can be 

evaluated by fitting the flux dependent absorption in the steady state.  

In Chapter 6, a numerical model is developed to solve the MSKE and evaluate the 

kinetic parameters by fitting the defect absorption data in the entire time range (dash 

curves, Figure 1-4). The results reveal that the absorption kinetics together with the 

experimental time resolution is only determined by the four parameters f, -1, ins/krec 
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and DH/ins which can be determined from the analytical models. An experimental 

time resolution on the order of 1/ins is required to determine the insertion frequency 

experimentally with sufficient accuracy. The spatial and temporal evolution of the H 

and DC is studied using the numerical simulation. 

In Chapter 7, the microscopic mechanism of the H/a-Si:H during the H dosing 

processes is discussed based on the kinetic parameters and the activation energy 

obtained in Chapter 4-6. The H diffusion is expected to proceed via a free diffusion 

mechanism similar to that in c-Si due to the interstitial nature of the H in the MSKE. By 

assuming the H diffusion activation energy equal to the free diffusion activation 

energy in c-Si, together with the results in Chapter 4-6, all the kinetic parameters and 

their corresponding activation energies can be obtained. In addition, the defect 

complex configuration is determined to be about 0.15 eV below the interstitial H state. 

The microscopic mechanisms proposed are compatible to the classic H band model. 

Chapter 8 discusses the evolution kinetics of the H-induced defects at the dosing 

temperature 200 C which exhibits more complicated time dependence than that 

shown in Figure 1-4. The interaction of H with a new type of defects (Dx) is invoked to 

explain the phenomena. The DCs and the Dxs exhibit contradictory evolution 

characteristic during H dosing. The non monotonic defect absorption can be explained 

by the superposition of the H-DC and H-Dx interactions. The MSKE is extended by 

including the H-Dx interaction, which is able to explain the defect absorption kinetics 

at both low and high dosing temperature. The Dxs are likely to be the pre-existing 

defects in a-Si:H, while it is very questionable that they can be identified as the 

dangling bonds as generally perceived. It is implied that the pre-existing defects in a-

Si:H may be more complicated than isolated dangling bonds. 

The experimental and modeling studies in this thesis provides a more profound 

understanding of the microscopic mechanism of the H/a-Si:H interaction. Particularly, 

quantitative information of the kinetic parameters and the activation energy of the 

metastable H and defect species are obtained, which is an important extension to the 

conventional model of the H/a-Si:H interaction. The results will provide new insights 

into several important H involved processes in a-Si:H such as the Staebler-Wronski 

effect and H induced crystallization.  
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Chapter 2  
 

In situ monitoring the H-induced defect evolution kinetics in 

hydrogenated amorphous silicon: the experimental details 

 

The defect evolution kinetics in hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) thin films 

during atomic hydrogen flux treatment is studied by in situ evanescent-wave cavity 

ring down spectroscopy (EW-CRDS). The most important experimental aspects of the 

measurements are discussed in detail, including the folded monolithic quartz 

resonator for the EW-CRDS measurement, the UHV reactor for film growth and H 

dosing, the optical alignment procedure and the H dosing procedure. A very high 

sensitivity up to 0.1 ppm in defect absorption at a high time resolution of 33 ms can 

be achieved during the in situ measurements, providing high quality data for kinetic 

modeling.  
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1 Introduction  

In this thesis, the defect evolution kinetics is measured by in situ evanescent-wave 

cavity ring down spectroscopy (EW-CRDS). EW-CRDS is a highly sensitive absorption 

spectroscopic technique which was applied to probe surface adsorbed species [1-4]. In 

our group, this technique has been developed for in situ measuring the interband 

defects in hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) under dynamic conditions such as 

film growth and H plasma treatment[5-7]. The EW-CRDS has been proven to be one of 

the most advanced techniques for in situ probing defect evolution kinetics in a-Si:H 

because of its high sensitivity, excellent time resolution and direct information on the 

spatial distribution of the defects from its intrinsic polarization anisotropy. 

In situ monitoring the evolution kinetics of H induced defects in a-Si:H by EW-CRDS is 

a very delicate process, which requires synergistic operation of the deposition/H 

dosing system and the optical diagnostic system. In this chapter, the experimental 

details of the in situ EW-CRDS measurements during the H dosing process are 

presented, emphasizing on the most important aspects for a successful measurement. 

This includes discussions on the folded monolithic quartz resonator for the EW-CRDS 

measurement, the UHV reactor for film growth and H dosing, the optical alignment, 

the growth and H dosing procedures and the auxiliary real time spectroscopic 

elliposometry (RTSE) measurement. With a proper setup of the experiments, a very 

high sensitivity of up to 0.1 ppm defect absorption per pulse at a time resolution of 33 

ms can be achieved, providing high quality data for kinetic modeling. 

The chapter is organized as follows. The first part gives a brief introduction to the 

principles of CRDS and EW-CRDS techniques. The second part explains the 

experimental setups, including the folded optical resonator, the ultrahigh vacuum 

reactor, the plasma and radical sources, the optical diagnostic system and the data 

acquisition and processing system. The third part describes the experimental 

procedures in detail, including the cleaning of the folded optical resonator, the optical 

alignment, the growth and H dosing steps and the RTSE measurement.  

2 Brief introduction to the EW-CRDS technique 

2.1  CRDS principles 

Cavity Ring-Down Spectroscopy (CRDS) is a resonator enhanced optical absorption 

spectroscopy technique, in which an optical resonant cavity is employed to allow the 

probe light passing through the sampling area for multiple round trips to enhance the 
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detection sensitivity[8-9]. The principle of CRDS using a pulsed laser is schematically 

illustrated in Figure 2-1.  

 

Figure 2-1 The principle of CRDS: (a) the optical configuration and (b) the transient intensity signal of 

a empty cavity and a cavity with absorbants. 

The optical resonant cavity is composed of a pair of highly reflective mirrors 

embracing the sampling area. A pulsed laser beam enters the cavity from one side and 

experiences multiple round trips within the cavity. At the other end of the cavity, the 

time dependent intensity of the light leaking is recorded. After each laser pulse, the 

light leaking out decreases in intensity with time due to the absorption of the sample 

and losses at the mirrors due to the <100% reflectivity. The total optical loss increases 

proportionally to the number of round trips, or equivalently, to the time. According to 

Lambeer-Beer’s Law, the time dependent light intensity decays exponentially with 

time, given by 

0 exp
r

t
I I L

t

 
   

 
        (2-1) 

where I and I0 are the light intensity at the starting point and at time t, respectively; tr 

is the time for one round trip and L is the optical loss per round trip. Therefore, the 

light intensity decay can be characterized by a time constant , known as the ring-

down time, given by  

rt

L
           (2-2) 

which is inversely proportional to the optical loss per round trip. The light intensity 

decay behavior is schematically illustrated in Figure 2-1b. The ring-down time is given 
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by the reciprocal of the slope in the semi-logarithmic plot. The sample absorption Ls 

can be calculated by comparison of the ring-down time with and without the sample.  

0

1 1
s rL t

 
  

  
        (2-3) 

where  and 0 are ring-down time with and without the sample, respectively. 

In the CRDS process, the light passes the sample many times before entering the 

detector. For a clean cavity composed of mirrors with reflectivity R, the number of 

round trips nr at the ring-down time without samples is given by  

2

1 1

1( )
r

r

n
t L R


  


       (2-4) 

For typical R value of 99.9%, the number of round trips is 106. Equivalently, the 

sample thickness, and consequently the detection sensitivity, is increased by the same 

factor. Therefore, the CRDS technique is able to significantly enhance the detection 

sensitivity and can be used to detect very weak absorptions.  

The detection sensitivity of the CRDS technique is given by 

0 2minL L  


        (2-5) 

where L0 is the base optical loss and  is the standard deviation of the  value. 

Therefore, a narrow distribution of the ring down time is necessary to achieve a high 

signal/noise ratio in the measurement. 

 

2.2 Evanescent Wave-CRDS 

A major improvement of the CRDS technique is using the evanescent wave emanating 

from the total internal reflection (TIR) surface to probe the absorbants on the TIR 

surface. This technique, called evanescent wave cavity ring down spectroscopy (EW-

CRDS)[1-3], can be achieved using a monolithic solid folded resonator (folded cavity). 

One type of such folded cavity proposed by Pipino is schematically illustrated in Figure 

2-2[1, 7]. The two planar side surfaces are coated with high reflectivity coating. The 

probing laser enters the cavity perpendicular to one side surfce, experiences total 

internal reflection and is reflected when reaching the opposite side surface. The 

evanescent wave emanating from the curved TIR surface can be used for probing the 

absorbants on the TIR surface. The principle is the same as the linear CRDS except 

that the optical path is folded. The key factors in designing the folded cavity to 
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achieve high measurement sensitivity, especially for probing the defects in a-Si:H, 

have been reviewed in detail by Hoefnagels[7], which will also be briefly described in 

Section 3.1. 

 

Figure 2-2 A schematic illustration of the monolithic folded resonator for EW-CRDS experiments 

Although the traditional linear configuration of CRDS is relatively easy to align 

optically, the linear optical configuration is difficult to employ in situ during the 

growth or plasma treatment of a thin film. Instead, the curved TIR surface of the 

folded cavity serves as an ideal sampling area for thin films. With the thin film grown 

on the TIR surface, all the optical detection components are located on the rear side 

of the film, leaving the space on the front side of the film to the plasma and radical 

sources: a favorable configuration for in situ studies. In addition, the dimension of the 

folded resonator is as small as a few centimeters, which is easy to mount onto the 

substrate holder for in situ measurements.  

 

2.3 Probing the inter band gap defects in a-Si:H by absorption 

technique 

The high reflectivity coatings in the cavities are optimized for a certain wavelength at 

which the reflectivity is the highest. As a result, CRDS gives the highest sensitivity at 

the optimized wavelength of the coatings because the base optical loss is minimal at 

that wavelength (Eq. 2-5). Deviating from the optimized wavelength, the sensitivity 

sharply drops due to the rapid increase of the base optical loss. In kinetic 

measurements requiring high time resolution, the absorption is often recorded at a 

fixed wavelength (the optimal wavelength), since scanning the wavelength is always 
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at the expense of losing time resolution. Thus, it is essential to choose the proper 

optimized wavelength when designing the cavity according to the system to be 

investigated.  

 

Figure 2-3 The a-Si:H density of states is shown in (a) where the arrows indicate possible optical 

transitions. The related absorption spectrum is given in (b). From Ref [6]. 

In a-Si:H, there are several optical transitions related to different electronic states. 

The typical density of state of a-Si:H is shown Figure 2-3a, which shows a band gap of 

1.7 eV, tail states in both the valence and conduction bands and a defect state in the 

band gap[6, 10]. The corresponding absorption spectrum is shown in Figure 2-3b. Above 

1.7 eV, direct band gap transitions determine the absorption spectrum. Between 

photon energies of 1.4 eV and 1.7 eV the absorption is mainly dominated by 

transitions involving tail-states. Below photon energy of 1.4 eV, the optical transitions 

are dominated by defect-related absorptions, i.e., the absorption values in this 

photon energy region will give information on the defect density. It is also implied in 

Figure 2-3b that the absorption cross section of the defect related states is very low, 

which can only be measured with sufficient accuracy by very sensitive techniques. In 

our group, the defect related absorption in a-Si:H thin films has been measured ex situ 

by CRDS using a linear cavity, in excellent agreement with the results obtained by 

other techniques[10]. The CRDS technique provides sufficient sensitivity to detect the 

extremely weak absorption of the defect related states, which makes it a promising 

technique to study the defect evolution kinetics in situ under growth and H dosing 

conditions. 
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2.4 Electric field intensity in the a-Si:H thin film on the TIR surface 

For an a-Si:H film with non uniform defect density ND(z), The defect absorption  is 

given by: 

0
( ) ( )

h

DN z I z dz          (2-6) 

where  is the absorption cross section[11], h is the film thickness and I(z) is the 

normalized electric field intensity, which is both non uniform and polarization 

anisotropic. To obtain the defect density and spatial distribution, it is essential to 

know I(z).  

 

Figure 2-4 Schematic illustration of the electric fields in an a-Si:H film 

As shown in Figure 2-4, the laser beam sheds onto the film/vacuum interface with an 

incident angle i. Since the a-Si:H thin film has a higher refractive index than the 

folded cavity, the evanescent wave appears on the a-Si:H thin film/vacuum interface. 

Strictly, it is not EW-CRDS anymore when detecting the absorption from the a-Si:H 

thin film grown on the TIR surface since the absorbants in the film are not probed by 

the evanescent wave. Due to multiple reflection on both the cavity/film and the 

film/vacuum interfaces, there are both forward and backward propagating 

electromagnetic waves, which are denoted by the + (forward) and – (backward) 

symbols, respectively. The s and p polarization designates the perpendicular and 
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parallel direction with respect to the incident plane (the cavity plane). In the depth  

from the cavity/film interface, the forward/backward field vectors are shifted by a 

phase factor i2cosi from that on the interface (
1̂E  ,

1̂E  ) for the electromagnetic 

wave with wave number , which are given by 

1

1

2

2

ˆ ˆ( ) exp( cos )

ˆ ˆ( ) exp( cos )

i

i

E E i

E E i

 

 

   

    
      (2-7) 

The subscript 1 denotes the fields in the a-Si:H thin films (medium 1). According to the 

Cartesian coordination shown in Figure 2-4, the electric field vectors in the depth  

from the cavity/film interface are given by 
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The field intensity is the square of the amplitudes of the corresponding electric field 

vectors. The normalized field intensity of the two polarizations in the a-Si:H is given by  
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      (2-9) 

where 
0,

ˆ
sE  ( 0,

ˆ
pE ) is the forward electric field vectors of the incident wave, which is 

equal in amplitude when the beam is circular polarized. To obtain the field intensities, 

the field vectors on the cavity/film interface need to be known, which can be 

calculated from a plane wave model using the matrix formalism[12]. A Mathematica 

code for the calculation is attached in the Appendix of this chapter. Figure 2-5 shows 

the calculated electric field intensities below (sub-surface) and above (supra-surface) 

the a-Si:H film surface by the plane wave model. When passing through the film 

surface, the s polarized fields is continuous while the p polarized fields drops suddenly. 

Within the film, the s polarized field shows much higher intensity compared to the p 

polarized counterpart for the 52 nm film, which is generally true for films thinner than 

70 nm. The anisotropy mainly comes from the different Fresnel reflection and 

transmission coefficient for the two polarizations. The field intensity depends on the 

depth from the film surface as well as on the film thickness. In Figure 2-6, the field 

intensity of four films for the first 50 nm below the film surface is shown. The 67 nm 

film shows notably different field intensity compared to the films around 52 nm. A 2 
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nm difference in film thickness around 52 nm, which is the typical uncertainty in real 

measurements, results in only negligible influence on the p polarized field while leads 

to about 5.3% difference in the s polarized field. The complication in the electric fields 

makes analysis of the absorption data more difficult, while it can be also utilized to 

study the distribution of the absorbants in the film with proper modeling. 

 

 
Figure 2-5 Calculated electric field intensity of the two polarizations for a 52 nm film. 

 

 

Figure 2-6 Calculated electric field intensity in the top 50 nm below the film surface for films with 

different thicknesses. 
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3 Setups 

3.1 The folded resonator[7] 

The geometry of the folded resonator is shown in Figure 2-2. The curved surface has a 

radius of curvature of 9 cm. The unfolded cavity length L= 2cm. The incident angle 

onto the curved TIR surface is 45. The cavity is optimized for detecting defect related 

absorption in a-Si:H around 1 eV through the following measures[7]. The folded 

resonator is made of an ultra-pure, monolithic fused silica with bulk hydroxyl group 

concentration less than 50 ppb and bulk optical loss <2.310-6 cm-1 at 1200 nm.  The 

two planar surfaces are coated with high reflectivity coatings for the 1200 nm light 

(>99.998% at 1200 nm).  The curved TIR surface has been super polished with surface 

roughness less than 0.05 nm to minimize the scattering losses. With all these 

optimizations, the base optical loss of the clean folded cavity is lowered to 18 ppm at 

1202 nm, corresponding to an intrinsic loss of 20 ppm/pass, as shown in Figure 2-7. 

The increase of optical loss further away the central wavelength is attributed to the 

reduced reflectivity of the mirror coating at these wavelengths. There is a small 

feature around 1234 nm, which is attributed to the combination of the first OH 

overtone (2 OH) occurring near 1365 nm with the OH in-plane bending mode (OH) 

occurring above 10 m. It is argued that the peak corresponds to a sub-monolayer 

coverage of surface OH species[4]. Through careful optical alignment, a standard 

deviation less than 0.5% for the down time can be achieved. Therefore, the detection 

limit is estimated to be 0.13 ppm (Eq. 2-5) for a clean folded cavity.  

 

 

Figure 2-7 The optical loss spectra of the clean and the recovered folded cavity. 
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3.2 The UHV reactor 

Deposition and H dosing of a-Si:H films are performed in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) 

chamber Galapagos (General Apparatus for Layer Analysis of Plasma Assisted Growth 

Of Semiconductors), which is designed for in-situ diagnostics of thin films during 

growth or plasma treatment processes through multiple optical techniques, as 

schematically illustrated in Figure 2-8[7]. The UHV setup consists of two stainless steel 

vacuum chambers separated by a flange that serves as the substrate holder. The two 

chambers are pumped by two turbo molecular pumps separately and can reach base-

pressure less than 10-9 mbar. The substrate can be heated by a radiation heater 

(Advanced Ceramics Corporation, Boralectric™ heater model HTR 1002, 1440 W) 

mounted on the rear chamber. The substrate temperature is monitored by four 

thermocouples attached to the substrate holder and actively controlled by a feedback 

loop. An automated stainless steel shutter protects the substrate during start up of 

the sources and provides the opportunity for fast on-and-off switching of the radical 

fluxes to the substrate.  

 

Figure 2-8 Schematic illustration of the UHV reactor for film deposition and H dosing and the optical 

setup for the EW-CRDS measurement. The insets are photographs of the hot wire and the H source.  
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There are four pairs of windows providing optical access to the substrate and the gas 

phase, including two pairs in the front chamber for Spectroscopic Ellipsometry (SE) 

and Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) experiments, one pair parallel to the 

substrate for gas phase Cavity Ring Down Spectroscopy, and one pair in the rear 

chamber for Attenuated Total Reflection Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy 

(ATR-FTIR) or Evanescent Wave Cavity Ring Down Spectroscopy (EW-CRDS). 

The front chamber (deposition chamber) are equipped with plasma/radical sources 

for thin film deposition and hydrogen dosing, including a coiled tungsten filament (the 

hotwire, diameter 0.45 mm), a quantified atomic hydrogen source and an electron 

cyclotron resonance plasma source. All the radical/plasma sources are mounted on 

linear translators such that the distance between these sources and the substrate can 

be varied. In this study, a-Si:H thin films are grown by dissociation of SiH4 on the 

hotwire, which is an established method for device grade a-Si:H thin film depositions. 

The optimum conditions for a-Si:H thin film deposition in Galapagos have been 

extensively studied previously[7]. The H source consists of a tungsten capillary (length: 

6 cm, diameter 1 mm) heated by a tungsten filament in which purified H2 is 

dissociated to produce atomic H flux[13-14]. The spatial H output of the source has been 

extensively calibrated by mass spectrometry measurements as a function of the polar 

angle for different capillary temperatures (1800 - 2600 K) and H2 flows (1.9·10-3 - 0.42 

sccm). The H-source acts like a point-source and the H flux shows a 1/r2 dependence 

on the distance r between the substrate and the heated region of the H-source. 

Therefore, the relative H flux onto the substrate can be changed accurately by varying 

the distance between the source and the substrate. This has been experimentally 

verified by etch studies of carbon films for which the etch rate is linear in H flux[7]. 

However, an uncertainty in the absolute H flux up to a factor of two cannot be 

excluded due to uncertainties in the H2 flow and the exact temperature of the 

capillary. 

 

3.3 Laser, optics and data acquisition 

The probing laser beam is the idler output of an optical parametric oscillator (Quanta-

Ray, MOPO 710) pumped by a seeded-tripled-Nd:YAG laser operating at 30 Hz 

(Quanta-Ray, 230-30). The Nd:YAG laser produces a beam of 0.3 J/pulse at a 

wavelength of 532 nm which is guided into the MOPO system where it is split into a 

visible (signal) output and an IR (idler) output through the non-linear optical 
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properties of a BBO (β-barium borate) crystal. In this way IR laser pulses of 6 ns 

duration at 30 Hz and a characteristic line width of < 10 cm-1 (< 1 nm) are produced.  

The optical configuration for the EW-CRDS measurement is shown in Figure 2-8. The 

idler output beam from the OPO is guided through a double Fresnel rhomb (Thorlabs, 

FR600HM) and a Glan-Laser polarizer (Thorlabs, GL-10) to generate a circularly 

polarized beam. The circularly polarized probing laser is weakly focused onto one 

planar surface of the folded cavity by a lens with a power density of 0.5 mJ/pulse. Fine 

alignment is realized by using two gold coated mirrors (M1 and M2) outside the UHV 

chamber. The ring-down transients composed of two polarizations are separated 

using another Glan-Laser polarizer (Thorlabs, GL-10) and simultaneously detected by 

two free-space-coupled, high-speed, 125 MHz, InGaAs photodiode detectors (New 

Focus, 1811).  

A two channels, 100 MHz, 12 bit transient recorder (TU/e DACS) is used to digitalize 

the transient signal from the detectors. Data acquisition and processing is controlled 

by a home-made LabView program which automatically extracts the ring down time 

through a weighted least squared fit of the digitalized transient. The data processing 

is triggered by the laser pulse and can be completed within the laser repetition cycle, 

resulting in a time resolution same as the laser repetition period (0.033 s). 

 

4 Experimental procedure 

4.1 Pretreatment of the folded cavity 

After an a-Si:H thin film is deposited on the TIR surface, the base optical loss of the 

folded cavity increases drastically. Due to the high manufacturing cost, it is 

unaffordable to start each new experiment on a new folded cavity. To allow the cavity 

being used repeatedly, the a-Si:H thin film has to be removed without damaging the 

TIR surface. The a-Si:H thin film can be readily etched away by alkaline solution. The 

key point in the cleaning process is to maintain a sufficiently small roughness of the 

TIR surface. The TIR surface can be recovered according to the following procedures[7, 

15]. 

(1) The TIR surface was immersed in a basic buffer solution of boric acid and 

potassium hydroxide (Merck 1.09438.1000, pH = 11, 100 ml) for 72 h till the film 

is no longer visible with the naked eyes. The pH was regularly checked and 

additional potassium hydroxide was added if needed. It is essential that the 

mirror coatings remain untouched by the buffer solution to avoid damage.  
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(2) The cavity was rinsed with deionized water to remove the remaining alkaline 

solution. Then the cavity is immersed in ultrahigh-purity methanol for 2 h, 

followed by a ‘drop-and-drag’ cleaning of the TIR surface with ultrahigh-purity 

methanol (drop-and-drag: wet one end of a tissue slice with methanol and drag 

the slice along the curvature with the wetted end contact with the surface), 

swabbing with a water-acetone mix and, finally, a second 'drop-and-drag' cleaning 

by ultrahigh purity methanol.  

Due to the ultra high smoothness, atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurement in 

non-contact mode is unable to detect the surface roughness of a properly cleaned 

surface. The effect of cleaning is ultimately tested by measuring the optical loss of the 

folded cavity ex-situ. The base loss at 1202 nm increases to 29 ppm with the 

recovered TIR surface (Figure 2-7), mainly due to the scattering loss from the 

increased roughness of the TIR surface due to a few remaining tiny particles. If the 

base loss is still high after cleaning, repeated 'drop-and-drag' cleaning with ultrahigh 

purity methanol is carried out. It has to be noted that the base loss is very sensitive to 

the cleaning procedure. Excessive 'drop-and-drag' cleaning will lead to increase of the 

base loss. Unfortunately, there is no better alternative to check the cleaning effect 

than the described method. 

 

4.2 Optical alignment 

Proper optical alignment is critical to achieve a small standard deviation of the ring-

down time. To build up stable laser modes within the cavity, the laser beam has to 

enter the cavity from the center of (one of) the planar surface perpendicularly with 

respect to the incident planar surface, i.e. both the incident position and the incident 

angle are uniquely specified. The alignment has to be done with the folded cavity 

mounted in the UHV chamber and by adjusting the position and direction of the 

incident laser. The following procedure has proven to be one of the effective 

alignment methods.  

(1) Overlap the probing laser with an alignment laser 

The infrared idler probing beam before entering the folded cavity can be traced 

by fluorescent cards or normal printing papers. However, the EW-CRDS signals 

output from the cavity is too weak to induce visible fluorescence on the 

fluorescent cards. It is necessary to use a visible laser to depict the pathway of the 

probing infrared laser to facilitate the alignment, which is achieved by letting the 
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two lasers passing through the same two apertures. In steps (2) and (3), the 

visible diode laser is used for the alignment. 

(2) Alignment before the folded cavity 

The optics before entering the folded cavity is shown in Figure 2-8 and discussed 

in section 3.3. The laser is weakly focused onto the incident surface of the folded 

cavity by using combination of lenses. Several apertures are set in the laser path 

as spatial filters to attenuate the laser intensity below the damage threshold of 

the high reflectivity coatings (3mJ/pulse). The laser beam is brought to the right 

incident position and angle by adjusting the orientation of the two mirrors M1 

and M2. A useful approach to aid the alignment is to use the reflection spots from 

the reflection of the two planar surfaces of the cavity. As shown in Figure 2-9, the 

direct reflection spot from the front planar surface (plane 1) is a relatively sharp 

spot while the reflection from the back planar surface (plane 2) results in a fussy 

spot. These spots can be observed on the mirror M2 together with the spot from 

the incident laser. In case of perfect alignment, the three spots should overlap 

with each other, which is achieved by adjusting the two mirrors M1 and M2.  

 

 

Figure 2-9 Schematic illustration of the incident (green), the direct reflection (red) and the fussy spots 

(blue). Good alignment requires the three spots overlapping with each other. 
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(3) Set the detectors 

The output laser beam from the cavity is focused with a lens before the Glan 

polarizer and is split into the s and p components by the polarizer. The two 

photon detectors are mounted on translation stages to allow fine tuning of their 

positions. The detectors are first roughly settled near the two focused spots and 

are further adjusted to the position with the maximum signal intensity. Although 

no ring down transients can be observed with the continuous wave diode laser, 

wave like oscillations are observed if the output signal enters the detector.  

(4) Signal refinement  

With the above procedure completed with decent precision, the ring down 

transients should be detected after switching to the probing IR laser. Fine 

adjustments are still required to get good ring down transients and a narrow 

distribution of the ring down time when switching to the infrared probing laser, 

mainly by adjusting the detector locations. Fine adjusting the orientations of the 

two mirrors M1 and M2 is usually required because of the imperfect overlap of 

the IR probing laser and the visible diode laser. An aperture is set in front of the 

final lens to screen the scattering light from the photon detectors. It is worth 

noting that the purpose of the adjustment is NOT to pursue the longest ring down 

time. The indication of a good alignment is the small /value, which directly 

determines the noise level in the kinetic measurement. The /value should be 

less than 1% and can be as low as 0.3% when the optics is precisely aligned.  

 

4.3 a-Si:H thin film deposition and H dosing 

4.3.1 General measurement procedure 

The purpose of this study is to carry out a systematic investigation on various factors 

affecting the defect evolution kinetics during H dosing, including dosing temperature, 

H flux, film thickness and film structure. The preliminary H dosing study by Aarts et al 

shows that the defects created when the a-Si:H film is exposed to the H flux can be 

reversibly annihilated after the H flux is removed, indicating that the H dosing process 

within the investigated time (30 s) and H flux range (0.42-2.001014 cm-2s-1) does not 

cause structural modification in terms of the defect density[6]. The reversibility, 

fortunately, allows repeated H dosing measurements at various dosing temperatures 

and with different H fluxes on the same sample. The general measurement procedure 

is as follows.  
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The a-Si:H film is grown to several thicknesses (25, 40, 52, 67 and 240 nm) in steps. 

After each deposition, the film is adjusted to the desired temperature and is dosed by 

various H flux from 0.42 to 2.00×1014 cm-2s-1. The whole flux dosing series is carried 

out at six different film temperatures: 80, 100, 120, 150, 170 and 200 C. After 

finishing all the H dosing measurements at a certain film thickness, the film is 

maintained at 200 C overnight before the next round of deposition. With the above 

procedure, the effects of dosing temperature, H flux and film thickness can be studied 

in one deposition sequence without opening the UHV reactor. The effect of film 

structure is studied by depositing a 59 nm defective film in one step in another 

deposition sequence.  

 

4.3.2 Details of growth and H dosing conditions 

a-Si:H thin films are grown by dissociation of SiH4 (Praxair, purity > 99.995 %, 

delivered by mass flow controller) on the hot wire. Hotwire dissociation of SiH4 is an 

established method for device grade a-Si:H thin film deposition[16-19]. When the 

tungsten filament is heated to high temperature (>1800 K), radicals are generated by 

both thermal and catalytic dissociation, which further react with the SiH4 molecules to 

form growth precursors such as SiH3 and polysilane radicals[16-17]. The determining 

factors for the film quality include: hot wire temperature, chamber pressure and the 

distance between the hot wire and the substrate[18-20]. The deposition parameters for 

the high quality film are as following: SiH4 flow 4.0 sccm, SiH4 partial pressure 4.010-3 

mbar, hot wire current 12 A, hotwire-substrate distance 6.8 cm, substrate 

temperature 200 C, leading to a growth rate of 4.0 nmmin-1. The a-Si:H thin film 

deposition in this study is carried out following the optimized deposition conditions in 

Galapagos, which have been carefully studied previously. To study the effect of film 

structure, another film is deposited at off-optimal conditions by increasing the hot 

wire current to 14 A which leads to a higher growth rate of 10 nmmin-1 and with 

higher defect density.  

Since the as-deposited a-Si:H thin films will undergo structural relaxation in the first a 

few minutes, H dosing experiments are carried out at least 1 h after deposition. After 

switching to a new temperature, the film is equilibrated at the dosing temperature 

overnight before H dosing. During the H dosing process, the H source is always kept 

on and the accessibility of the flux to the film is controlled by the shutter on/off. 

Turning on the H source results in the optical loss change up to a few ppm even the 
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film is covered by the shutter, which is attributed to the leaking H atoms and will be 

discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. The operation parameters for the H source are 

as following: H2 flow 0.1 sccm, filament current 9 A. The absolute H flux impinging 

onto the substrate is between 0.42-2.00×1014 cm-2s-1 as the distance between the H 

source and the substrate is changed in the range of 15.4 to 5.4 cm. The pressure of 

the deposition chamber is 110-6 mbar during the H dosing process. Before the H 

dosing experiments, the a-Si:H film is first treated by 2.00×1014 cm-2s-1 H flux for 

several cycles with total treatment time of 3-5 min. In a complete H flux series, 

measurements are carried out at thirteen different H flux values which are varied 

monotonically in either increasing or decreasing sequence.  

 

4.4 Real time spectroscopic ellipsometry measurement 

As shown in Section 2.4, the absorption signal is coupled with the electric field factors 

which depend on both the film thickness and refractive index. Therefore, Real time 

spectroscopic ellipsometry (RTSE) measurements are carried out to monitor these 

two parameters during growth and H dosing. The ports for SE measurement are 

available in the front chamber of Galapagos, which is designed for an incident angle of 

60. However, direct measurement on the curved TIR surface is difficult because of 

the diverged beam after reflection on the convex surface. Alternatively, a flat silicon 

substrate with 400 nm thermal oxide layer is attached on the substrate holder near 

the folded cavity for real time SE measurement. The nucleation behaviour of a-Si:H on 

the thermal silicon oxide surface is expected to be very similar to that on the quartz. 

Therefore, the SE results should give a good reference to both the film thickness and 

refractive index of the a-Si:H film on the TIR surface.  

The measured SE data ( and ) are fitted using the multilayer model to extract the 

thickness and optical parameters of the a-Si:H layer, in which the optical parameters 

of the a-Si:H film are modelled by the Cody-Lorentz oscillator[21] and the surface 

roughness layer is modelled using the Bruggeman effective medium approximation[22] 

with a filling factor of 0.5. Real time SE characterization of the film growth process in 

Galapagos has been extensively studied previously. The growth rate is found to be 4 

nmmin-1 for the high quality film and 10 nmmin-1 for the defective film, respectively. 

The reflective index is around 3.58 for the 1200 nm probing wavelength at 200 C. The 

temperature dependence of the refractive index is corrected by a temperature 

coefficient d(n2)/dT=0.0016 K-1 from literature[23].  
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The film thickness and optical parameters are further confirmed by ex situ SE 

measurement after the folded cavity is taken out of the chamber when finishing the 

final round of growth and H dosing measurement. In ex situ conditions, direct SE 

measurement on the curved TIR surface is possible by using a smaller incident angle 

near the perpendicular incidence (10). The film thickness and the optical parameters 

show very good agreement between the films on the curved TIR surface and the flat 

substrate.  

 

5 Conclusions  

The evolution kinetics of H-induced defects in a-Si:H can be measured by in situ EW-

CRDS by monitoring the defect related absorption at 1200 nm utilizing a monolithic 

miniature folded optical resonator. Because of the high sensitivity, excellent time 

resolution and the intrinsic polarization anisotropy which enables depth discriminated 

probing of the absorbants, the EW-CRDS is one of the most advanced techniques to 

probe the defects in a-Si:H thin films at present. The experimental details of the in situ 

measurement of the H-induced defect evolution kinetics in a-Si:H are described. With 

a proper alignment of the folded resonator, the defect evolution kinetics in a-Si:H 

during dosing by atomic hydrogen can be measured with a high sensitivity of up to 0.1 

ppm with a time resolution of 33 ms, providing high quality data for a quantitative 

kinetic modeling. 

 

Appendix  
The Mathematica code to calculate the electric fields in the a-Si:H layer 

 

(*0:cavity, 1: a-Si:H, 2: vacuum*) 

n0=1.44805;  

n1=3.595; 

n2=1; 

h0=0; 

h1=52; 

h2=5; 

 

theta0=Pi/4; 

lamda=1200; 
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(*matrix elements calculation*) 

theta1=ArcSin[Sin[theta0]*n0/n1]; 

theta2=ArcSin[Sin[theta1]*n1/n2]; 

k1=2*Pi*n1*Cos[theta1]/lamda; 

k2=2*Pi*n2*Cos[theta2]/lamda; 

 

t01s=2*n0*Cos[theta0]/(n0*Cos[theta0]+n1*Cos[theta1]); 

t01p=2*n0*Cos[theta0]/(n0*Cos[theta1]+n1*Cos[theta0]); 

t12s=2*n1*Cos[theta1]/(n1*Cos[theta1]+n2*Cos[theta2]); 

t12p=2*n1*Cos[theta1]/(n1*Cos[theta2]+n2*Cos[theta1]); 

r01s=(n0*Cos[theta0]-n1*Cos[theta1])/(n0*Cos[theta0]+n1*Cos[theta1]); 

r01p=(-n0*Cos[theta1]+n1*Cos[theta0])/(n0*Cos[theta1]+n1*Cos[theta0]); 

r12s=(n1*Cos[theta1]-n2*Cos[theta2])/(n1*Cos[theta1]+n2*Cos[theta2]); 

r12p=(-n1*Cos[theta2]+n2*Cos[theta1])/(n1*Cos[theta2]+n2*Cos[theta1]); 

 

delta1=k1*h1; 

a0s=Exp[-I*delta1]+r01s*r12s*Exp[I*delta1]; 

a0p=Exp[-I*delta1]+r01p*r12p*Exp[I*delta1]; 

a1s=Exp[-I*delta1]; 

a1p=Exp[-I*delta1]; 

c1s=r12s*Exp[I*delta1]; 

c1p=r12p*Exp[I*delta1]; 

(*electric fields, 1: a-Si:H, 2: vacuum*) 

Fs1[z_]=N[(Abs[t01s*a1s/a0s*Exp[I*k1*z]+t01s*c1s/a0s*Exp[-I*k1*z]])^2]; 

Fp1[z_]=N[(Abs[(t01p*a1p/a0p*Exp[I*k1*z]+t01p*c1p/a0p*Exp[-

I*k1*z])*Sin[theta1]])^2+(Abs[(t01p*a1p/a0p*Exp[I*k1*z]-t01p*c1p/a0p*Exp[-

I*k1*z])*Cos[theta1]])^2]; 

 

Fs2[z_]=Abs[t01s*t12s*Exp[I*k2*z]/(Exp[-I*delta1]+r01s*r12s*Exp[I*delta1])]^2; 

Fp2[z_]=Abs[t01p*t12p*Exp[I*k2*z]/(Exp[-

I*delta1]+r01p*r12p*Exp[I*delta1])*Cos[theta2]]^2+Abs[t01p*t12p*Exp[I*k2*z]/(Exp[-

I*delta1]+r01p*r12p*Exp[I*delta1])*Sin[theta2]]^2; 

 

(*plot and file export*) 

Clear[ED1,ED2,Edata1,Edata2]; 

xsteps=501; 

ED1=Array[Edata1,{xsteps,4}; 
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ED2=Array[Edata2,{xsteps,4}]; 

Do[ 

 Edata1[i,1]=N[i*h1/xsteps]; 

 Edata1[i,2]=Fs1[h1-i*h1/xsteps]; 

 Edata1[i,3]=Fp1[h1-i*h1/xsteps]; 

 Edata1[i,4]=Edata1[i,2]/Edata1[i,3]; 

  

 Edata2[i,1]=N[i*h2/xsteps]; 

 Edata2[i,2]=Fs2[i*h2/xsteps]; 

 Edata2[i,3]=Fp2[i*h2/xsteps]; 

 Edata2[i,4]=Edata2[i,2]/Edata2[i,3]; 

 ,{i,0,500}6 

Plot[{Fs1[h1-z],Fp1[h1-  

 

 

Export["Edata1.dat",ED1]; 

Export["Edata2.dat",ED2];  
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Chapter 3  

 

Overview of the Experimental data and the Minimal Set of 

Kinetic Equations  

 

An overview of the most important features of the H induced defect absorption 

kinetics measured by in situ evanescent wave cavity ring down spectroscopy (EW-

CRDS) are presented. The effects of dosing flux, dosing temperature, film thickness 

and film structure on the absorption kinetics are summarized. The main measured 

defects are designated as defect complexes which are formed by H insertion into 

strained Si-Si bonds. A microscopic model is introduced to explain the observed defect 

absorption kinetics, which involves defect creation by H insertion into strained Si-Si 

bonds, defect annihilation by self repairing and recombination with H atoms and 

defect propagation due to H diffusion. The minimal set of kinetic equations with five 

kinetic parameters is derived.  
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1 Introduction 

It is well known that atomic H will lead to the creation and annihilation of dangling 

bond defects in a-Si:H. However, real time experimental data of the defect kinetics is 

not readily available in the literature. Das et al measured the spin density by means of 

in situ electron spin resonance during the H dosing process. However, the time 

resolution and the sensitivity were still insufficient for a quantitative quantitative 

kinetic modeling[1-2]. The H flux used by these authors is also much too high, which 

leads to loss of the flux dependent information and strong structural modification of 

the a-Si:H. Recently, Aarts et al has carried out a preliminary study on the defect 

evolution process during H dosing by in situ evanescent wave cavity ring down 

spectroscopy (EW-CRDS) with much improved sensitivity and time resolution[3]. A 

completely reversible defect creation/annihilation process is observed. In addition, 

the well controlled, quantified H flux provides quantitative information of the flux 

effect.  

Although some important features of the defect evolution during H dosing have been 

reported, a more systematic investigation is still desirable. In this thesis, the evolution 

kinetics of H-induced defects is systematically studied by in situ EW-CRDS for different 

dosing fluxes, dosing temperatures and on films with different thickness and 

structural properties. Section 1 of the chapter gives an overview of the most 

important features of the evolution kinetics of the H-induced defects as measured 

using the in situ EW-CRDS measurement. The influences of the H flux, dosing 

temperature, film thickness and film structure are summarized. Some non ideal 

situations in the measurement, such as the baseline shift with temperature and the 

background H flux are briefly discussed in Section 2.  

There have been a large variety of microscopic processes proposed in literature to 

model the H/a-Si:H interaction. Some of the processes are insignificant or even 

irrelevant to the observed defect evolution kinetics reported in this thesis. The 

important features in the macroscopic time dependent defect absorption provide 

criteria for the selection of the relevant microscopic processes. A kinetic model 

involving a minimum set of microscopic processes is proposed based on the important 

features of the measured data in Section 3. The experimental observations and the 

kinetic model are the bases for the analysis and discussions in the following chapters. 
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2 Overview of the experimental results 

2.1 Interpretation of the defect absorption  

The absorption from the defects in the film is given by 

0
, ,( ) ( )

h

s p D s pN z I z dz          (3-1) 

where s,p is the absorption (the subscripts s and p refer to the corresponding 

polarizations),  ND is the defect density which depends on the depth below the film 

surface z,  is the absorption cross section (10-16 cm2 for the 1200 nm sub-band gap 

defect absorption[4]), h is the film thickness and Is,p(z) is the normalized electric field 

intensity which can be calculated by the plane wave model[5] described in Chapter 2 

(Section 2.3).  

Both the pre-existing defects and the H induced defects contribute to the absorption 

measured by the in situ EW-CRDS. The absorption due to the H-induced defects can 

be obtained by subtracting the optical loss before the H flux is turned on (the base 

loss) from the total optical loss*, which is correlated to the density of the H-induced 

defects through Eq. 3-1. The distribution of the pre-existing defects in a-Si:H thin films 

are usually non-uniform, e.g. the defects tend to enrich on the surface and interface. 

After subtraction of the base optical loss, however, this non-uniformity of the pre-

existing defects does not directly influence the distribution of the H-induced defects.  

 

2.2 Basic features of the defect absorption kinetics 

Representative time resolved defect absorption during the H dosing process is shown 

in Figure 3-1. The base optical loss of the folded cavity and the absorption of the pre-

existing defects before H dosing have been corrected by subtraction. Therefore, the 

observed absorption change is attributed to the H induced defect formation in the 

film. The defect absorption increases rapidly when the H flux is turned on, reaches a 

steady state, and gradually drops back to zero after terminating the H flux, showing a 

completely reversible process. The steady state is reached within 5 s at 120 C, 

implying fast defect equilibration on the time scale of only a few seconds.  

                                                             
*
 Optical loss includes the loss from the cavity and the absorption of the film. Absorption 

refers only the optical loss caused by the absorbants (defects). 
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Figure 3-1 Typical time resolved defect absorption during the H dosing process. The steady state 

absorption is labeled in the figure. 

The s polarization shows higher absorption compared to the p polarization which is 

attributed to different electric fields of the two polarizations. Using the plane wave 

model, the s polarized electric field Is is found always larger than the p polarized 

counterpart throughout the 52 nm a-Si:H thin film (Chapter 2, Figure 2-5), which 

explains the observed polarization anisotropy. The p polarized electric field is discrete 

across the film surface. In the supra surface region, the p polarized electric field is 

much higher than the s polarized electric field. The stronger s polarized signal 

observed also suggests that the H induced defects are located in the subsurface 

region instead of above the surface. For the thickness values in this study, Is is always 

larger than Ip in the region near the film surface where most H induced defects are 

located, which results in higher s polarized signal in all measurements. Approximating 

the electrical fields by the bulk-averaged electrical fields (Eq. 3-2, 0.45 for the s 

polarization of the 52 nm film), the integrated density of the induced defects (Eq. 3-3) 

is estimated to be on the order of 1011 cm-2 in the steady state.
  

1

0
, , ( )

h
ave
s p s pI h I z dz         (3-2) 

0
( )

h
int
D DN N z dz          

(3-3) 

The polarization anisotropy can provide insights into the spatial distribution of the H 

induced defects in the film. As exemplified by a 52 nm film (Figure 3-2), the Is/Ip value 
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calculated by the optical model is 2.0 on the surface (subsurface value) and increases 

to 7.0 at 35 nm below the surface. The bulk-averaged Is/Ip value is 3.8, as shown by 

the dashed line. The measured signal intensity ratio of the two polarizations s/p in 

the steady state is 2.9, in between of the two curves (Figure 3-2, dotted line), 

indicating that the H induced defects in the steady state are neither limited to the 

surface nor have progressed into the film uniformly in depth. The s/p value 

increases with the dosing time (Figure 3-3). In initial dosing stage, the  s/p value is 

close to the subsurface Is/Ip value which gradually approaches the steady state value, 

suggesting that the initially induced defects are more confined near the surface and 

progress into the film with dosing time. The progression of defects is due to H 

diffusion since the defects are almost immobile in the dosing temperature range[6].  

Therefore, the evolution kinetics of the H induced defects also implicitly provides 

information on the H diffusion in a-Si:H.  

 

 

Figure 3-2 Calculated electric field ratio Is/Ip at different positions of a 52 nm film (the solid curve). The 

dashed line shows the bulk-averaged Is/Ip value and the dotted line shows the measured defect 

absorption ratio s/p in the steady state. 
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Figure 3-3 Time resolved defect absorption ratio s/p. 

2.3 Flux dependence 

In most previous studies on the interaction of H atoms with a-Si:H thin films, the H 

flux impinging onto the film surface has rarely been quantified. As a result, the flux 

dependent information is largely lost. In this section, the variation trends of some 

most important features in the defect evolution kinetics with H flux will be discussed, 

which is very useful to quantitatively evaluate the kinetic parameters. 

 

 

Figure 3-4 The optical losses of the s polarized signal when a 52 nm film is dosed with various H flux 

as labeled on top of each curve (units in 1014 cm-2s-1) at 120 C.  

With increasing H flux, the absorption from the H induced defects becomes more 

prominent (Figure 3-4). The defect absorption of both polarizations in the steady state 

s,p increases with H flux H, but exhibiting saturation trends when approaching the 
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high flux end (Figure 3-5a). Flux independent H induced defect density is indeed 

observed in the in situ electron spin resonance measurement carried out by Das et al, 

in which a high H flux on the order of 1016 cm-2s-1 was used[1-2]. The flux dependence 

can be well described by a hyperbolic function (Figure 3-5a, dashed curves):  

, ,
H

s p s p

H c

c


  
 

        (3-4) 

with H the H flux, cs,p the proportional factors of the corresponding polarization and 

c a flux offset which is polarization independent.  

 

 
Figure 3-5 H flux dependence of the steady state optical absorption ss: (a), the initial absorption 

increase rate ron (b) and the initial absorption drop rate roff (c). The film thickness is 52 nm. The dosing 

temperature is 120 C. The dashed curves are the fit results using Eq. 3.2 (a and c) and the 

proportionality function (b). 
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In addition to the higher defect absorption in the steady state, higher H flux also 

accelerates the defect creation/annihilation process. Characteristic rates are the initial 

absorption change rate when the H flux is turned on/off s,p/t|t0, which can be 

evaluated by fitting the measured data with an exponential decay function 

  1, , exps p s p

t
t A

  
      

  
      (3-5) 

where As,p are amplitude parameters for the s and p polarizations,  is a time 

parameter equal for both polarizations. Equation 3-5 is not only a mathematically 

accurate description of the initial absorption change (Figure 3-6, dashed curves), it can 

also be derived based on the microscopic H induced defect creation/annihilation 

mechanisms, as will be shown in Chapter 4.  

 

 

Figure 3-6 The absorption change for a 52 nm film in the first 0.8 s after the H flux is turned on (upper 

panel) and off (lower panel) at 120 C and 1.1× 1014 cm-2s-1 H flux. 
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As a result, s,p/t|t0 is given by 

0

, ,s p s p

t

A

t





 
        (3-6) 

The error in s,p/t|t0 is given by: 

0

, , ,

,

s p s p s p

t

s p

A A

t A


    
            

     (3-7) 

where As,p and  are the error of As,p and   from the exponential decay fit.  

Both the initial absorption increase rate ron (defined as s,p/t|tt_on) and decrease 

rate roff (defined as s,p/t|tt_off) increase with the H (Figure 3-5b and c). ron is 

proportional to the H flux within the experimental uncertainty. The slopes of the s and 

p polarized absorption differ by a factor of 2.6, close to the subsurface Is/Ip ratio 2.2, 

suggesting that the initial absorption increase is mainly attributed to formation of H 

induced defects in the near surface region. Using the subsurface electric field intensity 

(Is0.6), a surface defect creation rate (5.0±0.1)×1012 cm-2s-1 at 120C is obtained from 

the slopes. roff is by a factor of 2.7 slower than ron for the 52 nm film and increases 

with H flux following an approximately hyperbolic function. The roff values of the two 

polarizations also differ by a factor 2.6. Therefore, most annihilation of H-induced 

defects takes place in the same region as they were initially created when the H flux is 

turned off.  

 

2.4 Temperature dependence 

The absorption kinetics at different dosing temperatures is shown in Figure 3-7. As the 

dosing temperature increases, the defect absorption in the steady state decreases. 

The defect absorption in the steady state is a result of the equilibrium between the 

defect creation and annihilation processes. This observation, therefore, suggests that 

elevated temperature favors the defect annihilation process. Previous FT-IR and ESR 

studies also observed that defect creation was more notable at lower dosing 

temperature[1-2, 7]. 

 The defect absorption in the steady state approximately follows the Arrhenius 

equations with a negative activation energy of -0.14±0.01 eV, as determined from 

both polarizations of three films with different thickness (Figure 3-8a). The time 

towards equilibration is shortened at higher dosing temperature. This is easy to 

understand since all the microscopic processes are thermally activated. Both the 

initial absorption increase rate ron and decrease rate roff increases with dosing 
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temperature, with activation energy 0.19±0.01 eV for ron and 0.16±0.01 eV for roff, 

respectively (Figure 3-8b, c). All the activation energy values are independent of the 

film thickness and the polarizations, implying that these terms are governed by 

intrinsic mechanisms of the H/a-Si:H interaction.  

 

 

Figure 3-7 Time resolved, s polarized defect absorption of a 52 nm film when dosed with 2.001014 

cm-2s-1 H flux at different dosing temperature.  

Although with different absorptions in the steady state and different equilibration 

rate, the general shapes of the defect absorption kinetics are similar for the curves 

measured between 80 and 150 C. However, the defect absorption kinetics becomes 

more complicated when further raising the dosing temperature to 200C. As shown in 

Figure 3-7, the defect absorption changes non-monotonically with time in both cases 

of flux on/off. After the H flux is turned on, the absorption increases rapidly, reaches a 

maximum and gradually drops to the steady state value. When the H flux is turned off, 

the absorption first drops to a minimum even below the base absorption and then 

gradually increases back to the baseline. Such non-monotonic kinetics at high dosing 

temperature will be discussed in Chapter 8.  
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Figure 3-8 Dosing temperature dependence of the steady state absorption (a), initial absorption 

change rate when the H flux is turned on ron (b), and off roff (c). The H flux is 2.0× 1014 cm-2s-1. The 

dash curves are fit results using an Arrhenius type expression. Data of three different films is shown.  

2.5 Thickness effects 

As shown in the previous chapter, the electric field factor Is,p(z) is closely associated 

with the film thickness. As a result, films with different thicknesses result in both 

different s,p and s/p values. When using diagnostic techniques that are not depth-

discriminated (such as ESR by Das et al), the spatial distribution of the H induced 

defects can only be obtained by measuring the integrated defect density of films with 

different thicknesses[1-2]. However, this method has a coarse depth resolution on the 

order of several nanometers limited by the error in film thickness and is rather 

inaccurate for shallow penetration depths. Utilizing the thickness dependent electric 
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field intensities and the polarization anisotropy, the EW-CRDS technique provides a 

sensitive response to slight difference in the spatial distribution of the absorbants.  

 

 

Figure 3-9 Measured absorption ratio of the two polarizations (s/p) in the steady state (hollow 

squares) and the initial H dosing stage (solid triangles) of different film thicknesses at 150 C. The 

dashed curve: predicted ratio using a single exponential decay profile with profile depth of 15 nm. 

However, the spatial distribution information is coupled with the electric field effects. 

As a first attempt to estimate the defect profile depth in the steady state, an 

exponentially decaying profile of the H induced defects in the steady state is assumed: 

 0,( ) exp /C CN z N z           (3-8) 

The characteristic depth parameter  is solved to yield the measured s/p value in 

the steady state. An almost thickness independent profile depth parameter =15 nm 

is found for the three thicker films (Figure 3-9, dashed curve), suggesting that the 

thicker films can be regarded as semi-infinite. The 28 nm film appears too thin to 

satisfy the semi-infinite assumption: the same  slightly over-estimates the steady 

state ratio in this case. Although the conclusion is based on an arbitrarily assumed 

defect profile, the more detailed study on the spatial distribution of the H induced 

defects presented in Chapter 5 gives similar results. The semi-infinite nature of the 

thicker films means that the film/cavity interface does not affect the distribution of 

the H induced defects, which helps simplifying the modeling process. This assumption 

will therefore be utilized throughout this thesis. 
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2.6 Film structure 

Figure 3-10 shows the time resolved optical loss during the H dosing for two films with 

similar thickness but different structures (see Chapter 2). The defective film exhibits 

higher absorption change (25 ppm) in the steady state compared to the dense film 

(16 ppm). The electric field effects due to the difference in film thickness will even 

enlarge the difference since the electric fields are stronger for the thinner films in this 

thickness range (Chapter 2, Figure 2-5). The observed effects can be explained by 

more available sites for H induced defects formation in the more defective film, as 

shown in Section 4.2 of this Chapter.  

 

 

Figure 3-10 Time resolve optical loss when dosed with 2.001014 cm-2s-1 H flux at 100 C for a 52 nm 

dense film (solid squares) and a 59 nm defective film (hollow circles). 

3 Non ideality in the measurements 

3.1 Base absorption shift with temperature  

3.1.1 The clean cavity 

To investigate the temperature dependence of the defect absorption in the a-Si:H film, 

the optical loss shift of the clean folded cavity with temperature has first to be 

clarified. Figure 3-11 is the optical loss of the clean folded cavity in the temperature 

range 30-180 C. The data was recorded when the folded cavity was mounted in situ. 

Even at room temperature, the optical loss of the clean folded cavity is also slightly 

higher compared to the ex situ value (18 ppm, see Chapter 2). The optical loss 

increases with temperature, which becomes more notable at higher temperature. In 
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the temperature range between room temperature and 170C, the optical loss 

increase only by 0.5 ppm for the s polarization. However, the optical loss at 180C is 

significantly higher (1.5 ppm) than that of 175C. The s polarized optical loss exhibits 

a much more notable change compared to the p polarized optical loss.  

 

 

Figure 3-11 Optical loss shift of the clean cavity with temperature 

The optical loss increase at higher temperature is difficult to understand if it is from 

the absorption of the adsorbed species on the TIR surface. In this case, decrease of 

the optical loss is expected due to the enhanced desorption at higher temperature. 

The shift of optical loss might be from slight thermal modification of the optical 

diagnostics system. The optical loss is obtained from the ring down time which is very 

sensitive to the optical alignment. The small thermal deformation of the folded cavity 

may cause slight deviation from the optimal alignment, resulting in a lower ring down 

time. The reflectivity of the coatings may also slightly decrease at higher 

temperatures. The exact reason still requires a more detailed investigation.  

 

3.1.2 The cavity covered with a film 

With a film grown on the TIR surface, the optical loss shows a similar temperature 

dependence as that of the clean cavity, as shown in Figure 3-12. In the 80-150C range, 

the optical loss only increases slightly, while the optical loss at 170 and 200 C is 

significantly higher. There is also notable electric field dependence, as indicated by 
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the large difference in the optical loss change between the two polarizations and the 

52 nm and the 67 nm films. 

The optical loss change may come from the enhanced defect absorption at higher 

temperature. Previous ESR study shows that the defect density in H rich a-Si:H 

samples is thermally activated with an activation energy around 0.3 eV in the range of 

200-350C, corresponding to the activation energy required to activate the H atoms 

from the Si-H bonds to the clustered H phases (H platelets)[8-9]. The abrupt increase in 

optical loss starts in the similar temperature range as that of the clean cavity (Figure 

3-12), but with a higher absolute value. The high base loss at higher temperature can 

be a result from the thermally activated defect density. However, the possibility that 

the temperature dependent optical loss change is purely a systematic deviation due 

to the optical diagnostic system still cannot be completely ruled out. Since the base 

loss is always subtracted, the temperature variation of the base loss, even though it is 

caused by additional defect generation at elevated temperature, does not directly 

influence the density and distribution of the H induced defects.  

 

 

Figure 3-12 Absorption shift of the films grown on the TIR surface with respect to the values at 80C. 

The measured curve of the clean cavity is used for reference (solid curve). 

3.2 Baseline shift with H flux 

3.2.1 Experimental observations 

The H source takes more than 3 minutes to reach steady operation. As a result, in H 

dosing measurements, the H source is kept on and the H flux is screened out by 
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covering the film with the shutter to achieve quick switching on/off of the H flux. It 

was observed that when the H source is turned on, even when the film is covered by 

the shutter, the base optical loss is still different from the original film. Figure 3-13 

shows the optical loss change of a shutter covered film when the H flux is turned on. 

The optical loss of both polarizations gradually increases and become saturated. Both 

the change in optical loss and the change rate is much smaller than those when the 

film is completely exposed to the H flux.  

 

 

Figure 3-13 The optical loss change of a 52 nm film at 100 C during heating up of the H source to 

the stable operating flux 2.001014 cm-2s-1. The film is covered by the shutter. 

Both the direction and the degree of the base optical loss shift depend on the film 

temperature, as shown in Figure 3-14. At the lowest H dosing temperature 80C, 

there is a notable increase in the base optical loss as high as 8 ppm for the s 

polarization. With the increasing temperature, the increase becomes less prominent. 

When exceeding 150 C, the base optical loss even shifts to a value lower than the 

original optical loss. The negative deviation of the optical loss has also been observed 

in high temperature H dosing (Figure 3-7). The temperature dependence of the optical 

loss shift exhibits the same trend as the defect absorption in the steady state in H 

dosing experiments. 
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Figure 3-14 The change in the optical loss of the shutter covered 52 nm film at different temperatures 

when the H flux is 2.00× 1014 cm-2s-1. 

 

 

Figure 3-15 The s/p ratio in the steady state for a dense (DS) and defective (DF) film at 80 C, 

together with the corresponding ratio of the optical loss shift due to leaked H flux of the two 

polarizations (the two data points to the left of the dashed line). 

Similar to direct exposure to the H flux, the optical loss shift is more notable for the s 

polarization (Figure 3-13, Figure 3-14). The base optical loss shift of the two 

polarizations at 80 C gives an s/p ratio 2.80.4 for the 52 nm film, similar to the ratio 

in the steady state in the H dosing experiments (2.50.3) albeit with a slightly higher 

value. Similar result is observed for the 59 nm defective film (Figure 3-15). According 
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to the steady state model in Chapter 5, the s/p ratio in the steady state slightly 

decreases with increasing H flux. The s/p ratio implies that the absorption shift may 

be a result of H dosing corresponding to a very low atomic hydrogen flux.  

The base optical loss shift of the shutter covered film increases with the H flux 

emitted from the H source. As shown in Figure 3-16, about 2.5 ppm difference is 

observed for the two extreme fluxes at 80 C. Moreover, there seems to be some lag 

in the recovery of the base optical loss when the H flux is lowered from a higher value 

at low dosing temperature. A clear hysteresis loop in the base optical loss is observed 

at 80 C when applying the H flux following an increase-decrease sequence, as 

indicated by the arrows in Figure 3-16. As the film temperature increases, both the 

flux dependence and the hysteresis of the base optical loss become weaker.  

 

 

Figure 3-16 The base loss shift of the shutter covered 52 nm film at various H fluxes. The arrows 

indicate the sequence of the applied H fluxes in the case of 80C. A hysteresis loop is observed for a 

low dosing temperature. 

To conclude, the temperature and flux dependence as well as the polarization 

anisotropy suggest that the base optical loss shift is caused by very low flux H dosing 

from the H atoms leaking from the shutter. The leaking flux is estimated to be 5% of 
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that emitting from the H source based on the steady state model in Chapter 5. The 

influence of the leaking flux is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4 and 5.   

4 Introduction of the kinetic model 

4.1 Microscopic processes 

Unlike the structure probing techniques such as NMR and FT-IR, the single wavelength 

EW-CRDS technique does not directly provide information on the nature of the H 

induced defects. One has to consult the literature for the possible microscopic 

processes. There have been proposed many microscopic mechanisms for H induced 

defect creation and annihilation in a-Si:H (Chapter 1), while the observed completely 

reversible process sets a criterion for possible microscopic mechanism: any processes 

resulting in irreversible structure modification should be excluded.  

The creation of an H induced defect is generally attributed to insertion of an H atom 

into a strained Si-Si bond, yielding one Si-H bond and a dangling bond (Si) at the 

neighboring position (Eq. 3-9). Such H induced dangling bonds accompanied by 

neighboring Si-H bonds (Si∙∙∙∙∙∙H-Si) are designated as the defect complexes (DC) to 

differentiate them from the pre-existing dangling bonds. Such a hydrogen bonding 

structure has been proposed as a candidate for the mobile H species in the H collision 

model[10-11]. H insertion into strained bond centers has been detected by in situ FT-IR 

measurements, characterized by an absorption peak centered at 2033 cm-1 [12-13]. The 

formation rate of DCs (also the loss rate of the atomic H) due to the insertion process 

is kinsNSNH, where kins is the insertion rate constant, NS is the density of strained Si-Si 

bonds and NH is the density of H atoms, respectively. The decrease of NS due to defect 

creation can be neglected because the strained bond density is much higher than that 

of the created DCs. The insertion appears as a first order reaction of NH with an 

insertion frequency ins=kinsNS.  

SiSi + H  Si∙∙∙∙∙∙H-Si (insertion)      (3-9) 

The formed DC can release the inserted H atom and restore the strained Si-Si bond, 

which is designated as the self repairing process (Eq. 3-10).  The self repairing process 

is the reverse process of the insertion process and is a first order reaction of the DC 

density, characterized by a self repairing time constant . The self repairing process 

results in DC annihilation rate and H release rate of NC/, where NC is the DC density.  

Si∙∙∙∙∙∙H-Si  SiSi + H (self-repairing)      (3-10) 
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Except for the self repairing process, there is another channel for DC annihilation. Due 

to the dangling bond nature, the defect complex can recombine with a H atom, 

forming two neighboring Si-H bonds. Such Si-H bonds in close proximity are 

energetically unfavorable. After releasing a H2 molecule, the strained Si-Si bonds is 

restored. The whole process, described by Eq. 3-11, is denoted as the recombination 

process. The H2 release process is not measurable by our experiments because no 

defect creation/annihilation is involved. Instead, it is required by the reversibility 

criterion. Otherwise more and more H atoms will be captured by the Si-Si network 

through the recombination process, which will eventually lead to a structural 

modification. The recombination process introduces a second order term krecNHNC 

into the time variation of H and DC density, where krec is the rate constant for the 

recombination process. The second order term is necessary to explain the observed 

saturation trend of the defect absorption in the high flux region and the 

recombination is the only plausible mechanism compatible with the criterion of the 

complete reversibility. 

Si∙∙∙∙∙∙H-Si + H SiSi + H2 (recombination)     (3-11) 

Abstraction of H atoms from Si-H bonds by atomic H (Eq. 3-12) also results in dangling 

bond formation. This process has been adapted as the main defect creation channel in 

some previous reports[1-2]. The only annihilation channel for the created defects in this 

case which satisfies the complete reversibility criterion is to saturate the formed 

dangling bonds by H atoms (passivation, Eq. 3-13). The annihilation process therefore 

is completely H induced and is proportional to the H flux. However, if both the defect 

creation and annihilation terms are proportional to the H flux, the defect density in 

the steady state should be independent of the H flux, contradictory to the observed 

flux dependence. Moreover, the H abstraction based defect creation mechanism is 

also unable to explain the higher H induced defect density for the defective film, 

because the more defective film does not necessarily contains a higher Si-H bond 

density. Thus, H abstraction is excluded as an important defect creation mechanism. 

Si-H + H  Si + H2 (abstraction)      (3-12) 

Si + H Si-H (passivation)       (3-13) 

H passivation of pre-existing dangling bonds (Eq. 3-13) might be a natural 

consequence of H dosing. However, if this would be a dominant mechanism, a 

decrease in the defect absorption when the H flux is turned on would be expected. 

The observed defect evolution kinetics is always dominated by the defect creation 
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and annihilation of the created defects. Passivation of pre-existing dangling bonds is a 

minor effect and might be important at high dosing temperatures (Figure 3-7). 

Moreover, the complete reversibility criterion requires that the passivated dangling 

bonds must be regenerated after the H flux is terminated, which is also observed in 

the H dosing experiments at high temperature. The passivation and regeneration of 

pre-existing dangling bonds will be treated in more detail in Chapter 8. They are not 

included in the kinetic model because of their less importance, especially for the 

temperature range 80-150 oC. 

The insertion, recombination and self repairing processes describe only the local 

generation/annihilation of H atoms and defect complexes. The time variation of the 

measured absorption ratio of the two polarizations unambiguously suggests the 

propagation of the H induced defects into the film along with dosing time, which is 

attributed to the mobility of H atoms since the defects can be regarded as immobile 

at the dosing temperature[6]. The H diffusion behavior in a-Si:H can be described by 

the classic Fick’s law (Eq. 3-14), where DH is the diffusion coefficient.  
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N N
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         (3-14) 

The insertion, recombination, self repairing and diffusion are the minimal required 

processes to explain the monotonic absorption kinetics at low dosing temperature 

(80-150 C), as will be demonstrated in the follow chapters (Chapter 4-6). For the 

more complicated absorption kinetics at high dosing temperature, additional 

processes have to be invoked, which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 8.  

 

4.2 The minimal set of kinetic equations (MSKE) 

The time variation of the H and DC densities due to the microscopic processes 

described above is summarized in Table 3-1. As a result, the kinetic equations of the 

DC and H densities are given by Eqs. 3-15 and 3-16, respectively.  
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      (3-16)  

The effects of the impinging H flux on the a-Si:H surface are included in the boundary 

conditions for the kinetic model. The continuity of the H flux across the film surface 

yields the flux boundary condition (Eq. 3-17), where the fraction factor f is a 
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dimensionless factor representing the fraction of the flux actually entering the film. All 

the loss channels of the incident H atoms, such as direct reflection and desorption of 

the adsorbed H atoms are included in the f factor. In addition, the semi-infinite nature 

of the films thicker than 40 nm implies that both the H density and its gradient are 

close to zero on the film/cavity interface (3-18). This is not set as a boundary 

condition, since reasonable kinetic parameters should automatically yield such results. 

 

Table 3-1 Microscopic processes and corresponding variation of the H and DC density 

Process  NH/t NC/t 

Insertion  - insNH + insNH 

Self healing + NC/ - NC/ 

Recombination  - krecNHNC - krecNHNC 

H Diffusion +DH
2NH/z2 0 
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The kinetic model to explain the defect absorption kinetics in a-Si:H measured by in 

situ EW-CRDS involves four microscopic processes: insertion, recombination, self 

repairing and H diffusion and is described by the equations 3-15 to 3-18, which 

involves five kinetic parameters: ins, krec,  and DH, corresponding to the above four 

microscopic processes and f describing the boundary conditions. These equations 

represent the minimal set of kinetic equations (MSKE) necessary to explain the regular 

monotonic defect absorption kinetics at low dosing temperature (below 150 C). The 

more complicated case at higher dosing temperature requires a slight extension 

based on the MSKE by invoking some additional processes.  

Without much in-depth analysis, the kinetic model can already qualitatively explain 

some experimental observations. By setting the time derivative of Eq. 3-15 to zero, 

the defect density in the steady state is given by  
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As a first approximation, by setting NC and NHH, the observed hyperbolic 

dependence can be explained (Eq. 3-4). The interplay between the recombination and 

the self repairing terms appears to be the origin of the hyperbolic flux dependence. In 

the high H flux limit, krecNH>>-1, the defect density in the steady state is independent 

of H flux, which has been reported in literature[1-2]. Equation 3-19 also implies that NC 

 ins  NS. Therefore, the H-induced defect density will be high for the defective film 

which has a higher density of strained bonds (Figure 3-10).  

 

5 Conclusions  

The in situ EW-CRDS measurement reveals completely reversible, fast equilibrated 

evolution kinetics of H-induced defects in a-Si:H. The defects are created rapidly when 

the film is exposed to atomic hydrogen, reach a steady state value in a few seconds 

and can heal with full reversibility after the H flux is terminated. The defect 

absorption in the steady state increases with H flux while it decreases with dosing 

temperature. The absorption change rate increases with both H flux and dosing 

temperature. The H induced defects are formed within a penetration depth of about 

15 nm below the film surface, as estimated from the absorption ratio of the two 

polarizations. The H induced defects are more prominent for the defective film.  

The main measured defects are designated as defect complexes which are formed by 

H insertion into strained Si-Si bonds. The minimal set of microscopic processes 

necessary to explain the observed defect absorption kinetics includes defect creation 

by H insertion into strained Si-Si bonds, defect annihilation by self repairing and 

recombination with H atoms and defect propagation due to H diffusion. The minimal 

set of kinetic equations to explain the experiment results is proposed, which involves 

five kinetic parameters to be evaluated by fitting the measured data using the kinetic 

model proposed.  
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Chapter 4  

Analysis of the Minimal Set of Kinetic Equations: the 

Hydrogen Quasi Steady State Approximation  

 

A hydrogen quasi steady state (QSS) approximation, which assumes that the 

integrated H density in the film reaches a quasi steady state very rapidly after the H 

flux is turned on and off, is proposed to obtain an approximate solution to the 

minimal set of kinetic equations (MSKE). The QSS approximation predicts that the 

initial absorption change immediately after the H flux is turned on and off exhibits an 

exponential decay time dependence. The kinetic parameters f, , ins/krec and DH/ins 

in the MSKE and their activation energy values can be quantitatively evaluated based 

on the QSS approximation. The errors in the parameters estimated based on the QSS 

approximation are discussed. The hydrogen QSS is validated by numerical simulation 

using typical values of the kinetic parameters, which suggests that the hydrogen QSS 

can be applied when the insertion frequency ins is much higher than the inverse of 

the time resolution of the EW-CRDS experiment. It is found that fast H diffusion is not 

a necessary condition for the hydrogen QSS.  
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1 Introduction  

In Chapter 3, the minimal set of kinetic equations (MSKE) has been derived to 

describe the H-induced defect evolution kinetics as measured by in situ evanescent 

wave cavity ring down spectroscopy (EW-CRDS). The MSKE have five kinetic 

parameters to characterize the underlying microscopic processes: the insertion 

frequency ins, the recombination rate constant krec, the self repairing time constant , 

the H diffusion coefficient DH and the flux fraction factor f. A quantitative evaluation 

of these parameters and their activation energies are essential for a more profound 

understanding of the microscopic mechanisms of the H/a-Si:H interaction, which is 

the main purpose of Chapter 4 to 7 in this thesis. The MSKE with boundary conditions 

are given by Eqs. 4-1 to 4-3, constitutes two coupled spatio-temporal differential 

equations. Because an exact analytical solution to the MSKE is very difficult to obtain, 

the MSKE have to be solved either numerically or based on appropriate 

approximations.  
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In this chapter, a hydrogen quasi steady state (QSS) approximation is introduced, 

which assumes that the integrated H density change rapidly reaches equilibrium when 

the H flux is turned on/off. As a result, the integrated H density change can be treated 

as time invariant and is approximately proportional to the incident H flux in the initial 

phase after the H flux is turned on/off. Based on the QSS approximation, the time 

dependence of the defect absorption can be fitted by a simple exponential decay 

function. The kinetic parameters can be readily evaluated from the flux dependence 

of the fitting parameters. The QSS of the H density is a result of fast H insertion, which 

yields the lowest bound of ins being inverse of the experimental time resolution 30 s-1.  

This chapter is organized as follows. The QSS approximation is first introduced and the 

correlation between the integrated H density change in the QSS and the H flux is 

derived. The kinetic parameters and the corresponding activation energy are then 

evaluated by applying the QSS approximation to the measured data. The QSS 

approximation is validated and the physical origin for the approximation is verified. 
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Finally, the errors in the kinetic parameters obtained by the QSS approximation are 

estimated and discussed. 

 

2 Introduction of the Hydrogen QSS approximation  

2.1 Qualitative description 

The H-induced defects responsible for the absorption change in the in situ EW-CRDS 

measurement are the defect complexes (DCs) formed by H insertion into strained Si-Si 

bonds. The connection between the experimentally determined defect absorption 

and the DC density (Eq. 4-4) is another essential equation in addition to the MSKE.
 

0
, ,( ) ( )

h

s p C s pN z I z dz          (4-4) 

The initial stage after the H flux is turned on is marked by a rapid increase of both the 

H and DC densities. The quasi steady state (QSS) approximation assumes that the H 

density immediately reaches a value with a very weak time dependence. This weakly 

time dependent H density value, which is still lower than that at the steady state, is 

denoted as the quasi steady state H atom density qs
HN . The QSS approximation applies 

only to the H density. The DC density varies more slowly with time and is still time 

dependent when the QSS is already reached for the H atoms. Furthermore, the spatial 

distribution of qs
HN is determined by H diffusion. 

The QSS approximation can be qualitatively justified by the observed absorption 

kinetics. According to Eq. 4-1, right after the H flux is turned on when the NC value can 

be regarded as 0, the DC creation rate NC/t is proportional to the H density NH 

which is also rapidly increasing. If the increase of NH is still significant with time, an 

increase of NC/t with time should be expected. However, the measured data shows 

a monotonically decrease of the absorption increase rate (Figure 3-6), indicating that 

the DC creation rate NC/t is always decreasing. Therefore, the increase of NH within 

the QSS must be sufficiently slow to ensure that the increase of NC/t is not 

observed within the experimental time resolution.  By neglecting the recombination 

and self healing term in Eq. 4-1 (NC0 shortly after the H flux is turned on), the time 

evolution of the H density has approximately a time constant 1/ins. The observed 

monotonic decrease of /t indicates that the quasi-equilibrium of H is reached 

before the first data point is measured. Therefore, the insertion frequency must be 

much higher than the measurement frequency, i.e. ins >>30 s-1. In brief, the QSS 

approximation assumes that in the experimental detectable time scale (>0.033 s), the 
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H density shows a very weak time dependence so that it can be approximated by a 

quasi steady state value qs
HN .  

 

2.2 The H density in the quasi steady state  

In this section we will deduce the spatial profile and flux dependence of the H density 

in the QSS qs
HN , which is of critical importance for the evaluation of the kinetic 

parameters based on the QSS approximation in the following discussion.  

Before the H flux change, both the H and the DC density do not change with time and 

are given by 0t
HN  and 0t

CN  , respectively (Eqs. 4-5 and 4-6). Shortly after the H flux is 

turned on/off, the H density reaches the QSS. The defect complex density on the 

other hand remains at the value before the H flux change, i.e. 0t
CN . As a result, Eqs. 

4-1 and 4-2 are reduced to Eqs. 4-7 and 4-8, respectively. The temporal derivative of 

the H density is approximately zero according to the basic assumptions of the QSS.  
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By combining Eqs. 4-6 and 4-8 and using the difference between the H density in the 

QSS and that before the H flux change, 0qs t
H H HN N N    is given by Eq. 4-9. Similarly, 

by combining Eqs. 4-5 and 4-7, the temporal variation of the DC density is given by Eq. 

4-10.  
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In the case of H flux on, 0 0 0t t
H CN N   . NH shows a simple exponential decay profile. 

The amplitude is proportional to the incident H flux H and the penetration depth is 

controlled by a depth parameter H = (DH/ins)
1/2 (Eq. 4-11). 
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Integrating Eq. 4-11 over the film thickness h and using the boundary condition (Eq. 

4-3), the integrated H density in the QSS when the H flux is turned on is approximately 

proportional to H (Eq. 4-12).  
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In the case of H flux off, 0t ss
H HN N  and 0t ss

C CN N  , where the superscript ss denotes 

the steady state. ss
CN can be obtained by setting the time derivative of Eq. 4-1 to zero 

(Eq. 4-13). Here  ss
H recN k   is the dimensionless H density in the steady state (see 

Chapter 5). 
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Substituting Eq. 4-13 into Eq. 4-9, the H density change in the QSS when the H flux is 

turned off is given by Eq. 4-14, which differs from that when the H flux is turned on by 

only a factor (2+1)/(+1). Note that the drop of H density occurs only within the 

near surface region. Also, can be approximated by the averaged value in the near 

surface regions. Therefore the H density drop after the H flux is turned off has a 

similar exponential decay profile. The penetration depth of NH is smaller than that 

when the H flux is turned on. The integrated H density change in the case of H flux off 

differs from the H flux on counterpart by a factor (s+1)/(2s+1) (Eq. 4-15).  
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2.3 Analytical formulation of the defect absorption kinetics based on 

the QSS approximation 

By combining Eqs. 4-7 and 4-4, the time variation of the absorption change can be 

written as: 
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In the case of H flux on, 0 0 0t t
H CN N   . Equation 4-16 can be reduced to Eq. 4-17, 

where the coefficients  and ,s pI are given by Eqs. 4-17a and 4-17b, respectively. In the 

case of H flux off, 0t ss
H HN N   and 0t ss

H HN N  . The term NHNC can be neglected 

because the change in both H and DC densities are small compared to their values in 

the steady state. Similarly, Eq. 4-16 is reduced to Eq. 4-18, where the coefficients off 

and ,
off
s pI are given by Eq. 4-18 and 4-18b, respectively.  

The physical meaning of ,s pI  and †can be best understood by assuming a step 

function profile of NH: NH is a constant for z   and equals 0 when z > . In this 

case, is the depth of the non-zero NH zone and ,s pI are the averaged electric fields 

within that depth. As will shown later, the flux and time dependences of both  and 

,s pI are weak (Section 2.4.3, this chapter). Further analysis will also demonstrate that 

the electric field factors in both cases of H flux on and off are quite close, i.e. , ,
off

s p s pI I

( Section 2.4.3). 
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†
 In this section, both cases of H flux on/off are included. The superscript is omitted for 

clarity. 
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Table 4-1 The mathematical formulation of the fitting parameters 
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Figure 4-1 The absorption change in the first 0.8 s of a 52 nm film after the H flux is turned on (upper 

panel) and off (lower panel) at a dosing temperature of 120 C and an H flux of 1.1× 1014 cm-2s-1. The 

exponential decay function predicted by the QSS model (the dash curves) describes the measured 

data very well. 

According to Eqs. 4-17 and 4-18, the time dependent absorption changes in both 

cases of H flux on and off can be solved by an exponential function (Eq. 4-19) with a 

time parameter  and an amplitude parameter As,p. The electric fields factor appears 

only in As,p. Therefore, the time parameter  is the same for both polarizations. Both 

As,p and   depend on the integrated H density change and in turn depend on the H 

flux. Using Eqs. 4-12 and 4-15, the expressions for As,p and  in both cases of H flux on 

and off are listed in Table 4-1. Expressions for the initial absorption change rates

  0, /s p tt   are also shown. The parameters in the case of H flux on are showing 

simple flux dependence. In the case of H flux off, the expressions are more 

complicated. However, the absorption change rate correlates to the flux on 

counterpart by a simple factor 2s+1, providing an opportunity to estimate the 

dimensionless subsurface H density. 
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2.4 Application of the QSS approximation to the measured data 

Based on the QSS approximation, the absorption change in the initial stage after the H 

flux is turned on/off can be described by a exponentially decay function with a 

common time parameter  for both polarizations and a polarization dependent 

amplitude parameter As,p. As shown in Figure 4-1, the exponentially decay functions 

predicted by the QSS model describe the measured initial absorption change data 

very well. The parameters As,p and  exhibit simple flux dependence (Table 4-1), from 

which several kinetic parameters can be extracted.   

 
Figure 4-2 Flux dependence of the parameters in the exponential decay fit (Eq. 4-19) for the H flux on 

data. (a)1/, (b) As,p, (c) The initial absorption change rate (=As,p/). The dashed curves are fits based 

on the equations in Table 4-1. 
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2.4.1 The H flux on data 

2.4.1.1 The self healing time constant  

The QSS approximation predicts that 1/on increases linearly with the H flux H (Eq. 

4-20) with the intercept being the reciprocal of the self healing time constant 1/. The 

slope is given by Eq. 4-21. 

1 1,/ /on
on Hk             (4-20)

,
rec

on

ins

k f
k 

 
         (4-21) 

Therefore, the parameter  can be directly obtained from the intercept of the 

1/on~H plot. As shown by the measured data at 120 C (Figure 4-2a), the term 1/on 

indeed exhibits a reasonable linear dependence on H. Some fluctuation is observed, 

which mainly comes from the fluctuation of the H flux. The intercept indicates a 1/ 

value of 2.5 s-1, or a life time of 0.40 s for the defect complexes at t at 120 C. 

According to the prediction of the QSS approximation, the electric fields should not 

appear in both the slope and the intercept of the 1/on~H plot. As shown in the 

1/on
H plots of two films with different thicknesses (Figure 4-3), despite of the 

difference in electric fields, the two data sets overlap with each other within the error 

and can be fairly well described by a common linear function. The linear flux 

dependence of 1/on and its film thickness independence fall well into the prediction 

of the QSS approximation. 

 

Figure 4-3 The flux dependence of the time parameter 1/ for films with different thicknesses (solid 

square: 52 nm, hollow circle: 67 nm). The dashed blue line is the common linear fit of the two data 

sets. 
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2.4.1.2 The flux fraction factor  

The initial absorption increase rate when the H flux is turned on 
0

on
s p tt, /    can 

be obtained directly from the tangents of the measured data without any physical 

modeling. 
0

on
s p tt, /   has been found to be proportional to the H flux while the 

physical meaning of the slopes is still pending (Figure 3-5). Under the QSS 

approximation, 
0

on
s p tt, /   can be simply obtained by on on

s p s p HA I f, ,/   (Table 

4-1), which predicts the observed proportionality. The slopes are corresponding to the 

flux fraction factor f. After scaling by the electric field factor ( 0 6.sI  , Section 2.4.3), 

the f value is estimated to be 6×10-3 at 120 C, indicating that less than 1% of the 

incident H atoms actually enter the film.  

 

2.4.1.3 The insertion/recombination rate constants 

The QSS approximation predicts that As,p follows a hyperbolic dependence on H (Eq. 

4-22) with polarization dependent parameters cs,p (Eq. 4-23) and a polarization 

independent parameter c (Eq. 4-24), which is indeed observed (Figure 4-2b). The 

parameter c has a flux dimension and is correlated to the parameters in the 

1/on
H plot. To show this correlation, the -1 and As,p functions (Eqs. 4-20 and 4-22) 

are fitted together to obtain the same parameters -1, k,on and cs,p. The results are 

consistent with that from separated fitting. 
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From the parameter cs,p, ins/krec can be obtained. After scaling by the  and electric 

field factor (10 nm and 0 6.sI  ), ins/krec is estimated to be 2×1017 cm-3 at 120 C. 

This equals the equilibrium DC density between insertion and recombination and is a 

good estimation of the DC density in the high NH region such as the subsurface region.  

 

2.4.2 The H flux off data 

The expressions of off
s pA , and off  are more complicated compared to their counterpart 

of H flux on due to the non-zero H and DC density in the steady state and thus are less 
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favorable for kinetic parameter estimation. However, by comparing the absorption 

change rate, the dimensionless subsurface H density in the steady state can be 

obtained.  
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Figure 4-4 The s value obtained by comparing the initial absorption change rate when the H flux is 

turned on/off. The dashed curve is the fit using a 0.44 power function. 

The term 0

off
s p tt, /   is correlated to its flux on counterpart 0

on
s p tt, /   by a 

simple factor 2s+1. Since the factor is always smaller than one, the QSS 

approximation does explain the qualitative observation that the absorption decrease 

is always slower than the increase. Figure 4-4 shows the svalue obtained at different 

H fluxes by the ratio of the initial absorption change rate when the H flux is turned 

on/off. Though with a relative large error, the increase trend of swith the H flux is 

clear, which is quite natural that higher H flux leads to higher H density in the film. 

The variation trend can be roughly described by a 0.44 power flux dependence. In an 

independent analysis on the steady state, the bulk averaged dimensionless H density 

shows a similar power dependence on the flux in the low flux range (see Figure 5-8).  

 

2.4.3 The electric field factors and the depth parameters‡ 

Evaluation of the two depth parameters H and (Eqs. 4-11 and 4-17a) and the 

electric field factors s pI , (Eq. 4-17b) is essential to obtain the exact values of the kinetic 

parameters. Calculation of all of these parameters requires the H and DC profiles. The 

                                                             
‡
 Only the parameters for the situation of H flux on are calculated since the evaluation of 

kinetic parameters is mainly based on the flux-on data. 
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H density has a simple exponential decay profile (Eq. 4-11) and is invariant with time. 

The DC density has the same profile while the absolute value is proportional to the 

time after switching the H flux on/off. The integration time, however, does not 

influence the calculated value as can be verified by Eq. 4-17a. Therefore, the key 

step is to calculate the profile depth H. 

The only measurable value correlating to the depth parameters is the /s pI I  ratio 

which can be obtained from the slopes of the two polarizations in the on
s p t, /  H 

plot (Figure 4-2c). The profile depth H is fitted to yield the measured /s pI I ratio using 

Eq. 4-11. Then, and ,s pI can be calculated by Eqs. 4-17a and 4-17b, respectively. The 

relationship between the depth parameters and the /s pI I ratio is shown in Figure 4-5. 

Both these two parameters increase with the /s pI I ratio. From the measured slope 

ratio, H=9.52.3 nm and =17.23.6 nm are obtained at 120 C. The corresponding 

electric field factors are sI = 0.58 and pI = 0.21. There is a small difference (< 0.5 nm) in 

the value calculated by the s and p polarizations. The curve in Figure 4-5 is the 

averaged result using both polarizations. The errors in the depth parameters are 

relatively large because the depth parameters are not very sensitive to the /s pI I ratio.  
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Figure 4-5 The H profile depth H and the  value at different /s pI I ratio for a 52 nm film at 120 C. 

The data points with error bars show the ranges of the depth parameters obtained from the measured 

/s pI I  value. The  value is the average value of the results calculated using the s and p polarized 

electric fields. 

As discussed in Section 2.2, NH in the case of H flux off also shows an approximately 

exponential decay profile, but with a slightly lower penetration depth. Since the value 

of the factor (2+1)/(+1) is between 1 and 2, the lower limit of the corresponding 
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penetration depth is H/21/2
 7 nm. The electric field factors off

s pI , are calculated to be 

very similar to their flux on counterparts within this penetration depth range (710 

nm) 

To summarize, by applying the QSS approximation to the initial absorption change 

data, the parameters , f and the ratio of ins/krec and the dimensionless subsurface H 

density in the steady state s can be obtained. The QSS approximation effectively 

separates the electric field independent part from the integration (Eq. 4-4), 

significantly simplifying the interpretation of the experimental kinetic data.  

 

2.5 Temperature dependence and activation energy 

2.5.1 The depth parameters H and  
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Figure 4-6 (a) The H profile depth H at different dosing temperatures. The results of two dense films 

(DS) and one defective film (DF) are shown. The dashed curves are fits using Arrhenius type 

equations. (b) The ratio /H at different dosing temperatures. The dashed curve shows the average 

value of the ratio. 

To calculate the depth parameters at various dosing temperatures, the film refractive 

index is corrected by a temperature coefficient of d(n2)/dT=0.0012 K-1 for the 1200 nm 
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light to obtain Is,p(z) at different dosing temperature[1]. As shown in Figure 4-6, the H 

value increases with the dosing temperature with an activation energy of 0.230.10 

eV. The results obtained from two dense films with different thicknesses are similar 

within the error. For the defective film deposited at off-optimized conditions, the H 

value is smaller which is reasonable because the higher strained bond density NS leads 

to higher insertion frequency ins=kinsNS. The activation energy of H can be regarded 

as the same within the error for both the dense and defective film. The  value is 

about 1.9 times higher than H in the dosing temperature range considered.  

 

2.5.2 The kinetic parameters 

The temperature dependence of the kinetic parameters is shown in Figure 4-7. The 

self healing frequency-1 increases with the dosing temperature. The activation 

energy 0.25±0.04 eV is similar for the dense and the defective films. As expected, the 

film thickness shows little effect on both the exact value and the activation energy of 


-1 (Figure 4-7a). The defective film has a lower -1 value at each temperature 

compared to the dense ones while the activation energy is similar within the error. 

After scaling by the electric field factors, the flux fraction factor f is calculated from 

the initial absorption increase rate 0

on
s p tt, /   . The factor increases with the 

dosing temperature with an activation energy of 0.19±0.01 eV for the dense and 

defective films, respectively. The defective film shows a higher f value at each 

substrate temperature compared to the dense film, which is again related to the 

higher insertion frequency. 

The cs,p values are correspond to the combination of kinetic parameters ins/krec. 

Similarly, the polarization anisotropy is removed by scaling with the averaged 

electrical fields. The term ins/krec decreases with the substrate temperature 

following an approximately Arrhenius behavior (Figure 4-7b) with a negative 

activation energy value of -0.07±0.01 eV for both the dense and defective films. Since 

the activation energy of is 0.23±0.10 eV, the activation energy of ins/krec should be -

0.30±0.11 eV. The defective film shows higher ins/krec value at each substrate 

temperature compared to the dense film while the activation energy is similar within 

the experimental error. 
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Figure 4-7 The temperature dependence of the kinetic parameters: (a) -1, (b) f and (c) ins/krec. The 

polarization anisotropy is corrected using the I factors obtained in Section 2.4.3. The dashed lines 

are the fit results using Arrhenius type equations. The results of two dense (DS) films and a defective 

(DF) film are shown. 

Except the above parameter combinations, the slope of the 1/ on
H  plot k,on (Eq. 

4-21)and the parameter c in the As,pH plot (Eq. 4-24) also correspond to the 

combination of the kinetic constants. These two parameters also exhibit reasonable 

Arrhenius behavior (Figure 4-8). The slope k,on shows a clear increase trend with 

dosing temperature with activation energy of 0.26±0.03 eV for both the dense and 

defective films. The term c is almost invariant with the dosing temperature for all 

the films. Both k,on and c exhibit no dependence on the film thickness, as expected. 

According to Eqs. 4-21and 4-24, the activation energies of k,on and c can also be 

calculated using the activation energies of , f and ins/krec. The calculation results are 
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0.26±0.02 eV for k,on and -0.01±0.06 eV forc, respectively. The self consistent 

activation energies obtained provide further strong evidence to validate the QSS 

approximation. 

 

Figure 4-8 The temperature dependence of (a) k, on and (b) c. Two dense films with different 

thicknesses are shown. The dashed lines are the fit results using an Arrhenius type function. 

2.5.3 The dimensionless subsurface H density 

The subsurface dimensionless H density s shows an increasing trend with the dosing 

temperature with an activation energy of 0.09±0.03 eV (Figure 4-9). The 

dimensionless H density s =krecNH is a measurement of the relative importance of 

the recombination and self healing processes. The results indicate that the 

recombination process is becoming more important compared to the self healing 

process at higher temperature, but neither process can be neglected within the 

experimental temperature range considered in this thesis. 
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Figure 4-9 The s values at different dosing temperatures at a H flux 1.1× 1014 cm-2s-1. 

3 Discussion 

The range of the self healing time constant  suggest that the life time of the 

metastable DC configuration is on the order of 10-1-100 s. On the other hand, the life 

time of the H atoms is shorter than 1/ins<1/30 s. Therefore, the defect complex, or 

the inserted H, is a more stable H configuration compared to the free H atoms in a-

Si:H. The small positive activation energy 0.25±0.04 eV of -1 indicates a low energy 

barrier for the inter conversion between H and DC. The activation energy of the 

insertion process should be even lower. 

The flux fraction factor f links the incident H flux and the subsurface H density. The 

obtained f value is in the order of 10-3 to 10-2, indicating that only a very small amount 

of H atoms actually enters the film. Using the exponential decay H profile (Eq. 4-11), 

the subsurface H density NH,0 and the H flux H are correlated through Eq. 4-25, which 

suggests that the subsurface H density is proportional to the fraction factor and 

decreases with the insertion frequency and the H diffusion coefficient. Therefore, the 

subsurface H density is a result of the equilibrium between the H source from the 

incident flux and the loss term due to insertion and diffusion. The factor f describes 

the overall effect during the conversion of the gas phase H flux into the subsurface H 

atoms.  
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The term ins/krec is on the order of 1017 cm-3, which is a good estimation of the 

equilibrium DC density in the subsurface region where the recombination is the 

dominant DC annihilation channel. Using typical strain bond density of 1020 cm-3, 

kins/krec is about 10-3, i.e. the insertion process is three orders slower than the 

recombination process. The activation energy of ins/krec is in the range of -0.30±0.11 

eV. Previous FT-IR and ESR studies also observed that the insertion process is more 

notable at low temperatures[2-4]. The fact that the recombination process has a higher 

activation energy compared to the insertion process confirms the recombination 

process being the H-induced defect annihilation channel instead of the passivation of 

dangling bonds. It is highly unlikely that the passivation of a dangling bond requires a 

higher activation energy than the breaking of a strained Si-Si bond. On the other hand, 

the recombination process restores the strained Si-Si bond, which makes it plausible 

that it requires a higher activation energy.  

Although the H diffusion is not explicitly discussed in the QSS approximation, the 

diffusion coefficient can be estimated by the H profile depth H=(DH/ins)
1/2. The term 

H is around 10 nm at 120 C and the insertion frequency must be larger than 30 s-1 so 

that the increase of /t with time is invisible in the measurement. Thus, DH > 3×10-

11 cm2s-1 at 120 C. This is a very high H diffusion coefficient comparable to that 

reported by Das et al based on the in situ ESR measurement[3-4].  

The defective film shows larger cs,p value and smaller H value, attributed to a higher 

insertion frequency due to the higher strained bond density NS. However, no 

significant difference in the activation energy of the kinetic parameters is observed. 

Therefore, it could be purely an effect of the higher strained bond density. The self 

healing rate constant -1 is slightly smaller than that of the dense film while there is 

little difference in the activation energy. The lower -1 value for the defective film is 

therefore related to a lower attempt frequency for H atoms in more strained Si-Si 

bonds.  

According to Eq. 4-25 and the definition of H, the activation energy of the subsurface 

H density EH,0 can be calculated by Eq. 4-26, where Eis the activation energy of the H 

profile depth H On the other hand, according to the definition of the dimensionless 

H density =krecNH, EH,0 can be determined from Eq. 4-27. The symbols in Eqs. 4-26 

and 4-27 designate the activation energy of the process indicated by the subscripts. 
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Using the activation energy values obtained from the above analysis: E=0.09±0.03 eV, 

Ef = 0.19±0.01 eV, E1/=0.25±0.04 eV, E= 0.230.10 eV and Erec-Eins=-0.300.11 eV, 

the activation energy of the subsurface H density EH,0 is calculated to be -Eins-

0.04±0.11 eV from Eq. 4-26 and -Eins+0.040.18 eV from Eq. 4-27, consistent with each 

other within the estimation error. Due to the large error and the possibility that the 

insertion activation energy is very low, the temperature dependence of the 

subsurface H density can still not be determined without knowing the more accurate 

Eins value. 

EH,0 = Ef -1/2(ED+Eins)=Ef -E-Eins      (4-26) 

EH,0= E -Erec+E1/= E-(Erec-Eins)- Eins +E1/       (4-27) 

4 Validity and Error estimation of the QSS approximation 

4.1 Validation of the QSS of H density 

So far, the validity of the QSS approximation is self evidenced by its success in 

evaluation of the kinetic parameters and the determination of the self consistent 

activation energies using different approaches. Here we revisit the validity of the QSS 

approximation from a more general point of view. With the assistance of a numerical 

simulation, the range of kinetic parameters validating the QSS approximation can be 

obtained, which helps to elucidate the origin of the QSS. The details of the numerical 

model are explained in Chapter 6.  

The microscopic processes in modeling the H/a-Si:H interaction can be classified into 

two categories: the insertion, the recombination and the self healing which only 

change the H and DC densities at a certain position; and the H diffusion which builds 

up the spatial profile. Figure 4-10 shows three typical scenarios of the absorption rate 

and the integrated H density during the first 0.2 s when the H flux is turned on. The 

solid curve is simulated using the kinetic parameters estimated based on the QSS 

approximation. The integrated H density reaches a quasi steady state and the 

absorption rate decreases with time after 0.02 s. The increase of /t is 

accompanied by the rapid increase of integrated H density. In the decreasing region of 

/t, the integrated H density only slightly increases with time. These features 

indicate that the QSS approximation is valid for the reference state. When the H 

diffusion is significantly reduced (the dashed curve), the integrated H density shows a 

maximum in the very beginning, which is a result of H congestion due to slow H 

diffusion. Despite the maximum, the integrated H density also reaches a QSS very 
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quickly. The QSS approximation can also be applied in this scenario. The QSS 

approximation breaks down in the case of slow local equilibrium (the dash-dot curve), 

where the integrated H density increase rate is slow and the quasi steady state is not 

reached. In this case, the absorption rate is also found increasing with time, 

contradictory to the experimental observation. The above results suggest that the QSS 

of H is a result of the fast local equilibration kinetics, i.e. large rate constants, while 

the fast H diffusion is not a necessary condition.  

 
Figure 4-10 The absorption increase rate (a) and the normalized integrated H density (b) during the 

first 0.20 s when the H flux is turned on. Three typical scenarios are shown: the reference state (the 

solid curve): using typical kinetic parameters estimated based on the QSS approximation 

(ins=1.0× 102 s-1, krec=1.2× 10-16 cm3s-1, DH=4.0× 10-12 cm2s-1, =0.83 s, f=4.3× 10-3), slow diffusion (the 

dashed curve): using 1/100 diffusion coefficient, and slow local equilibrium (the dash-dot curve): 

using 1/100 rate constants ins, krec and -1. 
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4.2 Error estimation in the QSS approximation 

4.2.1 Error estimation based on the simulated data 

The QSS approximation, though significantly simplifying the evaluation process of the 

kinetic parameters, may introduce errors in the evaluated kinetic parameters. It is of 

critical importance to assess the errors in the parameters obtained based on the QSS 

approximation. The error assessment is carried out in the following way. First, time 

dependent absorption curves are generated using the typical values of the kinetic 

parameters. The initial absorption change is processed using the procedure based on 

the QSS model as described in Section 2.4 to extract the kinetic parameters, which are 

then compared with those used in the simulation to assess the errors. The kinetic 

parameters used in the simulation are: ins=1.0×102 s-1, krec=1.2×10-16 cm3s-1, 

DH=4.0×10-12 cm2s-1, =0.83 s and f=4.3×10-3, which are typical for H dosing on a dense 

film at 80 C as estimated based on the QSS approximation. Only the flux on case is 

studied since most parameter evaluation is based on this case. 

The first 1.2s of the simulated data can be well fitted with the exponential decay 

function (Eq. 4-19). The errors in the parameters are less than 1%. However, both the 

amplitude and the time parameters As,p and  are different from the prediction of the 

QSS model, as shown in Figure 4-11. The term -1 does increase with the H flux in an 

approximately linear way (Figure 4-11a). However, all the -1 values are lower than 

the prediction using Eq. 4-20. Moreover, the -1 value at the low H flux deviates from 

the linear trend. The intercept of the linear fit function is lower than the -1 value by 

about 0.3-1. Therefore, the QSS approximation will underestimate the -1value by 

about 30%.  

The flux dependence of As,p is shown in Figure 4-11b. The QSS prediction 

underestimates the As,p value in the low flux range and overestimates the value in the 

high flux range. The data points exhibit much more notable saturation trends in the 

same flux region compared to the QSS prediction. By fitting the As,p with the 

hyperbolic function as described by Eq. 4-22, the parameters cs,p and C are obtained. 

Similar to the case of -1, the low flux data points fall out of the fitted curve. The 

parameters cs,p and C obtained are about 20% and 70% lower than the QSS 

prediction, respectively.  

The absorption change rates at the very moment when the flux is turned on given by 

As,p/ are also underestimated by the QSS approximation. The obtained absorption 

increase rates exhibit very good flux proportionality, but with an approximately 10% 
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lower slope compared to the QSS prediction. Therefore, the QSS approximation 

underestimates the flux factor f by about 10%.  

 

Figure 4-11 The parameters As,p,  and the initial absorption increase rate obtained by fitting the 

simulated absorption kinetics using the exponential decay function Eq. 4-19 (the symbols). The 

dashed curves are the predictions by the equations in Table 4-1. The dotted curves are the fit results 

based on the procedure described in Section 2.4 in this chapter. Error in each data point is smaller 

than the symbol size.  

Although the above example is based on the simulation results using specific kinetic 

parameters, it gives the error ranges of kinetic parameters evaluated based on the 

QSS approximation. Using the data processing procedure based on the QSS 

approximation, all the kinetic parameters are underestimated, but within a factor of 2. 

The main error sources are discussed below.  
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4.2.2 Time variation of  

 

Figure 4-12 Solid and dashed curves: the  value calculated using the exact H and DC density 

profiles from the numerical simulation in Chapter 6. Dotted curves: the  value calculated using the 

method described in Section 2.4.3 of this chapter. 

In the QSS approximation, the term , which can be interpreted as the depth of the 

DC enriched region (Eq. 4-17a), is approximated as a time independent parameter to 

allow the fitting of the initial absorption using a simple exponential decay function (Eq. 

4-19). The time independence of  has its origin in the assumption that the DC density 

is proportional to the time after the switching of the H flux (Eq. 4-10), so that the 

integration time in Eq. 4-10 cancels in calculating byEq. 4-17. However, Eq. 4-10 is 

derived by neglecting the recombination and the self healing, which is only valid 

within a very short period after switching the H flux. As a result, the term  also 

exhibits certain time dependence, as shown in Figure 4-12. The solid curves are 

calculated by the exact H and DC profiles obtained by numerical simulation. The 

dotted line is obtained by the method described in Section 2.4.3 (the average of the 

two polarizations), which represents an averaged value within the time range of the 

processed data. The  value increases quickly shortly after the H flux is turned on and 

after that reveals a weak time dependent behavior, similar to the QSS of the 

integrated H density. In this time period, the increase of is about 2 nm in 

approximately 2 s. There is about 0.5 nm difference between  obtained using the s 

and p polarized electric fields. This weak but appreciable time dependence is the main 

reason that the fitting parameters As,p and  deviate from the QSS prediction.  
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4.2.3 Flux variation of 

In addition to the time dependence, the term  also shows a slight flux dependence. 

As shown in Figure 4-13, the term  increases by about 0.2 nm within the investigated 

flux range (0.4-2.0×1014 cm-2s-1) for two different time after switching on the H flux. 

The 0.2 nm variation in the investigated flux range is much smaller compared to the 

time variation. Thus, the slight flux variation of  is not the main source of error in the 

QSS model. 

 

Figure 4-13 The flux dependence of the term at two different times after switching on the H flux, 

calculated using the s polarized electric field. 

4.2.4 Deviation from the flux proportionality of the integrated H density 

An important assumption in the evaluation of the kinetic parameters is that the 

integrated H density change is proportional to the H flux (Eq. 4-12). The 

proportionality is derived by neglecting all the DC involved terms (recombination and 

self healing) and assuming that the DC density is very small within the investigation 

time. The effects of recombination and self healing will lead to a deviation from the 

proportionality, as shown in Figure 4-14. The integrated H density change is slightly 

underestimated in the low flux region and is overestimated in the high flux region by 

Eq. 4-12. The deviation is more notable at higher H flux, with approximately a 12% 

difference for the maximum flux (2.0×1014 cm-2s-1) used in the experiments, due to 

the simple reason that the DCs are created more rapidly at higher H flux. The 

difference also becomes slight more notable at an elongated time after switching on 

the H flux.  
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Figure 4-14 The flux dependence of the integrated H density at two different times after switching on 

the H flux. 

The deviation of the integrated H density from the flux proportionality is another 

major error source in the kinetic parameters obtained by the QSS model. In the low 

flux region, the integrated H density deviates from the linear flux dependence, which 

explains the negative deviation of the low flux data in Figure 4-11a. In the high flux 

region, the integrated H density shows good linear flux dependence but with a 

positive offset, which will overestimate -1 (Eq. 4-17). The offset is also responsible for 

the large difference in the C value (Figure 4-11b).  

 

4.2.5 The time range to apply the QSS approximation 

The above analysis shows that there are two main error sources for the QSS 

approximation: the time dependence of the depth parameter  and the deviation 

from the flux proportionality of the integrated H density change. Both these errors 

originates from the oversimplification to neglect the DCs induced variation channels 

of the H density, i.e. the recombination and the self repairing processes. To minimize 

these DC related effects, the time range to apply the QSS approximation should be as 

short as possible to minimize the DC density. As a result, the time range for which the 

QSS approximation is applicable should be shorter for higher dosing temperature 

because the effect of recombination is enhanced at higher temperature, as shown by 

the negative activation energy of ins/krec (Figure 4-7c).  

On the other hand, the minimization of the time range is limited by the fact that there 

should be sufficient data points to obtain a reasonably accurate determination of the 
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parameters As,p and  from the fit procedure. The numerical simulation shows that 

the error cannot be significantly reduced by shortening the time range for the 

exponential decay fit for the present experimental time resolution. As shown in Figure 

4-14, there is still a notable deviation even for the first 0.16 s (only five data points). 

Compromised by the requirement of more data points for a higher accuracy of As,p 

and  from the fit, the time range to apply the QSS approximation is 0.4 s for the 200 

C data and increases to 1.3 s for the 80 C. In principle, the time range should also be 

shorter for higher H flux because the DCs are created more rapidly at higher H fluxes. 

However, this difference is not very notable in the time range in which the absorption 

does not reach saturation (the steady state) yet. As a result, the same time range is 

used for all the flux at a certain dosing temperature. 

 

4.2.6 Errors due to the leaking H flux 

In Chapter 3, it has been demonstrated that there is some H flux leaking to the a-Si:H 

film before the film is completely exposed to the H flux. The leaking flux can be up to 

5% of the total H flux emanating from the H source, which will cause a non-zero initial 

DC density at t=0. The above analysis shows that the errors in the QSS approximation 

mainly come from the DC induced variation of the H density. As a result, the non-zero 

DC density at  t=0 will further enlarge the errors in the QSS approximation.  

A detailed error analysis is carried out by numerical simulation assuming the leaking 

flux being 5% of that emanating from the H source (Figure 4-15). As shown in Table 

4-2, in the ideal case (zero initial DC density), the QSS approximation slightly 

underestimates the kinetic parameters, about 30% for -1, 33% for ins/krec and 16% 

for f, respectively. With the non-zero initial DCs, the underestimation in most 

parameters is further enlarged: 58% for ins/krec (proportional to cs,p) and 40% for f, 

respectively. The underestimation in -1, however, becomes smaller than the zero 

initial DC density case due to mutual error cancellation. The flux parameter c is 

underestimated by about 80%, which is the sum of the errors in f,  and ins/krec.  
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Figure 4-15 The flux dependence of the -1(a), As,p (b) and the initial absorption increase rates (c) 

from the exponential decay fit of the initial absorption change data with non-zero initial DC density. 

The dashed curves are the simulation results in the ideal case (no initial DC density). The dotted 

curves are the fit results based on the QSS approximation.  

The above analysis shows that even with only 5% of the H flux leaking around the 

shutter, the values of the kinetic parameters (f, -1, and ins/krec) can be up to 50% 

underestimated. Therefore, it is desirable to minimize the leaking flux, for example, by 

a more protective shutter with a larger area and closer to the folded cavity.  
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Table 4-2 Parameters evaluated using simulation data based on the QSS approximation in the cases 

of zero initial DCs (NC(0)=0) and non-zero initial DCs (NC(0)>0).  

Parameters Simulation, NC(0)=0  QSS, NC(0)=0    QSS, NC(0)>0  

-1[s-1] 1.22 0.85 1.07 

cs[ppm] 27.64 18.49 11.89 

cp[ppm ] 12.77 8.46 5.45 

c[1014 cm-2s-1 ] 1.39 0.51 0.29 

sI f [ppmcm2] 24.60 20.78 15.15 

pI f [ppmcm2] 11.38 9.50 6.94 

Parameters used in the simulation: ins=1.0× 102 s-1, krec=1.2× 10-16 cm3s-1, DH=4.0× 10-12 cm2s-1, 

=0.83 s, f=4.3× 10-3. The leaking flux is 5% of that emanating from the H source.  

5 Summary  

By applying the QSS approximation, the kinetic parameters , f, ins/krec and DH/ins 

can be evaluated. The results are summarized in Table 4-3. The errors introduced by 

the QSS approximation and due to the leaking flux are not included. The values can be 

systematically underestimated by 15%-50% as discussed in section 4 of this Chapter. 

The errors in the activation energies are expected to be much lower due to the same 

trend at different dosing temperatures.  

 

Table 4-3 Summary of the kinetic parameters obtained by the QSS approximation (the dense film) 

 Value at 120 C Pre-factor Activation energy[eV] 


 -1 [s-1] 2.70.4 (4.71.9)103 0.250.04 

f (7.30.4)10-3 2.30.7 0.190.01 

ins/krec [1017 cm-3] 2.20.9 (2.70.9)10-4 -0.300.11 

(DH/ins)
1/2

 [nm] 6.52.3 (6.60.7)103 0.230.10 
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6 Conclusions 

An approximate analytical solution to the minimal set of kinetic equations (MSKE) can 

be obtained based on the quasi steady state (QSS) approximation of the H density. 

The QSS approximation assumes that the integrated H density change reaches a quasi 

steady state and can be treated as time independent within the experimental time 

resolution. The QSS predicts an exponential decay time dependence of the defect 

absorption kinetics in the initial state after switching on the H flux. Both the 

amplitude and the time constants in the exponential decay function exhibit a simple 

analytical dependence on the H flux, which enables a facile evaluation of the kinetic 

parameters. The kinetic parameters , f, ins/krec and DH/ins and the corresponding 

activation energies are determined. The kinetic parameters evaluated based on the 

QSS approximations are systematically underestimated by 10-30%, mainly due to the 

fact that the recombination and the self repairing processes are neglected. Numerical 

simulation shows that the QSS of H density is a result of fast local chemical reactions. 

Furthermore, it is found that fast H diffusion is not necessary requirements for the 

validity of the QSS. 
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Chapter 5  

 

Analysis of the Minimal Set of Kinetic Equations: the Species 

Profiles in the Steady State 

 

The steady state of the minimal set of kinetic equations (MSKE) describing the kinetics 

of the H-induced defects is described by means of a dimensionless first order 

differential equation in the spatial coordinate. From this differential equation the 

steady state depth profiles of the H atoms and the defect complexes can be derived. 

The defect absorption in the steady state is determined by only three 

parameters:=(DH/(2ins))
1/2, C=ins/krec and 0=2C/(f), which are the scaling 

parameters of depth, defect complex density and flux in obtaining the dimension less 

equation, respectively. By fitting the flux dependent absorption in the steady state, 

the three parameters can be evaluated. A good consistency with the results obtained 

based on the quasi steady state model in Chapter 4 is obtained.  
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1 Introduction 

The steady state, in which the defect absorption is time independent, is a unique and 

very strong feature of the defect absorption kinetics from the in situ evanescent wave 

cavity ring down spectroscopy (EW-CRDS) experiments. In the steady state, the 

minimal set of kinetic equation (MSKE) is reduced to equations with only the spatial 

variable, providing a favorable opportunity to simplify the modeling. Moreover, the 

analysis of the steady state will also provide insights into the profiles of the H atoms 

and the defect complexes (DCs). Due to the metastable nature of these species, their 

spatial distribution can only be obtained by in situ diagnostic techniques. In literature, 

however, the spatial distribution of the metastable species is either approximated as 

uniform using very thin films[1], or is measured indirectly on films with different 

thicknesses[2-3]. A direct analytical study is highly desirable. 

This chapter studies the steady state of the MSKE using an analytical approach. Using 

the scaling parameters of depth, density and flux, the steady state equations can be 

reformulated in a dimensionless first order differential equation. The three scaling 

parameters also determine the defect absorption in the steady state and can be 

evaluated by fitting the flux dependent absorption in the steady state. The low dosing 

flux which leads to flux dependent absorption in the steady state appears of critical 

importance in the evaluation of the kinetic parameters. The quasi steady state (QSS) 

approximation described in Chapter 4 mainly deals with the time dependent initial 

phase of the H dsoing experiment. The spatial information obtained in this chapter 

gives another perspective of the MSKE and will provide a more comprehensive 

understanding of the H/a-Si:H interaction.  

This chapter is organized as follows. The basic features of the steady state in the 

defect absorption and the microscopic model are first briefly reviewed. Then the 

dimensionless differential equation describing the species profiles in the steady state 

is derived. The kinetic parameters are evaluated by fitting the measured flux data to 

the steady state solution. The kinetic parameters, activation energies and the species 

profiles are compared with the results from the quasi steady state approximation in 

Chapter 4 and the literature results. Finally, the errors due to the leaking H flux are 

also discussed.  

2 Review of the basic features in the steady state 

As shown in the upper panel of Figure 5-1, the steady state absorption of both 

polarizations increases with the H flux and exhibits a saturation trend at high H flux. 
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The s/p ratio in the steady state slightly decreases with the H flux, but can be 

regarded as invariant within the error (Figure 5-1, lower panel).   

 

Figure 5-1 Flux dependence of the absorption (upper panel) and the s/p ratio (lower panel) in the 

steady state for a 52 nm film at 120 C. The dash curves are the fit results using the parameters 

=4.3 nm, 0=0.621014 cm-2s-1 and C = 2.2 ×  1017 cm-3. 

Figure 5-2a shows the steady state absorptions at different dosing temperaturs. The 

defect absorption in the steady state decreases with the dosing temperature with an 

activation energy of -0.140.02 eV for both the defective and the high quality dense 

films. The more defective film has higher steady state absorption compared to the 

dense film. The s/p ratio in the steady state is much higher for the dense film than for 

the defective film (Figure 5-2b). The s/p ratio slightly increases with the dosing 

temperature for both films.  
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Figure 5-2 Temperature dependence of the absorption (a) and the s/p ration (b) in the steady state of 

a dense (DS) film and a defective (DF) film. The dosing flux is 2.01014 cm-2s-1. The dash lines are 

the fit results using Arrhenius type equations. 

3 The steady state model 

3.1 Dimensionless equations for the H and DC profiles  

The starting point is the minimum set of kinetic equations with boundary conditions 

(Eqs. 5-1 to 5-3). Moreover, in the steady state, another density boundary condition, 

similar to the flux boundary condition Eq. 5-3 can be proposed (Eq. 5-4), which 

assumes a constant H density NH,0 in the subsurface and NH=0 on the film/cavity 

interface required by the semi-infinite nature of the film. It will be demonstrated later 

that the flux and the density boundary conditions are equivalent in the steady state.  
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Another important equation is the relationship between the absorption and the DC 

density (Eq. 5-5).  

0
, ,( ) ( )

h

s p C s pN z I z dz          (5-5) 

In the steady state, both the H and DC densities are time independent. Setting the 

time derivatives to zero, NH and NC in the steady state can be described by Eqs. 5-6 

and 5-7.  
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With the scaling parameters for depth, density and flux, the steady state equations 

Eqs. 5-6 and 5-7 can be reformulated to a dimensionless form Eqs. 5-8 and 5-9  with 

the dimensionless spatial variable  (Table 5-1). The boundary conditions (Eqs. 5-3 

and 5-4) are also scaled accordingly (Eqs. 5-10 and 5-11).  
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Table 5-1 Scaling parameters, dimensionless variables and transformation of the MSKE in the steady 

state 

Scaling parameters 
Dimensionless 

variables 
Equation transformation 

Depth =(DH/(2ins))
1/2  = z/ Eq. 5-6Eq. 5-8

H density H=(krec)
-1 = NH/H Eq. 5-7  Eq. 5-9

DC density C = ins /krec = NC/C Eq. 5-4 Eq. 5-11 

Flux 
0=H DH/(f) 

=2C /(f) 
j0=H/0 Eq. 5-3   Eq. 5-10

 

The second order differential equation Eq. 5-8 can be further simplified into a first 

order differential equation with a constant A to be determined (Eq. 5-12). The semi-

infinite boundary condition requires both  and d/d to be zero on the film/cavity 

interface (Eqs. 5-10 and 5-11). Therefore, it follows readily that A=0. Moreover, d/d 

should always be negative since the H density decays with the depth below the 

surface. The equation describing the steady state () profile is therefore simplified to 

Eq. 5-13.  
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Using the boundary conditions Eqs. 5-10 and 5-11, j0 and 0 are correlated (Eq. 5-14). 

As a result, it can be shown relatively easier that the flux and the density boundary 

conditions are equivalent. Either Eq. 5-10 or Eq. 5-11 can be used as the boundary 

condition for Eq. 5-13. After obtaining the dimensionless H profile (), the 

absorption in the steady state is given by Eq. 5-15. Here (z) is obtained by the 

substitution  z/in the () which is the solution to Eq. 5-13.  

 2

0 0 0 02 2 1lnj               (5-14) 
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3.2 Evaluation of the kinetic parameters  

3.2.1 The fitting procedure 

An important implication of Eq. 5-15 is that the steady state absorption is determined 

by only three parameters (, 0 and C) which are combinations of the five 

parameters in the MSKE (f, DH, ins, krec and ). The factor C explicitly appears in Eq. 

5-15 and is proportional to s,p. The factors 0 and  are implicitly involved as the 

boundary condition to obtain () and the depth scaling parameter during the 

substitution, respectively.  

 

 

 

Scheme 5-1 The links from the H flux H to the absorption in the steady state s,p 

The three parameters (, 0 and C) can be obtained by fitting the steady state 

absorption s,p for a varying H flux H, according to the routine shown in Scheme 5-1. 

The fit procedure, which involves only one first order differential equation with three 

unknown parameters, has been significantly simplified in complexity compared to the 

original MSKE. In the numerical fit process, the film is discretized into thin layers to 

approximate the spatial derivatives. The parameter 0 in Eq. 5-11 is the value at the 

geometrically thin top layer. Therefore, in the numerical fitting, the layer thickness 

near the surface should be kept as thin as possible to accurately obtain the boundary 

condition parameter 0. We use a thickness step of 0.02 nm for the topmost 2 nm and 

0.5 to 0.65 nm for the rest depth, which is sufficiently accurate for the fit. The 

temperature dependence of the refractive index is corrected using a temperature 

coefficient d(n2)/dT=0.00012 K-1[4]. The fit procedure can be readily completed by a 

simple Mathematica program, as attached in the Appendix of this chapter. The fitting 

parameters at 120 C are: =4.30.1 nm, 0= (0.620.07)×1014 cm-2s-1 and C 

(z) 0 j0 
Eq.5-15 j0H/0 Eq.5-14  Eqs.5-11, 5-13 

H s,p 
0  C 
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=(2.150.01)×1017 cm-3, which describes the flux dependent steady state absorption 

very well  (the dashed curves, Figure 5-1). 

 

3.2.2 Covariance of the parameters 

The flux scaling parameter is correlated with  and C by 0=2C/(f) (Table 5-1). 

The factors f and  can be independently obtained based on the QSS approximation 

(Chapter 4). The results indicate that the term 2/(f) is in the range of 400 to 900 s-1 

and increases slightly with the dosing temperature with an activation energy of 0.02 

eV (Figure 4-7). The independent variables in the fitting are thus reduced to  and C. 

However, even the two parameters exhibit strong covariance. Defining a good fit of 

the measured data as the mean squared error (MSE) of no more than the 1.5 times of 

the minimum value, the combinations of the two independent parameters leading to 

a good fit are localized in separated small regions scattered in the C diagram, as 

marked by the dark color in Figure 5-3.  

 

Figure 5-3 The mean squared error (MSE) of the fitting in the C diagram, exemplified using the 

data of the 59 nm defective film at 120 C. 

The good fit combinations lie along the power function curves bC
a, where a and b 

are constants (Figure 5-4). The constant a is larger than one and is larger in the large  

region, as shown by the slopes in the double logarithm plot. As a further evidence, the 
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443 K data spans a large  range and shows different power dependence in the high 

and low region, as shown by the dashed and dot curves, respectively.  

Due to the strong covariance in the parameters, the minimum obtained by fitting the 

data at one dosing temperature is of low confidence. Since both  and C are 

combinations of the kinetic parameters in the MSKE, they should exhibit an Arrhenius 

type temperature dependence, i.e. =0exp(-E/(kBT)) and C=C,0exp(-EC/(kBT)), 

respectively. To obtain more reliable and C values and their temperature 

dependence, a global minimization of the pre-exponential factors 0 and C,0 and the 

activation energy E and EC using the measured data at five different dosing 

temperatures (80-170 C) is carried out. The results from the global minimization are 

marked by the solid symbols in Figure 5-4.  

 

 

Figure 5-4 The combination of  and C leading to a “good fit”, defined as the mean squared error 

(MSE) lower than 1.5 times of the minimum MSE, for a 52 nm dense film at various dosing 

temperatures and a 59 nm defective (DF) film at 353K. The error in each data point is smaller than 

the symbol size and is thus omitted for clarity. The good fit combination lies along the power function 

curves shown by the dashed and dotted lines. The results obtained from the global minimization of 

the data of five temperatures are indicated by the solid symbols. 

3.2.3 Fitting results 

So employing the procedures as described in the previous section, the temperature 

dependence of the three parameters in the steady state model can also be obtained, 

as shown in Figure 5-5. The depth scaling parameter  is in the range of 1 to 10 nm 

and increases with the dosing temperature. Very similar  values are found for the 
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two dense films with different thickness. The defective film shows smaller  values 

compared to the dense films, which is expected because the term ins is higher for the 

defective film due to the higher strained bond density NS. A common activation 

energy value 0.200.07eV is found within the error for both the dense and the 

defective films.  

 

Figure 5-5 The temperature dependence of (a), C (b) and 0 (c) for a 52 nm and a 67 nm dense 

(DS) films, and a 59 nm defective (DF) films. The dashed curves are the fit results using an Arrhenius 

type of equations. 

The DC density scaling parameter C decreases with the dosing temperature, which is 

mainly responsible for the observed lower steady state absorption at higher dosing 

temperature. The defective film exhibits a much higher C value compared to the 

dense films, which is again attributed to the higher NS for the defective film. The 

activation energy -0.360.06 eV for C is similar for the dense and the defective film. 
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The term C is identified as the DC density in the steady state in the high H flux limit, 

which leads to an upper limit of the DC density of 1017 to 1018 cm-3 in the steady state. 

The flux scaling parameter 0 decreases slightly with the dosing temperature, 

showing a small negative activation energy -0.100.07 eV. The error is relatively large 

because 0 is obtained from four independently determined parameters f, ,  and C. 

0 is in the range of 0.3 to 0.8×1014 cm-2s-1 from the numerical fitting. The subsurface 

dimensionless H density 0, thus, slightly increases with the dosing temperature, in 

agreement with the results in Chapter 4 (Figure 4-9).  

 

4 Discussion 

4.1 The H and DC profiles in the steady state 

The dimensionless formalism of the steady state H and DC profiles () and () are 

determined only by the 0 value. The () profiles with different 0 values are shown 

in Figure 5-6a. The profiles are similar in shape but with different profile depths, 

which becomes shallower at higher 0 values. The DC profile () resembles () 

when 0<<1 and exhibit a plateau in the near surface region when 0>>1, which is 

expected from the hyperbolic dependence (Eq. 5-9). In the high and low  limits, Eq. 

5-13 can be solved analytically based on the approximations given by Eq. 5-16, which 

is summarized in Table 5-2.  
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Table 5-2 Solutions to Eq. 5-13 in the high and low  limits and the corresponding d1/2 for H and DC  

 Solution to Eq. 5-13 d1/2,H d1/2,DC 

>>1    0 exp     ln 2  0 2ln    

<<1  
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6

6 /
  

  

  
0
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2 1  
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0
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Figure 5-6 The normalized dimensionless H (upper panel) and DC (lower panel) profiles. The 

approximations for () in the high and low 0 limits are shown by the dotted curves. The 

characteristic depth parameter d1/2, defined as the depth at which the DC density is reduced to half of 

the subsurface value, is indicated. 

In the case of >>1, the H density has an exponential decay profile while in the case of 

<<1, the H profile can be approximated by a hyperbolic function. The profiles for the 

high and low limit approximations are shown by the dot curves in Figure 5-6.  The 

analytical approximations apply well for 0 lower than 0.2 and higher than 20. For the 

real profiles NH(z) and NC(z), the depth axis has to be scaled by the factor .  The effect 

of the scaling parameter  is shown by the difference in the scales of the upper and 

lower axes of Figure 5-6, where  is set to 2.5 nm for illustration. Straightforwardly, 

larger  value results in broader H and DC profiles. 
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Figure 5-7 (a) Calculated d1/2 value for DCs (solid curve) and H (dash curve). The dotted curves are 

the corresponding approximate analytical expressions in Table 5-2. (b) Calculated s/p ratio in the 

steady state. The dependence on j0 and 0 are shown by the bottom and the top scale, respectively. 

(b) is illustrated using a 52 nm film and the depth scaling parameter =4.3 nm (the same conditions 

as those in Figure 5-1). 

The profile depth can be characterized by the half maximum depth d1/2, defined as the 

depth at which the density is half of the subsurface value. The calculated d1/2 values 

for H and DC at different 0 values are shown in Figure 5-7. For the H atoms, the d1/2 

value decreases with 0 monotonically, while for DCs, the d1/2 value exhibits a 

minimum. The analytical expression for the d1/2 value in the low and high 0 limits are 

listed in Table 5-2, calculated by the approximate analytical expression Eq. 5-16. In the 

low 0 limit, the d1/2 values are very close for both H and DC and can be well described 

by the formula   1 2

012 6 /   obtained from the hyperbolic H profile in the low 
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flux limit. In the high 0 limit, the d1/2 value for the H atoms approaches ln2. 

However, the high 0 limit analytical approximation underestimates the d1/2 for the 

DCs by a nearly constant value. The disagreement comes from the invalidity of the 

high  assumption near =1 when approaching half of the subsurface density. It is 

clear that the DCs may have a much larger profile depth compared to the H atoms. 

Similar to the d1/2 value for DCs, the model predicted steady state s/p value also 

shows a minimum (Figure 5-7b). Compared with the measurement results which 

exhibit a very slight decreasing trend with the H flux (Figure 5-1), the j0 value in the 

experiments should be slightly lower than j0 at the s/p minimum. Thes/p value is 

rather insensitive to j0, especially near the minimum. Within the experimental j0 range 

(0.5 to 6, calculated using the 0 value in Figure 5-5), the s/p value changes less 

than 0.3. Therefore, in the present study, the s/p value can be regarded as flux 

independent within the measurement error, as observed in the measurement (Figure 

5-1). 

 

4.2 Flux dependence of the H and DC density 

Since the depth scaling parameter  is flux independent, the dimensionless 

subsurface H density 0 is the only source for the flux dependence. The flux 

dependence of 0 is given by Eq. 5-14. As shown in Figure 5-8 (solid red curve), the 

term 0 increases with the dimensionless flux j0. The 0j0 curve approaches straight 

lines with slopes equaling to 1 and 2/3 in the high and low j0 limits, respectively. This 

implies that the real subsurface H density NH is proportional to the H flux H in the 

high flux limit and decreases with H through a H
2/3 dependence in the low flux limit. 

The high and low flux limit behaviors can be obtained using the similar 

approximations as in Table 5-2, which predicts j0 = 0 when 0>>1 and j0 0
3/2 when 

0<<1. 

The flux dependence of the bulk averaged H density is shown by the dash curve in 

Figure 5-8. The bulk averaged H density is also proportional to the flux dependence in 

the high flux limit. This is expected, i.e. by assuming a semi-infinite film and using the 

exponential decay H profile and the 0=j0 correlation in the high flux limit. The low 

flux limit approximation (the hyperbolic H profile and the 0j0
2/3 correlation) 

predicts j0
1/3 dependence of the bulk averaged H density for a semi-infinite film. 

However, a stronger flux dependence j0
0.45 is observed (see also Figure 4-4) for the 50 

nm film with =2.5 nm, which arises from the violation of the semi-infinite 
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assumption. As shown in Figure 5-6, the H profile broadens as the subsurface H 

density decreases. In the low flux limit, the film can no longer be treated as semi-

infinite. The power dependence relies on the film thickness and the depth scaling 

parameter. According to the 0 value obtained (Figure 5-5c), the j0 value in our 

measurement is in the range from 0.5 to 6, a region where neither approximation is 

applicable. 

 

 

Figure 5-8 Flux dependence of the dimensionless H densities 0, solid line: the subsurface H density, 

dash line: the bulk averaged H density. The bulk averaged H density is obtained using a film 

thickness of 50 nm and a depth scaling parameter of =2.5 for demonstration. The dashed curves 

are the high and low flux approximations (see context).   

The flux dependence of the bulk-averaged DC density is shown in Figure 5-9, which 

shows clear saturation trend for high H fluxes. The saturation comes from the 

hyperbolic flux dependence in the steady state (Eq. 5-9). The saturation value is the 

dimensionless DC density C. The C value obtained from the steady state model is in 

the range of 1017 to 1018 cm-3, which is roughly in agreement with the H induced 

dangling bond density during high H flux dosing reported by Das et al[2-3] (integrated 

density of 1013 cm-2 with profile depth 100 nm).  
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An important implication from the steady state model is that the H flux should be 

controlled within the flux sensitive zone to obtain the flux dependent information. In 

the ESR study by Das et al[2-3], a flux independent bulk-averaged induced defect 

density is observed when using 103 times higher H flux. The H flux in their 

experiments has already fallen into the flux insensitive zone, which results in loss of 

the flux dependent information. The flux dependence of the absorption in the steady 

state is critical to evaluate the kinetic parameters based on the steady state model. 

 

 

Figure 5-9 Model predicted bulk averaged defect density at various H fluxes. Both the flux and the 

density are expressed in dimensionless forms. The film thickness is 50 nm and the depth scaling 

parameter =2.5 for demonstration. 

4.3 Comparison with the QSS model 

The three scaling parameters with the dimensions of length, density and flux in the 

steady state model have almost identical counterparts in the quasi steady state (QSS) 

model discussed in Chapter 4 (Table 4-3). A comparison of these parameters is 

summarized in Table 5-3. Although derived independently using two different 

approaches, the parameters have an almost identical mathematical form in the two 

models. Their values and activation energies also exhibit a remarkable consistency*. 

The consistency may imply that these scaling parameters, instead of the basic kinetic 

parameters in the MSKE, are more fundamental parameters governing the H induced 

                                                             
*
 ≈1.9H = 1.92

1/2
 (Figure 4-6b). 
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defect evolution kinetics. This will be further corroborated by numerical analysis in 

Chapter 6.  

 

Table 5-3 Comparison of parameters obtained by the steady state model and the QSS model 

 Expression Value (120 C) 
Activation 

energy[eV] 

QSS model 

H
H

ins

D
 


 6.62.3 nm 0.230.10 

ins/krec 
(2.20.9) 

1017 cm-3 
-0.300.11 

1 ins
c

recf k


  


 (0.790.16) 

1014 cm-2s-1 
-0.010.06 

Steady state 
model 

2

H

ins

D
 


 4.30.1 nm 0.200.07 

C=ins/krec 
(2.150.01) 

1017 cm-3 
-0.360.06 

0

2 ins

recf k


  


 (0.620.07) 

1014 cm-2s-1 
-0.100.03 

 

The expression of  and H implies that the depth of the H profile in the initial stage is 

higher than that in the steady state by a factor of 21/2, which seems to be 

contradictory to the H diffusion picture. The inconsistency arises from the fact that 

the profile depth H in the QSS approximation is derived by neglecting the 

recombination and the self repairing processes. As a result, H is only a very rough 

description of the H profile depth in the initial H dosing stage.  

 

4.4 Comparison with literature results 

A similar study on the H-induced defect evolution process was carried out by Das et al 

using in situ ESR[2-3]. These authors also observed that the integrated defect density in 

the steady state decreased as the plasma treatment temperature increased. They 

analyzed the penetration depth of the H-induced defects by measuring the thickness 
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dependent integrated density. However, their assumption that the defect profile has 

an exponential decay shape is flawed. The steady state model in this chapter suggests 

that in the high flux limit, the H profile has the exponential decay shape while the 

defect profile is much broader than the H profile. As a result, the profile depth 

parameter obtained by these authors which is also proportional to (DH/ins)
1/2,† is 

much larger (about 70 nm at 120 C) because it is in fact the profile depth of the H-

induced defects. The estimation of the H diffusion coefficient based on the profile 

depth of the H-induced defects is therefore also a very rough one. 

Moreover, the authors observed a negative activation energy of about -0.2 eV for the 

term (DH/ins)
1/2, contradictory to the positive activation energy 0.200.07 eV found in 

this chapter. The negative activation energy of (DH/ins)
1/2 requires that the defect 

creation term ins must be highly activated. Considering the H-DC inter-conversion, 

the insertion activation energy is expected to be lower than that of the self repairing 

process because the DC is a more stable H configuration from the perspective of the H 

band model (see Figure 7-1). The activation energy of self repairing is estimated to be 

0.250.03 eV based on the QSS approximation (Table 4-3). As a result, an unrealistic 

negative activation energy for the H diffusion has to be invoked to yield the -0.2 eV 

activation energy for (DH/ins)
1/2.  Under these conditions, the H profile depth should 

increase with the dosing temperature. The higher defect penetration depth observed 

at lower dosing temperature by Das et al can be a result of significant structure 

modification due to the high flux dosing in their experiment. The large amount of 

inserted H atoms depleted the strained Si-Si bonds, leading to smaller ins value and 

thus to a larger H profile depth. 

 

5 Errors in the kinetic parameters due to the leaking H flux 

It has been confirmed that there is a small fraction of H flux leaking to the a-Si:H even 

if the film is covered by the shutter (Chapter 3, Section 3.2). The leaking flux causes a 

non-zero DC density at t=0. Although the upper limit of the leaking flux is only 5% of 

the total H flux emanating from the H source, the shift of the base absorption can be 

much higher than that because of the non linear flux dependence (Figure 5-1).  

The influence of the leaking flux is shown in Figure 5-10. The symbols are the 

simulation results using the three scaling parameters listed in the second column in 

                                                             
†
 The authors used different notation for the H induced defect creation term. 
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Table 5-4 and assuming that 5% of the H flux emanating from the H flux leaks to the 

film. The two solid curves are the results without the leaking H flux. The leaking H flux, 

though only accounts for 5% of the total flux, causes significantly lower (about 37%) 

defect absorption in the steady state than that without leaking H flux due to the 

leveling up of the base absorption from the DCs created by the leaking flux.  By fitting 

the symbols with the steady state model, the scaling parameters , C and 0 can be 

obtained and are listed in Table 5-4. 

 

 

Figure 5-10 The flux dependence of the defect absorption in the steady state assuming 5% leaking 

flux. The solid curves are the results without a leaking H flux. The dashed curves are the fit results 

using the steady state model. 

The parameter C is proportional to the defect absorption in the steady state, which is 

underestimated by 33% due to the much lower absorption change in the steady state. 

The absorption ratio of the two polarizations is almost unchanged since the 

absorption change due to the leaking H flux has similar s/p ratio to that in the steady 

state. As a result, the parameter  is less affected (18% underestimation) since it is 

mainly determined by the s/p ratio in the steady state. The flux scaling parameter 0 

is underestimated by 45%, which is about the sum of the errors in  and C.  
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Table 5-4 The three scaling parameters obtained from the steady state model with and without 

leaking H flux 

 No leaking H flux 5% leaking H flux 

nm] 4.0 3.3 

C [1017 cm-3] 3.0 2.0 

0[1014 cm-2s-1] 0.72 0.40 

 

6 Conclusions 

Dimensionless first order differential equations describing the H and DC profiles in the 

steady state are derived from the MSKE, which suggest that the defect absorption in 

the steady state is determined by three scaling parameters =(DH/(2ins))
1/2, 

C=ins/krec and 0=2C/(f). By fitting the flux dependent defect absorption in the 

steady state, these scaling parameters can be evaluated. The value and activation of 

these parameters exhibit remarkable consistency with those obtained by the QSS 

approximation in Chapter 4. The H and DC profiles are also obtained by the steady 

state model. The DCs follow the same depth profile shape as the H atoms in the case 

of low dosing fluxes while can penetrate much deeper into the film in the case of high 

dosing fluxes. The results obtained are compared with that from the ESR 

measurements in literature, which confirms that the H profile depth should increase 

with the dosing temperature. The errors in the kinetic parameters due to the leaking 

H flux are studied, which suggests that the leaking H flux will underestimate the three 

scaling parameters. 
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Appendix 
The Mathematica program to fit the flux dependent absorption in the steady state 

with scaling parameters of depth pDepth, DC density Ndef. The flux scaling parameter 

is pDepth*Ndef*freq, where freq=2/(f) calculated using the parameters f and  

obtained from the H quasi steady state approximation in Chapter 4. 

 

(*Electric field calculation*) 

n0=1.44805; 

n1=3.582; 

n2=1; 

h0=0; 

h1=52; 

h2=0; 

theta0=Pi/4; 

lamda=1200; 

sigma=10^(-2); 

h1A:=2; 

h1B:=h1-h1A; 

xstepsA:=50; 

xstepsB:=50; 

hA:=h1A/xstepsA; 

hB:=h1B/xstepsB; 

theta1=ArcSin[Sin[theta0]*n0/n1]; 

theta2=ArcSin[Sin[theta1]*n1/n2]; 

k1=2*Pi*n1*Cos[theta1]/lamda; 

t01s=2*n0*Cos[theta0]/(n0*Cos[theta0]+n1*Cos[theta1]); 

t01p=2*n0*Cos[theta0]/(n0*Cos[theta1]+n1*Cos[theta0]); 

r01s=(n0*Cos[theta0]-n1*Cos[theta1])/(n0*Cos[theta0]+n1*Cos[theta1]); 

r01p=(-n0*Cos[theta1]+n1*Cos[theta0])/(n0*Cos[theta1]+n1*Cos[theta0]); 

r12s=(n1*Cos[theta1]-n2*Cos[theta2])/(n1*Cos[theta1]+n2*Cos[theta2]); 

r12p=(-n1*Cos[theta2]+n2*Cos[theta1])/(n1*Cos[theta2]+n2*Cos[theta1]); 

 

delta1=k1*h1; 

a0s=Exp[-I*delta1]+r01s*r12s*Exp[I*delta1]; 

a0p=Exp[-I*delta1]+r01p*r12p*Exp[I*delta1]; 

a1s=Exp[-I*delta1]; 
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a1p=Exp[-I*delta1]; 

c1s=r12s*Exp[I*delta1]; 

c1p=r12p*Exp[I*delta1]; 

 

Fs[z_]:=Abs[N[(Abs[t01s*a1s/a0s*Exp[I*k1*z]+t01s*c1s/a0s*Exp[-I*k1*z]])^2]]; 

Fp[z_]:=Abs[N[(Abs[(t01p*a1p/a0p*Exp[I*k1*z]+t01p*c1p/a0p*Exp[-

I*k1*z])*Sin[theta1]])^2+(Abs[(t01p*a1p/a0p*Exp[I*k1*z]-t01p*c1p/a0p*Exp[-

I*k1*z])*Cos[theta1]])^2]]; 

 

Array[{EfieldSA,EfieldPA},{xstepsA+1},{0}]; 

Array[{EfieldSB,EfieldPB},xstepsB]; 

Do[z=h1-h1A*i/xstepsA; 

 EfieldSA[i]=Fs[z]; 

 EfieldPA[i]=Fp[z]; 

 ,{i,0,xstepsA,1}] 

Do[z=h1-h1A-h1B*i/xstepsB; 

 EfieldSB[i]=Fs[z]; 

 EfieldPB[i]=Fp[z]; 

 ,{i,0,xstepsA,1}] 

 

Plot[{Fs[h1-z],Fp[h1-

z]},{z,0,h1},EpilogPoint/@{Table[{h1A*i/xstepsA,EfieldSA[i]},{i,0,xstepsA}],Table[{

h1A+h1B*i/xstepsB,EfieldSB[i]},{i,0,xstepsB}],Table[{h1A*i/xstepsA,EfieldPA[i]},{i,0,x

stepsA}],Table[{h1A+h1B*i/xstepsB,EfieldPB[i]},{i,0,xstepsB}]}] 

(*-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*) 

Clear[ssAmp,Nfluxes,flux,AmpP,errAmpP,AmpS,errAmpS]; 

Clear[Phi,b1,b2,Eq1,E1,solEq,mseP,mseS,pDepth,freq,Ndef]; 

Clear[folder,file]; 

folder="ssAmplitude_052nm/"; 

file="080C.dat"; 

ssAmp=Import[StringJoin[folder,file]]; 

Nfluxes=Length[ssAmp]; 

Array[{flux,AmpP,AmpS},Nfluxes]; 

Do[ 

  flux[i]=ssAmp[[i]][[1]]; 

  AmpP[i]=ssAmp[[i]][[2]]; 

  errAmpP[i]=ssAmp[[i]][[3]]; 
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  AmpS[i]=ssAmp[[i]][[4]]; 

  errAmpS[i]=ssAmp[[i]][[5]]; 

  ,{i,1,Nfluxes}]; 

 

(*Functions to calculate DC density and the absorption of the two polarizations*) 

CalNC[Phi_?NumberQ,freq_?NumberQ,pDepth_?NumberQ,Ndef_?NumberQ]:=( 

   Clear[b1,b2,rho0,Eq1,Eq,solEq]; 

   b2=Phi/(freq*Ndef*pDepth); 

   Eq1=b2^2==b1^2-2*b1+2*Log[1+b1]; 

   rho0=Last[First[FindRoot[Eq1,{b1,b2}]]]; 

   Eq=y'[x]==-Sqrt[y[x]*y[x]-2*y[x]+2*Log[1+y[x]]]; 

   solEq=NDSolve[{Eq,y[0]rho0},y[x],{x,0,h1/pDepth}]; 

      

(Sum[First[(y[x]/(y[x]+1))/.solEq/.xi*hA/pDepth]*hA,{i,0,xstepsA}]+Sum[First[(y[x]/(y

[x]+1))/.solEq/.x (h1A+i*hB)/pDepth]*hB,{i,1,xstepsB}]) 

   ); 

 

CalAmpP[Phi_?NumberQ,freq_?NumberQ,pDepth_?NumberQ,Ndef_?NumberQ]:=( 

   Clear[b1,b2,rho0,Eq1,Eq,solEq]; 

   b2=Phi/(freq*Ndef*pDepth); 

   Eq1=b2^2==b1^2-2*b1+2*Log[1+b1]; 

   rho0=Last[First[FindRoot[Eq1,{b1,b2}]]]; 

   Eq=y'[x]==-Sqrt[y[x]*y[x]-2*y[x]+2*Log[1+y[x]]]; 

   solEq=NDSolve[{Eq,y[0] rho0},y[x],{x,0,h1/pDepth}]; 

      

10^4*Ndef*(Sum[First[(y[x]/(y[x]+1))/.solEq/.xi*hA/pDepth]*EfieldPA[i]*hA,{i,0,xste

psA]+Sum[First[(y[x]/(y[x]+1))/.solEq/.x 

(h1A+i*hB)/pDepth]*EfieldPB[i]*hB,{i,1,xstepsB}]) 

   ); 

 

CalAmpS[Phi_?NumberQ,freq_?NumberQ,pDepth_?NumberQ,Ndef_?NumberQ]:=( 

   Clear[b1,b2,rho0,Eq1,Eq,solEq]; 

   b2=Phi/(freq*Ndef*pDepth); 

   Eq1=b2^2==b1^2-2*b1+2*Log[1+b1]; 

   rho0=Last[First[FindRoot[Eq1,{b1,b2}]]]; 

   Eq=y'[x]==-Sqrt[y[x]*y[x]-2*y[x]+2*Log[1+y[x]]]; 

   solEq=NDSolve[{Eq,y[0] rho0},y[x],{x,0,h1/pDepth}]; 
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10^4*Ndef*(Sum[First[(y[x]/(y[x]+1))/.solEq/.xi*hA/pDepth]*EfieldSA[i]*hA,{i,0,xste

psA}]+Sum[First[(y[x]/(y[x]+1))/.solEq/.x 

(h1A+i*hB)/pDepth]*EfieldSB[i]*hB,{i,1,xstepsB}]) 

   ); 

 

(*Fitting function*) 

mseP=Sum[(CalAmpP[flux[i],freq,pDepth,Ndef]-AmpP[i])^2/errAmpP[i]^2,{i,1,Nfluxes}]; 

mseS=Sum[(CalAmpS[flux[i],freq,pDepth,Ndef]-AmpS[i])^2/errAmpS[i]^2,{i,1,Nfluxes}]; 

 

Clear[freq,pDepth,Ndef]; 

freq=600; 

NMinimize[{Abs[mseP+mseS],0.01<pDepth<25,0.00002<Ndef<0.005},{{pDepth,3,3.6},{

Ndef,0.00017,0.00023}},AccuracyGoal1,MaxIterations10000,StepMonitorPrint["fr

eq=",freq,"  ","pDepth=",pDepth," ","Ndef=",Ndef,"   ","Phi0=",freq*pDepth*Ndef,"    

","mse=",mseP+mseS]] 
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Chapter 6  

 

Analysis of the Minimal Set of Kinetic Equations: the 

Numerical Model 

 

A numerical model is developed to solve the minimal set of kinetic equations (MSKE) 

and evaluate the kinetic parameters by fitting the defect absorption data over the 

entire time range. The parameters evaluated based on the analytical models of 

Chapter 4 and 5 provide a good estimation of the initial values for the numerical 

fitting program. The spatial and temporal evolution of the H and H-induced defects is 

studied. The results reveal that the absorption kinetics with the current experimental 

time resolution is only determined by four parameters f, , ins/krec and DH/ins which 

is also predicted by the analytical models. An experimental time resolution on the 

order of 1/ins is required to determine the insertion frequency with sufficient 

accuracy from the H dosing data. 
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1 Introduction  

In Chapter 4 and 5, two analytical models have been developed to analyze the 

minimal set of kinetic equations (MSKE). Using these models the kinetic parameters , 

f, ins/krec and DH/ins were successfully determined. The results are summarized in 

Table 6-1, which exhibit a remarkable consistency between the two analytical models.  

 

Table 6-1 Summary of the kinetic parameters and activation energy obtained from the analytical 

models in Chapter 4 and 5 

Parameter 

QSS approximation The steady state model 

Value at 

120 C 

Activation 

energy[eV] 

Value 

at 120 C 

Activation 

energy[eV] 


 -1 [s-1] 2.70.4 0.250.04 - - 

f [10-3] 7.30.4 0.190.01 - - 

ins/krec [1017 cm-3] 2.20.9 -0.300.11 2.150.01 -0.360.06 

(DH/ins)
1/2

 [nm] 6.52.3 0.230.10 4.30.1 0.200.07 

 

Although with much success, the analytical models only treat certain part of the time 

dependent data and fail to evaluate all the five basic kinetic parameters. Since the 

data obtained from the in situ EW-CRDS measurement have sufficient time resolution 

and signal/noise ratio for a reliable numerical calculation, it is highly desirable to 

develop a numerical model to fit the experimental data over the entire time range. 

The numerical model is not only able to determine the complete set of kinetic 

parameters in the MSKE, but can also test the accuracy and estimate the error of the 

results obtained by the analytical models. Moreover, the temporal and spatial 

variation of the H and defect complexes (DCs) can also be elucidated.  

A preliminary study on the numerical modeling of the whole time range H induced 

defect evolution kinetics has succeeded in fitting the experimental data at one dosing 

temperature[1]. In this chapter, the details of the numerical model will be presented. 

The evolution kinetics of the H and DCs and their flux and temperature dependence 

are discussed based on the numerical results. The results suggest that the defect 

absorption kinetics with the current experimental time resolution is governed by only 

four parameters, which have already been obtained by the analytical approaches, 

instead of the five basic parameters discussed in Chpater 3. The insertion frequency 
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ins can only be accurately determined if the absorption would have been collected 

with an experimental time resolution on the order of 1/ins.   

 

2 The numerical modeling approach 

The starting point for the numerical modeling is the differential equations of the H 

and DC density with the boundary conditions (Eqs.6-1 to 6-3 ) and the relationship 

between the DC density and the defect absorption (Eq. 6-4). The absorption data used 

in the numerical fitting has been corrected by subtracting the base optical loss. The 

numerical model is only applied to fit the data within the temperature range 80-150 

C which can be described by the MSKE alone. The measured data at higher dosing 

temperature is discussed separately in Chapter 8. 
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N k N N
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2.1 Discretization of the spatial derivatives 

In the numerical model, the spatial variable is discretized by dividing the film into n 

thin layers with equal thickness h. Within each thin layer, the H and DC density as 

well as the electric field factors are regarded as homogeneous. Higher number of 

layers provides a more accurate description of the spatial variable but at the cost of 

longer calculation time. In the jth layer below the surface, the H density, DC density 

and the electric field factors are represented by nH(j), nC(j) and Is,p(j), respectively, 

where j is an integer variable, corresponding to depth jh below the surface. nH(j) and 

nC(j) are time dependent.  

The time variation of the H density is coupled with the H diffusion effect. The time 

variation of the H density NH due to the diffusion flux H,diff is given by: 

2

2

,H diffH H
H

N N
D

t z z

 
  

  
      (6-5) 
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Figure 6-1 The H diffusion flux in the top layer and the jth layer in the discretized numerical model 

In the discrete model, the H diffusion flux in the top layer and the layers in the bulk 

are shown in Figure 6-1. The H diffusion effect in the jth layer is modeled by an inward 

diffusion flux from the j-1th layer and an outward diffusion flux to the j+1th layer. As a 

result, the time variation of the H density caused by diffusion in the jth layer is given 

by  

2 2

2

1 1

1 2 1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

H H H H H
diff H H

H H H
H

n j n j n j n j n j
D D

t h h

n j n j n j
D

h

    
 

  

   




    (6-6) 

For the top layer (j=0), the inward diffusion flux is a fraction of the impinging H flux 

fH. Using Eq. 6-5, the time variation of the H density due to the diffusion flux in the 

top layer is given by  

2

0 0 1( ) ( ) ( )H H H H
diff H

n f n n
D

t h h

  
 

  
     (6-7) 

Equation 6-7 introduces the boundary condition Eq. 6-3 into the numerical model in a 

very natural way and is able to describe both the situations when the H flux is on and 

off. The H flux H is the H flux in the experiments when fitting the H flux-on data while 

H is set to zero when fitting the H flux-off data. 
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The complexity of the fitting program is determined by the number of the discretized 

layers and the number of data points. A denser grid results in more accurate 

description of the spatial distribution while at the cost of higher number of equations. 

Decent accuracy can be obtained using thickness of 1 nm per layer. A more advanced 

method for thicker films is to use different thickness for layers at different depth: a 

denser grid closer to the surface and a less dense grid for the deeper part of the film. 

This will treat the high gradient shallow parts more accurately but without increasing 

the total number of layers. The fitting complexity can be further reduced by reducing 

the number of data points in the data set, which can be done by removing some data 

points in the saturation part. 

 

2.2 Time dependent defect absorption 

Including the time variation of the H and DC density due to the insertion, 

recombination and self-repairing processes in each layer, the equations for the 

numerical model is given by 

0 1 2 1
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The equation groups above with a total number of 2n first order differential equations 

can be solved by established numerical methods, which can be readily achieved in 

mathematics software packages such as Mathematica. After obtaining the time 

dependent DC density in each layer nC(j,t), the defect absorption is obtained by 
1

0

, ,( ) ( , ) ( )
n

s p C s p
j

t n j t I j




         (6-10) 

where the electric field factors Is,p(j) are calculated using the plane wave model 

described in Chapter 2. 
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2.3 Fitting procedure  

The fitting procedure is carried out by minimizing the mean squared error (MSE) 

between the measured and model predicted time dependent defect absorption. The 

data for the two polarizations are minimized at the same time. The expression for the 

MSE is given by  
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Where tj is the time of the jth data point in the kinetic process, nt is the total number 

of data points, s,p and ’s,p are the model predicted and the measured defect 

absorption of the corresponding polarization at time tj. The kinetic parameters f, ins, 

krec,  and DH are obtained by minimizing MSE using the Levenberg-Marquardt 

algorithm. A code in Mathematica for the fitting procedure is included in the 

Appendix of this chapter. The fitting program converges very slowly. It can be 

manually ceased when the desired MSE value (typically below 0.2) is reached.  

Several kinetic parameters have already been determined by the analytical models 

described in Chapter 4 and 5 (Table 6-1). These parameters can serve as good starting 

values in the numerical fitting. In the program, it is more convenient to use f, -1, ins, 

 and C as the input parameters instead of the original ones. These parameters, 

except ins, are allowed to vary within a factor of 2 of the value in Table 6-1. No strict 

confinement is applied on the ins value. For each dosing temperature, the obtained 

parameters are tested by the data of four different H fluxes.  

 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Fit results 

The kinetic parameters obtained from the numerical fit are summarized in Table 6-2. 

As shown in Figure 6-2, the same set of parameters is able to give a good fit to the 

measured absorption kinetics at four different H fluxes. For the defect absorption at 

different dosing temperature, the parameters yielding the best fit exhibit a fairly well 

Arrhenius type temperature dependence with activation energy values close to that 

listed in Table 6-1 (Figure 6-3). As will be shown in Section 3.2 of this chapter, the ins 

value cannot be unambiguously determined from the fitting. However, the lower limit 
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of ins is the measurement time frequency 30 s-1 as suggested by the QSS model in 

Chapter 4. In generating the simulation curves in Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3, ins=100 s-1 

is used. 

 

Figure 6-2 Measured and model predicted time dependent H induced defect absorption at 120 C for 

various H fluxes, using the fitting parameters listed in Table 6-2. 

 

Table 6-2 The kinetic parameters obtained from the numerical fit and the activation energy Ea of each 

parameter. The parameter ins cannot be unambiguously determined (see context). 

 80C 100C 120C 150C Ea [eV] 

f 0.0035 0.0045 0.0073 0.012 0.240.02 


-1[s-1] 1.0 1.7 2.5 4.1 0.250.01 

 [nm] 1.4 2.34 4.3 5.0 0.200.06 

C[1017 cm-3] 8.4 4.3 2.0 1.1 -0.400.02 
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Figure 6-3 Measured and model predicted time dependent H induced defect absorption with 1.01014 

cm-2s-1 dosing flux at various dosing temperatures, using the fitting parameters listed in Table 6-2. 

3.2 Uncertainty in the insertion frequency ins 

The numerical model is unable to determine the ins value unambiguously. As shown 

in Figure 6-4, two sets of parameters with the same f, -1, ins/krec and DH/ins value but 

with distinctly different ins value yield almost the same fit results. In fact, to 

determine the defect evolution kinetics with a time resolution of 33 ms only requires 

four parameters f, -1, ins/krec and DH/ins, almost regardless of the exact ins value.  As 

shown in Figure 6-5, when the ins/krec and DH/ins are kept within the best fit value as 

listed in Table 6-2, the minimum of MSE in the dimension of ins is rather shallow. The 

MSE increases very slowly with the ins value when ins is larger than 50 s-1, which 

means any value larger than 50 s-1 for ins will result in a reasonably good fit. 

Therefore, the numerical fitting on the present experiment data is only sensitive to 

the four parameters in Table 6-2 which are already obtained by the analytical models. 

Only the lower bound of the ins value can be estimated to be higher than the 

measurement time frequency 30 s-1 (Chapter 4).  
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Figure 6-4 Fit results of the same data using two sets of parameters with distinct ins value (80 and 

2000 s-1) and the same f, ,  and C values (the 120 C values in Table 6-2). 

For the data used in the numerical fitting (the 80-150 C data), the time dependent 

absorption shows simple monotonic increasing/decreasing trends. The strong 

features of the measured time dependent absorption include the absorption in the 

steady state, the initial absorption change and the ratio of the two polarizations, 

which only allow to determine f, -1, ins/krec and DH/ins, as already discussed in 

Chapter 4 and 5.  
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Figure 6-5 The mean squared error in the fit for different values of ins with the fixed  and C values 

(results calculated using the 120 C values in Table 6-2). 

The measured data in the current time resolution lacks the features to unambiguously 

determine the parameter ins. As shown in Chapter 4 (Section 2.1 in Chapter 4 and 

Figure 4-10), there is a maximum in the absorption rate appearing around 1/ins after 

switching on the H flux, which may serve as the strong feature to determine the ins 

value. Measurement time resolution higher than 1/ins is required to observe this 

characteristic feature.  Unfortunately, the three important time parameters in the 

current measurement rank in the order of  > t >1/ins, where t is the time 

resolution of the measurement. Therefore, only can be experimentally determined 

with the current time resolution. However, by assuming a free H diffusion mechanism 

similar to that in c-Si, the insertion frequency can be estimated to 103 s-1 at 120 C 

with activation energy 0.1 eV, as will be illustrated in Chapter 7. 

 

3.3 Spatial and temporal variation of H and DC 

The time evolution of the H and DC spatial profiles are shown in Figure 6-6. The 

example is illustrated with the lowest H flux in the measurement (0.4 1014 cm-2s-1) at 

the lowest dosing temperature (80 C) to show the evolution process more clearly. 

The DC density is almost two orders of magnitudes higher than the H density in the 

subsurface region when using the parameters listed in Table 6-2 and ins=480 s-1.  

Although the DC density can be unambiguously determined by the defect absorption, 

the H density depends on the exact value of ins. Higher ins value requires lower H 
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density to reach the same DC density. In Chapter 4, the dimensionless subsurface H 

density =krecNH is estimated to be close to one, indicating that the recombination 

and self repairing are of similar importance in the subsurface region. Based on the DC 

creation/annihilation equilibrium, the insertion, recombination and self repairing 

should be of the same order of magnitude, i.e. 

insNH  krecNHNC  -1NC        (6-12) 

Therefore, NH/NC  -1/ins. Using the typical values 102 s-1 for ins and 100 s-1 for -1,  

NH/NC  10-2 is a reasonable ratio. 

 

 

Figure 6-6 The spatial profiles of the H atoms and DCs at different times after the H flux is turned on 

(left column) and off (right column), simulated using the parameters at 80 C. The H flux is 0.41014 

cm-2s-1.  

Regardless of the exact value, the H density reaches equilibrium with a remarkably 

higher rate compared to the DC density when the H flux changes (on or off), even for 

the lowest dosing flux at the lowest dosing temperature. The H density in the first few 

nanometers reaches the value in the steady state within 0.1 s after the film is exposed 
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to the H flux, i.e. impossible to detect with the present experimental time resolution. 

When the H flux is turned off, the H density in the first a few nanometers undergoes 

an immediate drop. In contrast, the DC density changes much more slowly. The above 

simulation results using the parameters obtained from the numerical calculation also 

validates the quasi steady state approximation of the H density in Chapter 4. 

 

 

Figure 6-7 Time dependent bulk averaged (left column) and surface (right column) density of the H 

and DCs. The surface density is the averaged density in the first 2 nm below the surface. The H flux 

is 1.01014 cm-2s-1. 

The time evolution of the H and DC density in the subsurface region and in the bulk at 

various dosing temperature is shown in Figure 6-7. The subsurface region is defined as 

the top 2 nm below the film surface. The rate towards equilibrium is slower for the DC 

density in both subsurface region and bulk compared to the H density. The DC density 

is higher in both subsurface region and bulk at lower dosing temperature, in 

agreement with the experimental observation.  
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The temperature dependence of the subsurface and integrated H density cannot be 

straightforwardly obtained from the analytical models. The numerical simulation 

confirms that the subsurface H density decreases with the dosing temperature (Figure 

6-7). The dimensionless H density =krecNH has been estimated to increase with the 

dosing temperature with a low activation energy of 0.1 eV based on the QSS 

approximation in Chapter 4 (Figure 4-9). Using the activation energy for -1 (0.25 eV) 

and krec (0.5 eV)†, the subsurface H density should slightly decrease with the dosing 

temperature, in agreement with the prediction of the numerical simulation. The lower 

subsurface H density at elevated temperature can be attributed to the enhanced H 

removal from the subsurface region by rapid H diffusion and H insertion. The time 

evolution of the subsurface H density at 80 C shows non-monotonic behavior in the 

initial stage, which is attributed to H congestion in the subsurface region due to slow 

inward diffusion (See also Figure 4-10). The bulk averaged H density, however, 

increases with dosing temperature. At elevated temperature, the H profile becomes 

broader due to the positively activated depth scaling parameter . The H release from 

the DCs, or the thermal activation of the inserted H is also favored at higher 

temperature. Both reasons result in higher H density in the film. 

 

4 Conclusions  

In conclusion, the numerical model is able to fit the measured data in the entire time 

range and evaluate the kinetic parameters in the MSKE. The numerical study shows 

that the experimental defect absorption with a time resolution of 33 ms is only 

determined by four kinetic parameters: f, , ins/krec and DH/ins. These parameters 

obtained by the numerical fitting are in good agreement with that based on the 

analytical models in Chapter 4 and 5. The insertion frequency ins can only be 

accurately determined when the experimental time resolution is higher than 1/ins. 

The temporal and spatial variation of H and DCs is studied by numerical simulation 

using the best fit parameters, which implies that the H density reaches equilibrium 

much faster than the DC density under typical experimental conditions. At higher 

dosing temperatures the subsurface H density decreases while the integrated H 

density increases. 

  

                                                             
†
 See Chapter 7 
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Appendix 
The Mathematica program to fit the entire time dependent defect absorption 

 

(*Electrical fields*) 

n0=1.44805; 

n1=3.584; 

n2=1; 

 

h0=0; 

h1=52; 

h2=0; 

 

theta0=Pi/4; 

lamda=1200; 

sigma=10^(-2); 

 

xsteps=50; 

 

h:=h1/xsteps; 

 

theta1=ArcSin[Sin[theta0]*n0/n1]; 

theta2=ArcSin[Sin[theta1]*n1/n2]; 

k1=2*Pi*n1*Cos[theta1]/lamda; 

 

t01s=2*n0*Cos[theta0]/(n0*Cos[theta0]+n1*Cos[theta1]); 

t01p=2*n0*Cos[theta0]/(n0*Cos[theta1]+n1*Cos[theta0]); 

r01s=(n0*Cos[theta0]-n1*Cos[theta1])/(n0*Cos[theta0]+n1*Cos[theta1]); 

r01p=(-n0*Cos[theta1]+n1*Cos[theta0])/(n0*Cos[theta1]+n1*Cos[theta0]); 

r12s=(n1*Cos[theta1]-n2*Cos[theta2])/(n1*Cos[theta1]+n2*Cos[theta2]); 

r12p=(-n1*Cos[theta2]+n2*Cos[theta1])/(n1*Cos[theta2]+n2*Cos[theta1]); 

delta1=k1*h1; 

a0s=Exp[-I*delta1]+r01s*r12s*Exp[I*delta1]; 

a0p=Exp[-I*delta1]+r01p*r12p*Exp[I*delta1]; 

a1s=Exp[-I*delta1]; 

a1p=Exp[-I*delta1]; 

c1s=r12s*Exp[I*delta1]; 

c1p=r12p*Exp[I*delta1]; 
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Fs[z_]:=N[(Abs[t01s*a1s/a0s*Exp[I*k1*z]+t01s*c1s/a0s*Exp[-I*k1*z]])^2]; 

Fp[z_]:=N[(Abs[(t01p*a1p/a0p*Exp[I*k1*z]+t01p*c1p/a0p*Exp[-

I*k1*z])*Sin[theta1]])^2+(Abs[(t01p*a1p/a0p*Exp[I*k1*z]-t01p*c1p/a0p*Exp[-

I*k1*z])*Cos[theta1]])^2]; 

 

Es=Array[EfieldS,{xsteps+1},{0}]; 

Ep=Array[EfieldP,{xsteps+1},{0}]; 

 

Do[z=h1-h1*i/xsteps; 

 EfieldS[i]=Fs[z]; 

 EfieldP[i]=Fp[z]; 

 ,{i,0,xsteps,1}] 

 

(*Data source*) 

Clear[datau,datah,time,dataS,dataP,timeh,dataSh,dataPh]; 

datau=Import["052nm_120C\Phi16_u.txt","Table"]; 

datah=Import["052nm_120C\Phi16_h.txt","Table"]; 

time=Table[datau[[i]][[1]],{i,1,Length[datau]}]; 

dataP=Table[datau[[i]][[2]],{i,1,Length[datau]}]; 

dataS=Table[datau[[i]][[3]],{i,1,Length[datau]}]; 

 

timeh=Table[datah[[i]][[1]],{i,1,Length[datah]}]; 

dataPh=Table[datah[[i]][[2]],{i,1,Length[datah]}]; 

dataSh=Table[datah[[i]][[3]],{i,1,Length[datah]}]; 

 

Clear[Flux,DH,k0,krec,kheal,Subscript]; 

 

tmin=0; 

tmax=100; 

thmax=660; 

 

Ru[t_]=Table[ri[t],{i,0,xsteps}]; 

Cu[t_]=Table[ci[t],{i,0,xsteps}]; 

Rh[t_]=Table[rhi[t],{i,0,xsteps}]; 

Ch[t_]=Table[chi[t],{i,0,xsteps}]; 
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(*Differential equations solving functions*) 

DESolveu[Flux_?NumberQ,DH_?NumberQ,k0_?NumberQ,krec_?NumberQ,kheal_?Numb

erQ]:=( 

    EqRu= 

   Thread[D[Ru[t],t]==Join[{Flux/h-DH/h^2*(r0[t]-r1[t])},ListCorrelate[DH/h^2*{1,-

2,1},Ru[t],{1,2},{rxsteps[t]}]]-k0*Ru[t]-krec*Ru[t]*Cu[t]+kheal*Cu[t]]; 

    EqCu=Thread[D[Cu[t],t]==k0*Ru[t]-krec*Ru[t]*Cu[t]-kheal*Cu[t]]; 

   

  ICRu=Thread[Ru[0]== Table[0,{xsteps+1}]]; 

  ICCu=Thread[Cu[0]==Table[0,{xsteps+1}]]; 

   

  solu=NDSolve[Join[EqRu,EqCu,ICRu,ICCu],Join[Ru[t],Cu[t]],{t,tmin,tmax}]; 

  ) 

 

DESolveh[DH_?NumberQ,k0_?NumberQ,krec_?NumberQ,kheal_?NumberQ]:=( 

    EqRh= 

   Thread[D[Rh[t],t]==Join[{-DH/h^2*(rh0[t]-rh1[t])},ListCorrelate[DH/h^2*{1,-

2,1},Rh[t],{1,2},{rhxsteps[t]}]]-k0*Rh[t]-krec*Rh[t]*Ch[t]+kheal*Ch[t]]; 

   

  EqCh=Thread[D[Ch[t],t]==k0*Rh[t]-krec*Rh[t]*Ch[t]-kheal*Ch[t]]; 

   

  ICRh=Thread[Rh[0]==Rh0]; 

  ICCh=Thread[Ch[0]==Ch0]; 

   

  solh=NDSolve[Join[EqRh,EqCh,ICRh,ICCh],Join[Rh[t],Ch[t]],{t,tmin,thmax}]; 

  ) 

 

(*Fitting functions*) 

modelfit[Flux_?NumberQ,DH_?NumberQ,k0_?NumberQ,krec_?NumberQ,kheal_?Numbe

rQ]:=( 

  Clear[Subscript]; 

  Su=0; 

  Pu=0; 

  Sh=0; 

  Ph=0; 

   

  DESolveu[Flux,DH,k0,krec,kheal]; 
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  Thread[Rh0=N[First[Ru[t]/.solu/.ttmax]]]; 

  Thread[Ch0=N[First[Cu[t]/.solu/.ttmax]]]; 

   

  DESolveh[DH,k0,krec,kheal]; 

   

  Do[ 

   Su=Su+First[ci[t]/.solu/.ttime]*EfieldS[i]*h*(10^6)*sigma; 

   Pu=Pu+First[ci[t]/.solu/.ttime]*EfieldP[i]*h*(10^6)*sigma; 

   Sh=Sh+First[chi[t]/.solh/.ttimeh]*EfieldS[i]*h*(10^6)*sigma; 

   Ph=Ph+First[chi[t]/.solh/.ttimeh]*EfieldP[i]*h*(10^6)*sigma; 

   ,{i,0,xsteps}]; 

     

  Total[(dataS-Su)^2]+Total[(dataP-Pu)^2]+(Total[(dataSh-Sh)^2]+Total[(dataPh-Ph)^2])) 

 

(*fitting function*) 

Clear[Flux,f,DH,k0,krec,kheal,fit,pD,vC]; 

PhiH=1.6; 

 

Flux=f*PhiH; 

krec=vC*k0; 

DH=2*pD^2*k0; 

 

fit 

=NMinimize[{modelfit[Flux,DH,k0,krec,kheal],0.012<f<0.016,5<pD<6.5,6000<vC<8000,

100<k0<4000,4<kheal<5.2},{{f,0.012,0.014},{pD,5,6},{vC,6500,7000},{k0,500,620},{kh

eal,4.5,4.7}},AccuracyGoal3,MaxIterations10000,StepMonitorPrint[ "  f=",f ,"  

r0=",First[r0[t]/.solu/.ttmax],"  c0=",First[c0[t]/.solu/.ttmax],"  DH=",DH,"  k0=",k0,"  

krec=",krec,"  kheal=",kheal,"  pD=",pD,"   rhoC=",1/vC,"  

MSE=",modelfit[Flux,DH,k0,krec,kheal]]] 
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Chapter 7  

 

Microscopic Mechanisms of the H/a-Si:H Interaction during 

the H Dosing Processes 

 

The microscopic mechanism which describe the H/a-Si:H interaction during H dosing 

experiments are discussed based. The H and DC are identified as the interstitial H 

atoms and the H atoms trapped by the strained Si-Si bonds, respectively. The 

interstitial nature of the H atoms in the modeling suggests that the H diffusion most 

probably proceeds via a free diffusion mechanism similar to that in crystalline silicon. 

This observation means that the insertion activation energy can be obtained by 

assuming that the H diffusion activation energy in a-Si:H equals the free diffusion 

activation energy in crystalline silicon. This enables the determination of the energy 

levels of the hydrogen states in the H band model. As a result, the defect complex 

configuration is found about 0.15 eV below the interstitial H state.  
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1 Introduction 

In the previous chapters, three approaches have been employed to analyze the 

minimal set of kinetic equations (MSKE) and to quantitatively evaluate the kinetic 

parameters and their activation energies. From these results, the microscopic 

mechanism underlying the H/a-Si:H interactions, one of the main goals of this thesis, 

can be elucidated with new insights. On the other hand, the MSKE is not completely 

solved yet due to an insufficient experimental time resolution to determine the 

insertion frequency ins.  

Self consistent kinetic parameters in the MSKE and the activation energies have been 

obtained by both analytical and numerical approaches, as summarized in Table 7-1. In 

this chapter, the microscopic mechanisms of the H/a-Si:H interaction, including the H 

diffusion, the H-DC inter conversion and the recombination processes are discussed 

based on these results.  

 

Table 7-1 Summary of the kinetic parameters and activation energy obtained by the analytical and 

numerical models 

Parameter 
QSS approximation Steady state model Numerical model 

Value* Ea[eV] Value*  Ea[eV] Value*  Ea[eV] 

ins [s
-1] >30 - - - >50 - 


 -1 [s-1] 2.70.4 0.250.04 - - 2.5 0.250.01 

f [10-3] 7.30.4 0.190.01 - - 7.3 0.240.02 

C[1017cm-3] 2.20.9 -0.300.11 2.150.01 -0.360.06 2.0 -0.400.02 

 [nm] 4.61.6 0.230.10 4.30.1 0.200.07 4.3 0.200.06 

* Values at 120 C. 

2  Microscopic mechanisms of the H/a-Si:H interaction 

2.1 The H configuration perspective of H and DC  

The H density modeled in the MSKE designates the H atoms not singly bonding to Si 

atoms. These H atoms are not in the transport level, because the H atoms in the 

transport level can move freely in a-Si:H without a diffusion activation energy. The 

most likely configuration for the H in the MSKE is the interstitial site, e.g. H atoms in 

the bond center site (BC). The H-induced defects in a-Si:H, as measured by the in situ 
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evanescent cavity ring down spectroscopy, are identified as defect complexes (DCs) 

and are created by H insertion into strained Si-Si bonds. From the perspective of 

possible H configurations, the DCs can be regarded as the H atoms trapped in strained 

Si-Si bonds. As a result, the H-DC inter-conversion, i.e. the insertion and self repairing, 

can be viewed as the transition of the H atoms between the two different H energy 

levels in a-Si:H. The difference in the activation energy of the insertion and self 

repairing is the energy difference between the two H configurations, which can be 

estimated based on thermodynamic principles, as will be shown in Section 2.3. 

 

2.2 H diffusion 

In the H band model, the H diffusion process can be viewed as the excitation of H 

atoms from the H chemical potential level (the highest occupied level) to the 

transport level (Figure 7-1)[1]. The diffusion activation energy is the energy difference 

between the transport level ET and the H chemical potential H: ED = ET -H
[2-3]. The 

majority of the H diffusion results reported in literature are based on isotope labeling 

measurements, which measure the H (or D) singly bonded to Si atoms. The H diffusion 

in the MSKE, however, refers to the diffusion of the H atoms in the interstitial 

configuration that are not singly bonded. A closer analogy is the H diffusion in c-Si 

which proceeds by H transport via adjacent saddle points such as the bond centers. 

The diffusion of the interstitial H atoms is measured by H permeation in c-Si, which 

exhibit high diffusion coefficient[4] and low diffusion activation energy of 0.5 eV[5]. It 

has been argued that the diffusion of the interstitial H in a-Si:H proceeds in the same 

fashion because the local bonding environment is very similar for c-Si and a-Si:H[6]. A 

low diffusion activation energy of 0.5 eV is also observed in the plasma in-diffusion 

measurements in H saturated a-Si:H samples[2, 6], imply that a different transport 

mechanism is probed when an external H source is used. This is in sharp contrast to 

the isotope labeling studies, where H first has to be excited to the transport level[7]. 

The interstitial nature of the H in the MSKE suggests that the H diffusion in this study 

is similar to the diffusion in c-Si. Another evidence for that argument is the large H 

diffusion coefficient which can be estimated from DH = 2ins
2 > 2 30 4.310-7)2= 

10-11 cm2s-1 at 120 C. Another more exact way to estimate the value of the diffusion 

coefficient is by using the diffusion activation energy of the BC in c-Si of 0.5 eV and 

assuming the theoretical diffusion pre-factor DH,0. 

DH,0=1/6pha2 10-3 cm2s-1      (7-1) 
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Here ph is the phonon frequency and a is the hopping distance[2]. The DH value at 120 

C is thus estimated to be 

0
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Using this value the kinetic parameters in the MSKE can be determined self 

consistently. 

 

2.3  Insertion and self repairing  

With the estimated DH value, ins is calculated to be ins= DH/(22) = 1103 s-1 with an 

activation energy Eins=ED-2E=0.1 eV, indicating that the insertion is a fast process with 

a low energy barrier. The insertion process can readily complete via a bond 

rearrangement from the bond centered H (HBC), which makes the fast rate and low 

activation energy plausible. 

In the low NH region where the H-DC recombination can be neglected, the H-DC 

equilibrium is dominated by insertion and self repairing processes: 
1
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(7-3) 

The obtained value of the kinetic parameters yields NH/NC=2.510-3 at 120 C. On the 

other hand, thermodynamic equilibrium can be applied in the low NH region. 

Therefore the relative H population in the two energy levels can be calculated using 

the Boltzmann distribution*.  
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 (7-4) 

The energy gap between the two H configuration HBC and DC is given by the difference 

of the self repairing and insertion activation energy (Figure 7-1): 

 1/ 0.15 eVBC DC insE E E E          (7-5) 

As a result, Eq. 7-4 gives NH/NC=6.010-3 at 120 C, in agreement with the results from 

Eq. 7-3. The self consistency between the two results is a strong evidence for the 

value and the activation energy of ins, as well as the free H diffusion scenario. 

                                                             
*
 The DC configuration has a degeneracy of 2 for the inserted H atom. 
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2.4 Recombination 

Using the same assumptions as argued in the previous sections, the recombination 

rate constant krec is calculated to be krec =ins /C = 510-15 cm3s-1 with an activation 

energy of Erec = 0.40-0.50 eV (Table 7-1). During the recombination process, the DC 

captures another H atom, leading to formation of a doubly hydrogenated Si-Si bond 

(SiH)2. Passivation of dangling bonds is exothermic, which put the (SiH)2 configuration 

in a lower energy level compared to the DC configuration. The (SiH)2 configuration is 

an unstable intermediate product in the recombination process[8], which can release 

the two H atoms as a H2 molecule and restore the strained Si-Si bonds. The activation 

energy of the recombination process is thus determined by the activation energy of 

releasing the two captured H atoms (Figure 7-1).  

 

2.5 Summary of the microscopic processes and the H energy levels 

 

Figure 7-1 Schematic illustration of the energy levels of the various H configurations and the 

microscopic processes 

The various H configurations during the H/a-Si:H interaction are schematically 

illustrated in Figure 7-1. The energy levels of these H configurations with respect to 

the established H configurations in the H band model are also shown. The HBC and DC 

in the MSKE are both metastable species and therefore are above the H chemical 
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potential H. The DC represents a more stable H configuration than the HBC with an 

energy difference around 0.15 eV with respect to the HBC (Eq. 7-5). The doubly 

hydrogenated Si-Si bonds (SiH)2, the intermediate product of the recombination 

process, is even below the DC configuration due to the negative correlation energy[9-

10]. The (SiH)2 configuration can be regarded as the small H clusters. The exact energy 

of the (SiH)2 configuration is difficult to estimate. However, it is less stable than the 

large H clusters[1] (the H platelets[11-13]) and is expected to be close to the H chemical 

potential H. The release of H2 from the (SiH)2 configuration requires activation 

energy about 0.5 eV. The kinetic parameters for the microscopic processes and the 

corresponding activation energy are summarized in Table 7-2. Table 7-2 constitutes 

one of the main results of this thesis.  

 

Table 7-2 The kinetic parameters and the activation energy for the microscopic processes during the 

H/a-Si:H interaction 

Parameter Value at 120 C Activation energy [eV] 

ins [s
-1] 1103* 0.1 


 -1 [s-1] 2.70.4 0.250.04 

f [10-3] 7.30.4 0.240.02 

krec[10-15 cm3s-1] 5 0.5 

DH [10-10 cm2s-1] 4 0.5  

* The data without error range is estimated using the diffusion activation energy 0.5 eV and 

theoretical diffusion pre-factor 10-3 cm2s-1. 

3 Conclusions  

From the perspective of the H configurations in a-Si:H, the H and DC are identified as 

the interstitial H atoms (HBC) and the H atoms trapped by the strained Si-Si bonds. 

Assuming that the diffusion in a-Si:H resembles the free H diffusion mechanism in c-Si 

leads to a self consistent evaluation on the microscopic mechanisms of the H/a-Si:H 

interaction. By invoking the theoretical diffusion pre-factor and the typical diffusion 

activation energy as that in c-Si, the insertion frequency ins is estimated to be 103 s-1 

with an activation energy of 0.1 eV. This puts the DC configuration 0.15 eV below 

the interstitial level. The recombination process is proposed to proceed via an 
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intermediate H configuration of a doubly hydrogenated Si-Si bond (SiH)2. The 

recombination process has activation energy 0.5 eV corresponding to release of H2 

from the (SiH)2 structure. 
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Chapter 8  

 

The H-induced defect kinetics at high dosing temperature: 

extension of the minimal set of kinetic equations 

 

The evolution kinetics of the H-induced defects at higher dosing temperature (200 C) 

exhibits a non monotonic time dependence, which has to be explained by including 

the interaction of H with a novel type of defect (Dx). The Dxs can be passivated by H 

and can be slowly regenerated after the H flux is terminated. The superposition of the 

H-DC and H-Dx interactions can explain the non-monotonic defect absorption kinetics. 

H passivation of the Dxs and H release from the passivated Dxs are found about 102 

and 103 times slower than the H-DC recombination and H release from the DCs 

processes, respectively. The Dxs are related to the defects yielding the base 

absorption. However, the high activation energy of the H passivation of the Dxs is 

strongly against the attribution of Dxs being the pre-existing dangling bonds. The 

unique properties of the Dxs may provide new insights into the structure of the 

defects in a-Si:H.  
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1 Introduction  

In previous chapters, the H-induced defect evolution kinetics in the low dosing 

temperature ranging from 80 to 150 C has been systematically studied by both 

analytical and numerical approaches. The H-induced defect is recognized as the defect 

complex (DC), which is composed of a dangling bond with an adjacent Si-H bond and 

is formed by insertion of an H atom into a strained Si-Si bond. The absorption due to 

the DCs exhibit monotonic increase/decrease trends when the H flux is turned on/off 

because the DC formation is solely driven by the H flux. The minimal set of kinetic 

equations (MSKE) with only the H-DC interaction is sufficient to explain the 

measurement data in the dosing temperature from 80 to 150C. However, the defect 

absorption kinetics at higher dosing temperature exhibits more complicated, non 

monotonic features, which can only be explained by extending the MSKEwith 

additional H/a-Si:H interaction mechanisms. 

In this chapter, the absorption kinetics at higher dosing temperature (170 and 200 C) 

will be analyzed by including the interaction of H with a novel type of defect (Dx) into 

the MSKE. The Dxs can be passivated by the H flux and be regenerated when the H 

flux is turned off. Overlap of the opposing effects of the H-DC and H-Dx interactions 

during the H dosing lead to the observed non-monotonic time dependent defect 

absorption behavior at high dosing temperature. The kinetics of the H-Dx interaction 

is studied based on the quasi steady state approximation of the H atoms. The possible 

candidates for this novel type of defects are discussed.  

 

2 Experimental observations 

The time dependent defect absorption at high dosing temperature shows distinct 

behaviors compared to that at low temperature.  As shown in Figure 8-1, the defect 

absorption changes non-monotonically with time in both cases of flux on/off. After 

the H flux is turned on, the absorption increases rapidly, reaches a maximum and 

gradually drops to a steady state value. When the H flux is turned off, the absorption 

first drops even below the level before H dosing and then gradually increases back to 

the baseline. Like in many cases, polarization anisotropy is observed here: the 

deviation from the steady state (1 and 2) is also more notable for the s 

polarization. 
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Figure 8-1 The time dependent absorption during H dosing of a 25 nm film at 200 C and a H flux of 

2.00× 1014 cm-2s-1. The dashed curves are exponential decay fits of the time dependent absorption.  

The absorption maximum and minimum appear about 1 s and 10 s after the H flux is 

turned on and off, respectively. The time when the maximum/minimum appears tm 

slightly decreases with increasing H flux in both cases of H flux on/off, as shown in 

Figure 8-2a. The absorption deviation from the steady state in the 

maximum/minimum 1 and 2 (Figure 8-1) has almost the same value. Both 1 

and 2 increase with the H flux, showing approximately hyperbolic dependence, 

similar to the steady state absorption (Figure 8-2b). The slow approach to the steady 

state after reaching the maximum/minimum can be well described by an exponential 

decay function A(1-exp(-t/)) with an amplitude parameter A and a time parameter 

(Figure 8-1, dashed curves), which will be further justified in the modeling 

section.The decay time factor  is 8 s and 100 s for the cases of H flux on and off, 

respectively. The -1 term in the case of flux on shows an apparent increase with the H 

flux, while the flux-off counterpart is nearly a constant within the error in the 

investigated flux range. 
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Figure 8-2 The flux dependence of (a) the maxima/minima position (the minima position is divided by 

5 for the flux-off data), (b) the absorption difference and (c) the time parameters (the H flux off data is 

multiplied by 10). Only the data for the s polarization is shown. 
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3 Modeling  

3.1 The kinetic model 

The H-DC interaction alone is insufficient to explain the observed non monotonic 

absorption change. The H induced DC creation is a self limiting process, which always 

leads to monotonic increase of the absorption. Particularly, the H-DC interaction 

alone cannot explain the temporary below-baseline absorption even with a non-zero 

DC density at t=0. The maximum/minimum in the defect absorption must come from 

the interplay of two opposing interaction mechanisms of H and H-induced defects. In 

addition to the H-DC interaction, a mechanism showing opposing effects must be 

present: the H flux reduces the defects and the H annihilated defects can be slowly 

regenerated after the H flux is removed.  

Therefore, a new type of defects Dx with the above properties is proposed, with as 

yet an unknown nature. The slow decay after reaching the absorption maximum 

originates from the H passivation of the Dxs. The H-saturated Dxs can reversibly 

release the captured H atoms and regenerate the Dxs, which corresponds to the 

gradual increase of the absorption after the absorption minimum when the H flux is 

turned off. Particularly, passivation of pre-existing Dxs can also explain the temporary 

lower absorption than the baseline. 

The variation of the Dx density is caused by the H induced passivation and the 

regeneration.  The kinetic equation for the density of the novel type of defects NDx is 

therefore given by Eq. 8-1, where kpas is the rate constant for the passivation process, 

Dx is the time constant of the decomposition of the passivated Dxs, and NDx,0 is the 

density of pre-existing Dxs before H dosing, which is assumed to be uniform in the 

film.  

0,Dx DxDx
pas H Dx

Dx

N NN
k N N

t


  

 
      (8-1) 

Including the H-Dx interaction causes some modification of the MSKE. The DC kinetic 

equation is not directly affected by the H-Dx interaction and is given by the same form 

as in the previous chapters (Eq. 8-2, the self healing time constant is represented by 

DC for clarity). The H-Dx interaction introduces an additional annihilation term 

kpasNHNDx and a creation term (NDx,0-NDx)/Dx for the H density (Eq. 8-3). 
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The boundary condition for the H atoms is the same as previously described, required 

by the continuity of the flux on the film surface.  
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        (8-4) 

Before the H dosing, both the H and DC density is zero and the Dx density is NDx,0, 

uniform throughout the film. 

 

3.2 Solutions based on the H QSS approximation  

In the kinetic model including the H-Dx interaction, there is no direct correlation 

between DC and Dx. The H-Dx interaction is a relatively less important process 

compared to the H-DC interaction. Estimated from the absorption change, the total 

passivated Dxs by the H atoms accounts for 10-30% of the DCs. The effect of H-Dx 

interaction is only notable at high H dosing temperature when the DC equilibrium is 

fast and the DC density in the steady state is low. Moreover, both H passivation of Dxs 

and the reverse process proceed much slower than the corresponding H-DC 

interactions, as suggested by the preliminary study on the time factors (Figure 8-2c).  

Similar to that in Chapter 4, here the quasi steady state model is again proposed, in 

which the H density NH is approximated as time dependent when considering the H-

Dx interaction. In the case of H flux on, the absorption maximum appears about 1s 

after the H flux is turned on at dosing temperature of 200 C. At that time, the H-DC 

equilibrium has been reached. The H density can be approximated as the steady state 

value considering only the H-DC interaction. In the case of H flux off, the absorption 

minimum appears about 10 s after the H flux is turned off when most H atoms are 

removed from the film. As a result, NH is almost zero during the slow absorption 

increase after the minimum. Integrating Eq. 8-1 over the film thickness, the 

absorption due to the Dxs Dx is given by Eq. 8-5, which holds for both cases of H flux 

on and off. The terms Dx, Dx and Dx,0  are given by Eqs. 8-5a-c. The polarization 

symbols are omitted for clarity. 

1 1

0,
DX

Dx Dx Dx Dx
t

 
     


       (8-5) 
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                                                                                             (8-5b) 
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Dx s p DxI N dz          (8-5c) 

The above equations are in almost identical forms to those derived based on the QSS 

approximation of the MSKE (Table 4-1) by simply substituting the kinetic parameters 

krec and DC with the ones related to the H-Dx interaction kpas and Dx. By solving Eq. 

8-5, the absorption change due to variation of the Dx density follows the exponential 

decay time dependence as described by Eq. 8-6. As shown by the dashed curves in 

Figure 8-1, the measured absorption change after the maximum/minimum can be 

well described by the exponential decay functions. The fitting reveals that the time 

parameters Dx is approximately 101 and 102 s for the cases of H flux on and off, 

respectively (Figure 8-1, dashed curves), much slower compared to the self healing of 

DCs and the H-DC recombination. Similar to the QSS model in Chapter 4, the flux 

dependence of the parameters in the exponential function is also included in the 

integrated H density. In the following section we will demonstrate that the observed 

flux dependence shown in Figure 8-2 can be derived from the QSS model.  

     00 0 1, expDx
Dx Dx Dx Dx

Dx Dx

t
t

    
                 

   (8-6) 

 

3.3 Comparing the model with the measured data 

3.3.1 Deviation from the steady state in the maximum/minimum 

Passivation of Dxs proceeds with a time constant of about 10 s from fitting the H flux 

on data using Eq. 8-6. Therefore, at the absorption maximum which typically appear 

only 1s after the H flux is turned on, the Dx density approximately remains at the 

initial value NDx,0. As a result, the measured absorption deviation in the maximum 1 

is mainly due to the change of the Dx density in the steady state* compared to the 

                                                             
*
 Here the steady state refers to the real steady state, i.e., both the H-DC and the H-Dx 

equilibria are reached. 
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initial Dx density NDx,0. By setting the dosing time to infinite, the left side of Eq. 8-6 

gives the measured absorption difference 1. By using the initial condition

  00 ,
on
Dx Dx  , the expression for 1 is given by Eq. 8-7, where ss

HN is the H density in 

the steady state considering the H-DC interaction only. In deriving Eq. 8-7, the Dxs are 

assumed to give the base absorption (Eq. 8-5c). 
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     (8-7) 

Equation 8-7 indicates that 1 shows a hyperbolic dependence on the integrated H 

density in the steady state of H-DC interaction. The integrated H density in the steady 

state is roughly proportional to the H flux (see Figure 5-8). Therefore, Eq. 8-7 can 

qualitatively explain the observed flux dependence of 1. 

In the case of H flux off, the H density has been reduced to almost zero at the 

absorption minimum tm. Therefore, in the slow absorption increase, off
Dx Dx   .  

Using the initial condition for flux off:  

    00 ,/off on on
Dx Dx Dx Dx Dxt t      

     
(8-8) 

The measured absorption change 2 is given by:  
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    (8-9) 

Since on off
Dx Dx   , Eq.8-9 suggests that 2 >1. However, measurement shows that 

the difference is very small. Estimated from the slow recovery curve, Dx102 s.  On 

the other hand, the absorption minimum occurs at tm10 s after the H flux is 

terminated. Therefore,  1 0exp / off
m Dxt    , which explains the comparable 1 

and2 values observed. 

The Dxs, although with an unknown origin, at least partly account for the base 

absorption, as suggested by the lower-than-baseline minimum. Assuming that the 

base absorption is entirely due to the Dxs, Eqs. 8-7 and 8-9 suggest that both 1 and 
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2 are proportional to the defect absorption before H dosing Dx,0. The time 

dependent absorption behavior of the two films with a similar thickness but different 

structure are shown in Figure 8-3, which clearly demonstrates that the more defective 

film exhibits higher 1 and 2 values as predicted by the extended model. The 

above consistency also implies that the Dxs are very likely to be the defects in 

amorphous silicon leading to the observed base absorption loss. 
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Figure 8-3 The time dependent defect absorption of the s polarization from a dense (DS) and a 

defective (DF) film at 200 C and 2.00× 1014 cm-2s-1 H flux. The optical loss of the folded cavity has 

been subtracted. The flux off time for the dense film is set to the same time point as that for the 

defective film for better comparison. 

3.3.2 The time parameters 

Equation 8-5a suggests that 1/Dx increases linearly with the integrated H density. In 

the case of flux on, NH is the value in the steady state of H-DC interaction. Therefore, 

there is a clear increase of 1/ on
Dx  with the H flux. However, the flux dependence on is 

only approximately linear because the integrated H density is not proportional to the 

H flux (See Figure 5-8). On the other hand, NH is almost zero during the slow 

absorption increase after the absorption minimum. Therefore, off
Dx Dx   , almost 

independent of H flux (Figure 8-2c). Estimated from off
Dx , the time constant for H 

release from H-saturated Dxs Dx is about 125 s, about 103 times slower compared to 

the H release from DCs (DC  0.1 s at 200C, Chapter 4). 

The 1/Dx term has very similar expression as 1/DC (Eq. 8-10, see also Table 4-1), 

simply by substitution kreckpas and DCDx.  
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1 1
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h
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DC H DC

DC

k
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          (8-10) 

The depth factor  are mainly controlled by the penetration depth of the H atoms and 

therefore approximately equal for H-DC and H-Dx interaction: DCDx. As a result the 

slopes in the 1 / on
Dx H  and 1 / on

DC H  plots are proportional to kpas and krec, 

respectively. From the slopes, krec/kpas102, i.e. passivation of Dxs is 102 times slower 

compared to H recombination with DCs. 

 

3.3.3 The position of the maximum/minimum 

The position of the maximum and minimum in the time dependent absorption 

originates from the interplay of two H induced defect evolution processes: the H-DC 

and H-Dx interactions. It is observed that the maximum/minimum appears slightly 

earlier for higher H flux. A qualitative explanation is that both H-DC and H-Dx 

equilibrium become faster at higher H flux, which leads to an earlier appearance of 

the maximum/minimum. The maximum/minimum absorption time can be 

approximately analyzed by using the exponential decay time dependence of both DC 

and Dx densities (Eqs. 8-11 and 8-12).  

1 expDx Dx

Dx

t
A

  
        

      (8-11) 

1 expDC DC

DC

t
A

  
        

      (8-12) 

By setting the time derivative of Dx+DC to zero, the maximum/minimum 

absorption time is given by Eq. 8-13. The ratio A/ (subscripts are omitted) is the 

absorption change rate when t0, which is approximately proportional to the H flux 

in all cases (see also Table 4-1). As a result, the logarithm term is almost independent 

of the H flux. Since 1 1

DC Dx
   , the denominator is approximately 1

DC
 . Therefore, the 

maximum/minimum positions will exhibit the same flux dependence as DC, which 

decreases with the H flux in an approximately hyperbolic dependence (Eq. 8-10). The 

shift of the maximum/minimum positions with the H flux is further confirmed by 

numerical simulation, as shown in Figure 8-4. Using typical kinetic parameters listed in 

Table 8-1, there is about 0.5 s shift in the maximum and 2 s shift in the minimum 

position between the lowest and highest H flux used in the experiments, in good 

agreement with the observed results.  
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Figure 8-4 The absorption maximum (a) and minimum (b) time at two different H flux (Solid curves: 

0.04 L, dashed curves: 0.20 L. 1L =1015 cm-2s-1). The maximum/minimum time is indicated by the 

vertical straight lines (Solid lines: 0.04 L, dashed lines: 0.20 L). The time dependent curves are 

simulation results for a 40 nm film using the high temperature kinetic parameters in Table 8-1. 

3.4 Compatibility with the MSKE 

The MSKE in the previous chapters considers only the H-DC interaction. With the 

introduction of the H-Dx interaction, the defect evolution kinetics is determined by 

the combined effects of both H-DC and H-Dx interactions. To demonstrate the 

influence of the two mechanisms on the defect absorption kinetics, numerical 

simulation is carried out by using typical kinetic parameters at the high and low dosing 

temperature (Table 8-1). The parameters for the H-DC interaction are from the 

analysis of the previous chapters (see, for example, Table 6-2). The parameters kpas 

and Dx are set to 0.01-0.05krec and 500-1000DC from the analysis of the time 

parameters (Section 3.3.2). The coefficients are deliberately made larger for the low 

temperature case (Table 8-1) to better illustrate the effects of the H-Dx interaction. A 

Mathematica program for the simulation is included in the Appendix of this chapter, 

which is a slightly modified version of that in Chapter 6.  
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Table 8-1 Kinetic parameters used in simulation at 200 C and 100 C 

 High temperature (200 C) Low temperature (100 C) 

ins [s
-1] 1.5103 6.0102 

DH [cm2s-1] 1.010-9 2.010-12 

krec [cm3s-1] 1.010-14 8.010-14 

kpas 0.01krec 0.05krec 

DC [s] 0.12 0.40 

Dx 1000DC 500DC 

f 0.02 0.005 

NDx,0[cm-3] 2.01016 2.01016 

 

As shown in Figure 8-5a, at high dosing temperature, the H-DC equilibrium is fast, 

evidenced by the fast saturation of DC absorption (dotted curve). The H-Dx 

equilibrium is reached much slower (dashed curve). Overlap of the DC and Dx 

absorption yields the maximum and minimum in the absorption kinetics. The 

characteristic slowly decaying/increasing features of H-Dx interaction can be clearly 

identified in the total absorption curve (solid curve). 

As the dosing temperature decreases, all the kinetic parameters become lower. The 

typical kinetic parameters for the H-DC interaction are listed in the right column of 

Table 8-1. The kinetic parameters for the H-Dx interaction are reduced 

correspondingly, though their proportion compared to their H-DC interaction 

counterparts has been raised for better demonstration (Table 8-1). The absorption 

drop is only 1.5 ppm due to Dx passivation (dashed curve, Figure 8-5b). On the other 

hand, the steady state DC absorption becomes higher and the rate towards 

equilibrium is slowed down at lower dosing temperature. As a result, the Dx 

absorption feature is overwhelmed by the slow, monotonic DC absorption change 

(dotted curve, Figure 8-5b). The overall absorption kinetics is dominated by the H-DC 

interaction. Including the H-Dx interaction does slightly modify the absorption kinetics, 

but is unable to cause the appearance of the absorption maximum or minimum (solid 

curve, Figure 8-5b). 
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Figure 8-5 Simulated s polarization absorption for a 40 nm film due to the DCs (dotted curves), the 

Dxs (dashed curves) and the total defect absorption (solid curves). (a) The high temperature case, (b) 

The low temperature case.  

The above simulation results suggest that the distinct absorption kinetics observed at 

low and high dosing temperatures can be explained by a kinetic model including both 

the H-DC and the H-Dx interactions. The H-Dx interaction is a relatively weaker 

process, which is smaller in the absolute change of defect density and slower in the 

rate towards equilibrium when compared with the H-DC interaction. Therefore, the 

Dx component in the absorption kinetics only becomes notable at high dosing 

temperature when the H-DC density rapidly reaches a steady state. At low dosing 

temperature, the steady state DC density is higher and the H-DC steady state is 
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reached slower. The slowly equilibrated DC absorption largely cancels the reverse 

effects of the Dx component in the absorption. As a result, the maximum/minimum 

does not appear in the overall absorption kinetics. Moreover, the decrease of Dx 

density due to H passivation becomes less important compared to density of H 

induced DCs at lower dosing temperature. Under these conditions, including the H-Dx 

interaction only slightly changes the absorption kinetics and the H-DC interaction only 

model is sufficient to explain the absorption kinetics at low dosing temperature. 

 

4 The possible nature of Dx 

The passivation/regeneration behaviors when exposed to/screened from the H flux as 

well as the strong correlation with the base absorption suggest that the Dxs are very 

likely to be the pre-existing defects in the a-Si:H thin film. However, these pre-existing 

defects, which are generally believed to be dangling bonds, should be the 

energetically most favorable locations for H bonding as evidenced by the H band 

model[1]. It is difficult to understand why the H flux is unable to passivate these 

defects at relatively lower dosing temperatures. The effects of the H-Dx interaction 

only becomes notable at high dosing temperature, implying high activation energy for 

the Dx passivation and regeneration processes. The high energy barrier is again 

inconsistent with the H passivation of dangling bonds which is expected to be a 

process with either zero or a very low activation energy.  

It may be argued that the pre-existing defects are difficult to access due to kinetic 

reasons such as steric hindrance, which may lead to high energy barriers. However, it 

is hard to explain the fact that the base absorption is almost unchanged after 

repeated H dosing. Any thermodynamically favorable location for H bonding, even if it 

is difficult to access, should be saturated during the repeated H dosing cycles.  

The above analysis suggests that the Dxs are very likely to be the pre-existing defects 

in a-Si:H but it is very questionable that these defects are dangling bonds as generally 

perceived. The results in this chapter suggests that the pre-existing defects in a-Si:H 

may have a more complicated structure than simply a under-coordinated silicon 

atom[2-3]. The H passivation of these dangling bonds may also be more complicated 

than just attaching to the unsaturated sites. A possible process is that the H induced 

passivation requires a slight rearrangement of the local silicon network around the 

defect sites, which might explain the high activation energy observed[4]. This is a very 
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intriguing problem because it may give novel insights into the H induced amorphous 

to microcrystalline silicon phase transition. 

 

5 Conclusions 

To explain the defect absorption kinetics at high dosing temperature, the MSKE based 

on the H-DC interaction alone is extended by including the interaction of H with a 

novel type of defects Dx. This novel type of defect can be passivated and regenerated 

when the a-Si:H film is exposed to and screened from the H flux. The non-monotonic 

defect absorption kinetics at high H dosing temperature can be explained by the 

interplay between the H-DC and H-Dx interactions which exhibit opposing defect 

evolution kinetics under H dosing conditions. The kinetic model including both H-Dx 

and H-DC interaction is able to explain the defect absorption kinetics in the entire 

investigated temperature range. The H-Dx interaction can also be modeled using the 

quasi steady state approximation similar to that described in Chapter 4, which 

suggests that passivation of Dxs and regeneration of Dxs by H release are around 102 

and 103 times slower than the H-DC recombination and self healing of DCs, 

respectively. The Dxs are likely to be the pre-existing defects in a-Si:H. However, the 

origin of these defect remain unknown since the properties of the Dx are different 

from the dangling bonds as generally perceived. The experimental observation 

suggests that the pre-existing defects in a-Si:H may have a more complicated 

structure. 
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Appendix 
The mathematica program for simulation of the defect absorption including both H-

DC and H-Dx interactions 

(*Electrical fields*) 

n0=1.44805; 

n1=3.58; 

n2=1; 

 

h0=0; 

h1=40; 

h2=0; 

 

theta0=Pi/4; 

lamda=1200; 

sigma=10^(-2); 

 

xsteps=80; 

h:=h1/xsteps; 

 

theta1=ArcSin[Sin[theta0]*n0/n1]; 

theta2=ArcSin[Sin[theta1]*n1/n2]; 

k1=2*Pi*n1*Cos[theta1]/lamda; 

 

t01s=2*n0*Cos[theta0]/(n0*Cos[theta0]+n1*Cos[theta1]); 

t01p=2*n0*Cos[theta0]/(n0*Cos[theta1]+n1*Cos[theta0]); 

r01s=(n0*Cos[theta0]-n1*Cos[theta1])/(n0*Cos[theta0]+n1*Cos[theta1]); 

r01p=(-n0*Cos[theta1]+n1*Cos[theta0])/(n0*Cos[theta1]+n1*Cos[theta0]); 

r12s=(n1*Cos[theta1]-n2*Cos[theta2])/(n1*Cos[theta1]+n2*Cos[theta2]); 

r12p=(-n1*Cos[theta2]+n2*Cos[theta1])/(n1*Cos[theta2]+n2*Cos[theta1]); 

 

delta1=k1*h1; 

a0s=Exp[-I*delta1]+r01s*r12s*Exp[I*delta1]; 

a0p=Exp[-I*delta1]+r01p*r12p*Exp[I*delta1]; 

a1s=Exp[-I*delta1]; 

a1p=Exp[-I*delta1]; 

c1s=r12s*Exp[I*delta1]; 

c1p=r12p*Exp[I*delta1]; 
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Fs[z_]:=N[(Abs[t01s*a1s/a0s*Exp[I*k1*z]+t01s*c1s/a0s*Exp[-I*k1*z]])^2]; 

Fp[z_]:=N[(Abs[(t01p*a1p/a0p*Exp[I*k1*z]+t01p*c1p/a0p*Exp[-

I*k1*z])*Sin[theta1]])^2+(Abs[(t01p*a1p/a0p*Exp[I*k1*z]-t01p*c1p/a0p*Exp[-

I*k1*z])*Cos[theta1]])^2]; 

 

Es=Array[EfieldS,{xsteps+1},{0}]; 

Ep=Array[EfieldP,{xsteps+1},{0}]; 

 

Do[z=h1-h1*i/xsteps; 

 EfieldS[i]=Fs[z]; 

 EfieldP[i]=Fp[z]; 

 ,{i,0,xsteps,1}] 

Clear[Ru,Cu,Du,R0,C0,D0,Rh,Ch,Dh,Subscript]; 

Clear[EqRu,EqCu,EqDu,ICRu,ICCu,ICDu]; 

Clear[EqRh,EqCh,EqDh,ICRh,ICCh,ICDh]; 

Clear[DB0]; 

 

tmin=0; 

tmax=30; 

thmax=1000; 

 

R0[t_]=Table[r0i[t],{i,0,xsteps}]; 

C0[t_]=Table[c0i[t],{i,0,xsteps}]; 

D0[t_]=Table[d0i[t],{i,0,xsteps}]; 

 

Ru[t_]=Table[ri[t],{i,0,xsteps}]; 

Cu[t_]=Table[ci[t],{i,0,xsteps}]; 

Du[t_]=Table[di[t],{i,0,xsteps}]; 

 

Rh[t_]=Table[rhi[t],{i,0,xsteps}]; 

Ch[t_]=Table[chi[t],{i,0,xsteps}]; 

Dh[t_]=Table[dhi[t],{i,0,xsteps}]; 

 

(*Differential equations solving functions*) 

DESolveu[Flux_?NumberQ,DH_?NumberQ,k0_?NumberQ,krec_?NumberQ,kheal_?Numb

erQ,kpas_?NumberQ,khDB_?NumberQ]:=( 
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  EqRu= 

   Thread[D[Ru[t],t]Join[{(DH/(h^2))*(h*Flux/DH-

r0[t]+r1[t])},ListCorrelate[DH/h^2*{1,-2,1},Ru[t],{1,2},{rxsteps[t]}]]-k0*Ru[t]-

krec*Ru[t]*Cu[t]-kpas*Ru[t]*Du[t]+kheal*Cu[t]+khDB*(DB0-Du[t])]; 

   

  EqCu=Thread[D[Cu[t],t]k0*Ru[t]-krec*Ru[t]*Cu[t]-kheal*Cu[t]];   

  EqDu=Thread[D[Du[t],t]==-kpas*Ru[t]*Du[t]+khDB*(DB0-Du[t])]; 

   

  ICRu=Thread[Ru[0]Table[0,{i,0,xsteps}]]; 

  ICCu=Thread[Cu[0]Table[0,{i,0,xsteps}]]; 

  ICDu=Thread[Du[0]Table[DB0,{i,0,xsteps}]]; 

    

solu=NDSolve[Join[EqRu,EqCu,EqDu,ICRu,ICCu,ICDu],Join[Ru[t],Cu[t],Du[t]],{t,tmin,t

max}]; 

  ) 

 

DESolveh[Flux_?NumberQ,DH_?NumberQ,k0_?NumberQ,krec_?NumberQ,kheal_?Numb

erQ,kpas_?NumberQ,khDB_?NumberQ]:=( 

   

  EqRh= 

   Thread[D[Rh[t],t]Join[{DH/h^2*(h*Flux/DH-rh0[t]+rh1[t])},ListCorrelate[DH/h^2*{1,-

2,1},Rh[t],{1,2},{rhxsteps[t]}]]-k0*Rh[t]-krec*Rh[t]*Ch[t]-

kpas*Rh[t]*Dh[t]+kheal*Ch[t]+khDB*(DB0-Dh[t])]; 

   

  EqCh=Thread[D[Ch[t],t]k0*Rh[t]-krec*Rh[t]*Ch[t]-kheal*Ch[t]];   

  EqDh=Thread[D[Dh[t],t]-kpas*Rh[t]*Dh[t]+khDB*(DB0-Dh[t])]; 

   

  ICRh=Thread[Rh[0]Rh0]; 

  ICCh=Thread[Ch[0]Ch0]; 

  ICDh=Thread[Dh[0]Dh0]; 

   

  

solh=NDSolve[Join[EqRh,EqCh,EqDh,ICRh,ICCh,ICDh],Join[Rh[t],Ch[t],Dh[t]],{t,tmin,t

hmax}]; 

  ) 
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(*Absorption functions*) 

AbsS1[tu_?NumberQ]:=( 

  Su1=0; 

  Do[ 

   Su1=Su1+First[ci[t]/.solu/.ttu]*EfieldS[i]*h*(10^6)*sigma; 

   ,{i,0,xsteps}]; 

  Su1) 

 

AbsS2[tu_?NumberQ]:=( 

  Su2=0; 

  Do[ 

   Su2=Su2+(First[di[t]/.solu/.ttu]-DB0)*EfieldS[i]*h*(10^6)*sigma; 

   ,{i,0,xsteps}]; 

  Su2) 

 

AbsSh1[th_?NumberQ]:=( 

  Sh1=0; 

  Do[ 

   Sh1=Sh1+First[chi[t]/.solh/.tth]*EfieldS[i]*h*(10^6)*sigma; 

   ,{i,0,xsteps}]; 

  Sh1) 

 

AbsSh2[th_?NumberQ]:=( 

  Sh2=0; 

  Do[ 

   Sh2=Sh2+(First[dhi[t]/.solh/.tth]-DB0)*EfieldS[i]*h*(10^6)*sigma; 

   ,{i,0,xsteps}]; 

  Sh2) 

 

AbsP1[tu_?NumberQ]:=( 

  Pu1=0; 

  Do[ 

   Pu1=Pu1+First[ci[t]/.solu/.ttu]*EfieldP[i]*h*(10^6)*sigma; 

   ,{i,0,xsteps}]; 

  Pu1) 

 

AbsP2[tu_?NumberQ]:=( 
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  Pu2=0; 

  Do[ 

   Pu2=Pu2+(First[di[t]/.solu/.ttu]-DB0)*EfieldP[i]*h*(10^6)*sigma; 

   ,{i,0,xsteps}]; 

  Pu2) 

 

AbsPh1[th_?NumberQ]:=( 

  Ph1=0; 

  Do[ 

   Ph1=Ph1+First[chi[t]/.solh/.tth]*EfieldP[i]*h*(10^6)*sigma; 

   ,{i,0,xsteps}]; 

  Ph1) 

 

AbsPh2[th_?NumberQ]:=( 

  Ph2=0; 

  Do[ 

   Ph2=Ph2+(First[dhi[t]/.solh/.tth]-DB0)*EfieldP[i]*h*(10^6)*sigma; 

   ,{i,0,xsteps}]; 

  Ph2) 

 

(*Simulation and plot*) 

Clear[uData,hData,uD,hD,dtu,dth]; 

Clear[krec,DH,k0,kheal,Flux,PhiH,kpas,khDB,DB0]; 

krec=1*10^7; 

DH=100000; 

k0=1500; 

kheal=8; 

Flux=0.02*PhiH; 

PhiH=2; 

kpas=0.01*krec; 

khDB=0.001*kheal; 

DB0=0.00002; 

 

DESolveu[Flux,DH,k0,krec,kheal,kpas,khDB]; 

 

Thread[Rh0=N[First[Ru[t]/.solu/.ttmax]]]; 

Thread[Ch0=N[First[Cu[t]/.solu/.ttmax]]]; 
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Thread[Dh0=N[First[Du[t]/.solu/.ttmax]]]; 

DESolveh[0,DH,k0,krec,kheal,kpas,khDB]; 

 

utsteps=100; 

htsteps=1000; 

dtu=0.3; 

dth=1; 

uData=Array[uD,{utsteps+1,5},{0,1}]; 

hData=Array[hD,{htsteps,5}]; 

 

Do[ 

 uD[i,1]=dtu*i; 

 uD[i,2]=AbsS1[dtu*i]; 

 uD[i,3]=AbsS2[dtu*i]; 

 uD[i,4]=AbsP1[dtu*i]; 

 uD[i,5]=AbsP2[dtu*i]; 

 ,{i,0,utsteps}] 

 

Do[ 

 hD[i,1]=dth*i; 

 hD[i,2]=AbsSh1[dth*i]; 

 hD[i,3]=AbsSh2[dth*i]; 

 hD[i,4]=AbsPh1[dth*i]; 

 hD[i,5]=AbsPh2[dth*i]; 

 ,{i,1,htsteps}] 

 

ListPlot[{Table[{uD[i,1],uD[i,2]+uD[i,3]},{i,0,utsteps}],Table[{uD[i,1],uD[i,4]+uD[i,5]},{

i,0,utsteps}]},PlotRangeAll] 

ListPlot[{Table[{hD[i,1],hD[i,3]},{i,0,htsteps}],Table[{hD[i,1],hD[i,5]},{i,0,htsteps}]},Plo

tRangeAll] 

ListPlot[{Table[{hD[i,1],hD[i,2]+hD[i,3]},{i,0,htsteps}],Table[{hD[i,1],hD[i,4]+hD[i,5]},{

i,0,htsteps}]},PlotRangeAll] 

Export["uAbs.dat",uData]; 

Export["hAbs.dat",hData]; 
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Summary 

 

Atomic hydrogen induced defects in amorphous silicon: 
An in situ study of the reaction kinetics 

 

The interaction of atomic H and a-Si:H is a classic yet active research field. The H 

involved microscopic processes are often associated with structural change and 

creation and annihilation of dangling bond defects. Therefore, understanding the H/a-

Si:H interaction is vitall to elucidate many important phenomena in a-Si:H such as the 

film growth mechanism, H induced amorphous to microcrystalline transition and the 

Staebler-Wronski effect. Despite of the many insights obtained in the last decades, 

many important research questions remain unanswered.  

In this thesis, the defect evolution kinetics in a-Si:H thin films during atomic H dosing 

is studied by in situ evanescent wave cavity ring down spectroscopy (EW-CRDS). As an 

all optical diagnostic technique, EW-CRDS can be readily implemented for non 

intrusive, fast responding, in situ measurement under film growth and plasma 

treatment conditions. The EW-CRDS technique applied enables the in situ study of the 

H induced defect evolution kinetics with unprecendented time resolution and 

sensitivity. Another major experimental improvement is the use of a carefully 

controlled and quantified H flux. Due to the existence of the H induced defect 

annihilation channel (the recombination process), the density of H induced defects 

will reach saturation for high H fluxes. In this study, by limiting the H flux within a flux 

sensitive range, the defect evolution features exhibit clear variation with the H flux, 

extending the study on the H induced defect evolution kinetics into a new and 

unexplored area of flux. 

The defect evolution kinetics exhibits a number of unique characteristics. The 

creation/annihilation of the H induced defects is a fast equilibrated, completely 

reversible process. The defect absorption in the steady state increases with H flux 

while it decreases with dosing temperature. The equilibration rate increases with both 

H flux and dosing temperature. The density of H induced defects is higher for a more 

defective a-Si:H film. Based on the absorption ratio of the s and p polarization, 

together with the electric field intensity calculation, the H induced defects are found 
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to progress into the film with a penetration depth of around 10-15 nm below the film 

surface.  

Microscopically, the H induced defects contributing to the observed defect absorption 

are designated as defect complexes (DCs), which are formed when H atoms insert into 

strained Si-Si bonds, resulting in dangling bonds with adjacent Si-H bonds. The DCs 

can annihilate either through self repairing by releasing the inserted H atoms or 

through recombination with H atoms followed by desorption of molecular H2. The 

above processes, together with H diffusion, are proposed as the microscopic 

mechanism for the observed defect evolution kinetics. The boundary condition for the 

kinetic model assumes that only a fraction of the H flux enters the film. The minimum 

set of kinetic equations (MSKE) which describes the experimental data accurately 

involves five physical parameters: the insertion frequency ins, the recombination rate 

constant krec, the self repairing time constant , the H diffusion coefficient DH and the 

fraction f which effectively penetrates the a-Si:H film.  

The MKSE has been analyzed by means of a quasi steady state (QSS) approximation 

and in the steady state. The hydrogen quasi steady state approximation assumes that 

the integrated H density in the film reaches a quasi steady state very rapidly after the 

H flux is turned on and off. The QSS approximation predicts that the initial absorption 

change after the H flux is turned on and off exhibits exponential decay time 

dependence. The kinetic parameters f, , ins/krec and DH/ins in the MSKE and their 

activation energy values can be quantitatively evaluated based on the QSS 

approximation. The errors in the parameters estimated based on the QSS 

approximation are discussed. The hydrogen QSS is validated by numerical simulation 

using the typical value of kinetic parameters, which suggests that the QSS is valid 

when the insertion frequency ins is much higher than the time resolution of the 

measurement. Surprisingly fast H diffusion is not necessary for the QSS to be valid. 

The steady state of the MSKE can be simplified into a dimensionless first order 

differential equation of the spatial variable. The defect absorption in the steady state 

is determined by three parameters: depth=(DH/(2ins))
1/2, C=ins/krec and 

0=2C/(f), which are the scaling parameters of depth, DC density and flux in 

obtaining the dimensionless equation, respectively. The three parameters can be 

evaluated by fitting the flux dependent absorption in the steady state. Detailed 

information of the H and DC profiles in the steady state can also be obtained in the 

steady state model.  
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The MSKE can also be solved by a numerical model which also evaluates the kinetic 

parameters by fitting the time dependent absorption data. The parameters evaluated 

based on the analytical based models provide a good guess of the initial values for the 

numerical fitting program. The spatial and temporal evolution of the mobile H and H-

induced defect complexes is studied. The results reveal that the absorption kinetics 

with the current experimental time resolution is only determined by four parameters 

f, -1, ins/krec and DH/ins, parameters which are also determined by the analytical 

models. It follows from the numerical model that an experimental time resolution on 

the order of 1/ins is required to determine the insertion frequency experimentally 

with sufficient accuracy. 

The microscopic mechanisms during the H dosing processes are discussed based on 

the analytical and numerical analysis results. The H and DC are identified as the 

interstitial H atoms and the H atoms trapped by the strained Si-Si bonds, respectively. 

The interstitial nature of the H atoms in the modeling requires that the H diffusion 

proceeds via a free diffusion mechanism similar to that in c-Si, which leads to self 

consistent results. The insertion activation energy can be obtained assuming the H 

diffusion activation energy being the free diffusion activation energy. As a result, the 

defect complex configuration is found about 0.15 eV below the interstitial H state. 

The microscopic mechanisms proposed are compatible to the classic H band model 

with a quantitative development of the energy levels for the metastable H species. 

The evolution kinetics of the H-induced defects at the dosing temperature 200 C can 

be described by including the interaction of H with a novel type of defects (Dx) into 

the minimal set of kinetic equations based on the H-DC interaction. The novel type of 

defect can be passivated by the H flux and slowly regenerated after the H flux is 

terminated. The superposition of the H-DC and H-Dx interactions can explain the non-

monotonic defect absorption kinetics. H passivation of Dxs and H release from 

passivated Dxs are found about 102 and 103 times slower compared to H 

recombination with DCs and H release from DCs. The Dxs are also related to the 

defect which determines the baseline absorption in the EW-CRDS experiment. 

However, the high activation energy of the H passivation of the Dxs is strongly against 

the attribution of Dxs being the pre-existing defect structures. The unique properties 

of the Dxs may provide new insights into the structure of defects in a-Si:H.  
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List of symbols 

 

Symbol Definition  

As,p Amplitude parameters in the exponential fit 

cs,p Dimensionless factor in the hyperbolic fit 

DC Defect complex 

DH H diffusion coefficient in a-Si:H 

DH,0 The theoretical diffusion pre-factor 

Dx Defects with unknown nature in Chapter 8 

Esubscript Activation energy of the process indicated by the subscript 

,
ˆ

s pE  Electric field vectors 

f Flux fraction factor 

h Film thickness 

Is,p Electric field intensity, polarization dependent 

,s pI  Averaged electric field intensity, defined by Eq. 4-17b 

j Dimensionless flux 

kins Insertion rate constant 

kpas Rate constant of Dx passivation 

krec Recombination rate constant 

kB The Boltzmann constant 

NC Density of the defect complexes 

ND Density of defects (all types) 

NDx Density of the defects with unknown nature 

NH Density of the H atoms 

NS Density of the strain bonds 

on, off 

(superscript) 
H flux is turned on/off 
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Symbol Definition  

s,p (subscript)  Polarization symbols 

ss (superscript) Steady state of the H-DC equilibrium 

 Dimensionless DC density 

 Depth of the H enriched region, defined by Eq. 4-17a 

0 Flux scaling parameter 

C Flux parameter in the hyperbolic fit 

H H flux emanating from the H source 

s,p Optical loss/defect absorption of the corresponding polarization  

 Dimensionless H density 

s Subsurface dimensionless H density  

 Depth scaling parameter 

H
 

 H profile depth, 2H    

ins Insertion frequency, ins=kinsNS 

 Time parameter in the exponential fit 

C DC density scaling parameter 

 Cross section of defect absorption 

 Self repairing time constant of DC 

Ring down time (only in Chapter 2) 

DC Self repairing time constant of DC 

Dx Self repairing time constant of Dx 

 Dimensionless depth 
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